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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In July of 1983 the United States Department of Agriculture, Food and

Nutrition Service (FN$) awarded a contract to the Planning Research Corpora-

tion to demonstrate a mechanism for providing Food Stamp Program benefits

through electronic funds transfer and point-of-sale technologies. In October

1984, an electronic benefit transfer (EBT) system using these technologies

began operations in Reading, Pennsylvania. Demonstration recipients were

gradually phased onto the new issuance system over a four-month start-up

period, and the Reading EBT system was fully operational in February 1985.

This report describes the Reading EBT system and documents the ac-

tivities undertaken during its design and development, and during the first

five months of its implementation. The intent is to provide early information

about the system to a variety of interested parties: members of Congress,

Food Stamp Program authorities, federal agencies, and others interested _n EBT

systems in general and the Reading demonstration in particular.

The report does not evaluate the Reading EBT system. After the

demonstration is completed (at the end of 1985) an evaluation report will be

prepared. That report will evalua[e the impacts of the Reading EBT system on

agency operations, on food stamp recipients, on retailers, and on financial

institutions.

Federal and State Interest in Alternatives to the Coupon System for the issu-

ance of Food Stamp Benefits Resulted in the Readin s EBT Demonstration

The Food Stamp Program currently provides benefits in the form of

food stamp coupons. State agencies use various systems to deliver these

coupons. Some states mail coupons directly tb recipients. A few states use

on-line computer systems to verify recipients' authorization to receive bene-

fits before delivering coupons directly to recipients at a local issuance

point. MOst states, however, mail monthly Authorization-to-Participate (ATP)

cards to recipients. Recipients take the ATPs to local issuance offices to

obtain their coupons. The level of automation in preparing and mailing these

ATPs varies among states.
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The delivery and control of ATPs and food stamp coupons is costly and

difficult Co administer. In addition, these issuance systems are vulnerable

to administrative error and to certain types of fraud and abuse. Where ATPs

or coupons are mailed to recipients, mail chef: may occur or be falsely repor-

ted by recipients. Trafficking--the illegal sale of food scamp coupons for

cash--occurs. In addition, instances of ATP and coupon theft by program em-

ployees and postal service employees have been reported.

In response to these problems, federal and state food stamp authori-

ties have been seeking less costly and more secure ways to provide food stamp

benefits. In May 1981, FNS announced its intent to sponsor demonstration

projects to develop and test alternative issuance systems. State and local

agencies were invited to submit proposals indicating their interest and des-

cribing their proposed system.

Shortly thereafter, as part of USDA's efforts to explore alternative

issuance systems, FNS commissioned a feasibility study. The study assessed

the technological, economic, and programmatic feasibility of using electronic

technologies co transfer program benefits. The solicitation to state and

local agencies for proposed demonstrations of alternative issuance systems was

suspended in November 1981, pending the outcome of the feasibility study.

Released in March 1982, the study concluded Chat a food stamp EBT

system would be technically and economically feasible. It recommended that

FNS sponsor a demonstration to determine the programmatic feasibility of

implementing such a system, pointing out that retailer acceptance would be a

key to successful implementation.

As a result of the feasibility study, FNS changed its research stra-

tegy. The original solicitation to state and local agencies was cancelled in

May 1982. FMS issued a new solicitation the following January inviting pro-

posals from independent contractors to design, develop, and implement alterna-

tive issuance systems employing electronic funds transfer and point-of-sale

technologies. Contractors were required to obtain commitments from state and

local food stamp authorities that they would cooperate in the demonstration.

A contract was awarded in July 1983 to Planning Research Corporation (PRC) to

demonstrate an EBT system in Reading.
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The Readin_ EBT Demonstration ReD]aces Food Stamp Coupons with Benefit Cards

and an On-line Computer System

The Reading EBT system conpists of an on-line computer network con-

necting a local computer center with Benefit Transaction Terminals (BTTs) in

approximately 145 retail food outlets in and around Reading. Approximately

3,600 food stamp recipients in Reading received benefit cards from the local

welfare office. Recipients may use their cards at any participating retail

outlet to purchase groceries.

Each participating recipient and retailer has a computerized account

at the EBT Center (the local operations center for the system). Recipients'

accounts are credited each month with their authorized benefit amounts when

the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare (PDPW) transmits issuance data

to the EBT Center. When recipients purchase groceries, their EBT accounts are

imediately debited and retailers' accounts are credited through electronic

transmission of purchase data from the stores' BTTs to the EBT Center. After

the end of every banking day, which runs from 2:00 PM to 2:00 PM, each store's

credits for the day are totaled at the EBT Center and delivered to the staff

of American Bank & Trust Company (AB&T). The bank is located in Reading and

provides space to the EBT Center.

Acting as a clearinghouse bank for the system, AB&T enters the re-

tailers' credit information into the Automated Clearing House (ACH) network

the same evening. These electronic funds transfer requests pass through the

Federal Reserve banking system, culminating in a drawdown against a USDA

letter-of-credit account at the United States Treasury. Retailers' credits

are deposited into accounts at their banks the following morning.

To purchase groceries at participating retail food outlets, recip-

ients present their benefit card to the skore clerk at the checkout counter.

A magnetic stripe on the card contains the following encoded data: card

number_ a code called the PIN offset which is based on the card number and the

recipients' four-digit Personnel Identification Number (PIN), and a check-sum

digit which is based on the card number and the PIN offset. The clerk passes

the card through a card reader attached to the BTT. The BTT confirms that the

encoded information on the card has been read correctly by computing a new

check-sum digit and comparing it to the encoded digit. The recipient then
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enters his or her PIN on an attached PIN-pad, and the BTT verifies that the

PIN is correct by computing a new PIN offset and comparing it to the PIN

offset encoded on the card. After the PIN is verified, the clerk enters the

purchase total on the STT and presses a "Send" key on the BTT.

The BTT automatically dials the EBT Center and transmits the purchase

transaction data. The computer at the EBT Center verifies that a valid

account exists for the recipient and checks the remaining balance in the

recipient's account. If the account has sufficient funds to cover the inten-

ded purchase, the transaction is processed; the recipient's account is debited

and the store's account is credited by the purchase amount. A two-part re-

ceipt showing the purchase total and the recipient's remaining balance (after

the purchase) is printed at the checkout counter. The recipient keeps one

copy of the receipt and the store retains the other copy for its records.

If the recipient's account has insufficient funds to cover the pur-

chase, the EBT Center relays this information back to the BTT. The recipient

may either return some items or pay for some of the groceries with cash. A

second KBT transaction must be processed for the new purchase amount.

Recipients can keep track of their food stamp balance through the

remaining balance information provided on eachpurchase receipt. In addition,

they may use any BTT or any touch-tone telephone to call the EBT Center for

balance information. The recipient's PIN must be entered to obtain the cur-

rent balance. When using a telephone, the recipient also must enter his or

her case number (which is printed on the benefit card).

If the recipient has difficulty remembering his or her PIN for a

balance inquiry or purchase, the BTT will allow three attempts to enter the

correct PIN. After three unsuccessful PIN entry attempts, the BTT automatic-

ally dials the EBT Center and transmits an unsuccessful PIN entry message.

The recipient may attempt another transaction or balance inquiry immediately

at a different BTT, or at the same 8TT after it has processed a transaction

for a different food stamp client. If the EST Center receives three unsuc-

cessful PIN entry messages (indicating nine unsuccessful attempts to enter the

correct PIN) during a single day, the system will not accept further attempts
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to obtain balance information for that account until the next day. This limi-

tation is designed to prevent unauthorized persons from discovering PINs

through trial and error. The limit does not apply to purchases, however. A

recipient can make a purchase at any time he or she enters the correct PIN.

Finally, food stamp purchases can be processed manually if a malfunc-

tion causes the system to be inaccessible to EBT transactions. The store

clerk calls an EBT Center operator, who verifies that the recipient's balance

will cover the purchase and then authorizes the transaction. The maximum

allowable manual transaction is $35 per day per recipient. The manual pur-

chase procedure is also used for the one mobile vendor (a milk route) in the

Reading demonstration.

Establishing the EBT System Required Three phases of Activity: Design t Devel-

opment t and Implementation

As system contractor, PRC was responsible for designing, developing,

and implementing the _BT System in Reading. All three phases of activity also

required substantial input from federal, regional, state and local food stamp

personnel; from retailers; from financial institutions, including the Federal

Reserve and the United States Treasury; and from local conlnunity service and

advocacy groups.

System Design. The solicitation for the demonstration specified the

functional requirements and special Food Stamp Program requirements for an EBT

system. PRC's major task during the approximately seven-month long design

phase was to prepare a detailed system design which could meet these require-

ments plus any other special needs or operating requirements of the parties

interacting with the system. These parties included the state and local food

stamp agencies, local retailers in Reading, and several tiers of flnancial

institutions (including AB&T, Federal Reserve banks, and the United States

Treasury). PRC held numerous meetings with representatives of these groups

during the design phase to determine their needs and to obtain their views on

early design plus.

PRC began preparing drafts of all training and users man_!s during

this phase. In addition_an _implementation plan and a written plan f_r subse-

quent system testing (once development was complete) were produced.
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One of the major tasks performed by federal, state, and local food

stamp personnel during this period was to review all written documents submit-

ted to FNS by PRC. The reviews raised a number of issues that took time to

resolve. The required actions included: making arrangements for authorizing

manual tranmactions at any time during the day; specifying procedures for

interfacing with the Federal Reserve system and the Treasury; and obtaining a

waiver to allow use of the proposed programming language (PL/1). Because of

the time required to deal with these issues, FNS did not authorize the start

of system development until January 1984, nearly three months after the

planned date.

PRC staff spent 3.2 person-years of effort in the seven-month design

phase. The effort was predominantly devoted to system design and engineering

and to developing training materials. In addition, food stamp staff at the

national, regional, state and local levels spent about one person-year in

monitoring, review, and problem resolution.

System Development. PRC's efforts during system development focused

on hardware and software development and integration. Hardware development

required acquiring all equipment necessary to develop a working prototype of

the EBT system, fabricating cables to connect the BTTs and printers, and test-

ing each hardware component and the complete system. Software development

tasks included specifying the detailed design of each software module, writing

code, testing and debugging individual modules, and testing and debugging the

final integrated system.

The major event during system development was the Functional Demon-

stration Test. This was a formal test of the system's ability to perform the

basic program functions specified in the solicitation and the final design do-

cument. Representatives from the federal, state, and local food stamp agen-

cies and from AB&T participated in the test. They performed the functions for

which they would be responsible during actual operations, and they acted as

observers to the test. Several problems were noted during the test. After

PRC and FNS resolved the problems, FNS authorized the start of system imple-

mentation activities.
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While PRC staff performed the above system development tasks, they

also prepared all training materials and procedures necessary for system

implementation. Because staff from state and local food stamp agencies were

to be responsible for all training of recipients during implementation, a high

level of coordination between PRC and these agencies was required during this

period.

The development phase required a total of nearly 16 person-years of

effort. PRC staff spent 13.1 person years_ principally in writing and testing

software. Another 2.8 person-years were spent by food stamp staff at the

national, regional, state, and local levels. Food stamp staff at all levels

performed monitoring and review activities. In addition, state and local

staff prepared to carry out functions such as transmitting issuance data,

issuing benefit cards, and training recipients.

System Implementation. System implementation involved preparing for

the start of system operations, training alt demonstration recipients, and

operating the EBT system from start-up (October I, 1984) until the end of the

training period (January 1985).

The first task in preparing for system operations was to install the

EBT equipment in Reading. The EBT Center was established and the system's

computers were moved from PRC_s test facility in Mclean, Virginia, to the EBT

Center. Telephone lines and EBT equipment were installed in five Reading

retail food outlets in preparation for a final acceptance test of the sys-

tem. (EBT equipment at the Reading welfare office and at one retail outlet

had been installed during the system development phase as part Of the Func-

tional Demonstration Test.)

After equipment installation, PRC performed the acceptance test of

the EBT system. This test was similar to the Functional Demonstration Test

held after system development, it was somewhat more comprehensive, however,

and all equipment in the test was installed in appropriate Reading locations.

Again, representatives from PRC, the relevant food stamp agencies, and AB&T

acted both as p_irt_c'_s and observers during the test. In addition, five

food trained so that actual EBT transactions could be

included as part of the &ogeptance test.
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After the System Acceptance Test was completed and problems identi-

fied during the test were resolved, PRC began installing EBT equipment in all

of the retail stores to be included in the demonstration. Some stores also

required additional telephone lines. These were ordered as the implementation

phase began, and the telephone company installed them before the BTTs were put

in place.

Dur{ng this period PRC also trained all demonstration participants,

with the exception of recipients, to operate the system. PEC's EBT system

operators, state and local food stamp staff, and store managers and clerks

were all trained. A large group of "facilitators" (staff members from various

food stamp agencies) was trained to provide assistance to recipients and

recallers during the first week of system operations.

State and local food stamp staff trained demonstration recipients in

small group sessions at the Reading welfare office. Training occurred in

October, November, and January. The January training was originally scheduled

for December, but was postponed after the EBT system experienced several

problems in November. PRC worked throughout the start-up period to resolve

the problems, which ranged from minor equipment malfunctions to the system's

inability to function normally during peak shopping periods.

Implementation activities required a total of 9.5 person-years of

effort. PRC staff spent 5.8 person-years installing equipment, conducting and

responding to the System Acceptance Test, training participants, and operating

the EBT Center for four months. FNS national office staff spent one person-

year managing and monitoring the effort. Regional and state food stamp staff

spent 1.3 person-years, principally in start-up activities. Staff of the

Reading welfare office spent 1.4 person-years, mainly to train recipients and

issue their benefit cards.

The Readin I Demonstration Has Provided Valuable Information about the Process

of Establishin s EBT Systems for the Food Stamp Prosram

As the first test of an EBT system in the Food Stamp Program, the

Reading demonstration provides a wealth of new information. For example, it

shows that retailers and recipients may respond quite favorably to an EBT
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system, and that recipients make more purchases than one might expect. More-

over, the Reading experience offers some lessons about problems that may occur

in implementing an EBT system. Even though the system was implemented nearly

on schedule and was well received by retailers and recipients, the demonstra-

tion identified several problems and issues related to system design, system

operations_ and project management.

Retailer Reactions. Although food retailers nationwide have been

slow to accept point-of-sale systems, virtually all eligible retailers elected

to participate in the Reading demonstration. Several factors contributed to

this result. PRC worked hard to win retailers' acceptance of the system and

to make it responsive to their concerns. The system operated at very low

direct cost to retailers. Retailers did not face a change in competitive

position, because practically all stores in the area were participating.

Finally, a store that did not participate would lose any food stamp sales that

it would have gotten from recipients living within the demonstration area.

Retailer responses to the system, once it began operations, were

quite favorable. In interviews conducted early in 1985, 72 percent of the

participating retailers said they preferred the EBT system, while only 26

percent preferred the coupon system. Most retailers found the EBT system

easier to deal with than coupons. They also liked not having to give back

change in food stamp purchases, and they felt that the system reduced fraud

and abuse. Their negative convaents focused on extra time taken at the check-

out counter, particularly because of system slowdowns, and difficulty in keep-

ing track of deposits. Despite these problems, the general attitude was quite

positive.

Recipient Reactions. Recipients also responded very positively to

the EBT system. A survey conducted in parallel with the retailer interviews

found that 74 percent of the recipients who had experienced both systems pre-

ferred EBT over coupons. Only 21 percent preferred the coupon system.

Like the grocers_ the recipients £ound the EBT system easier to deal

with than coupons. They liked not dealing with coupon books and not going to

the bank to exchange an AT P card £or coupons. Very £ew said they had trouble
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keeping track of their account balance or remembering their PIN. Some recipi-

ents, however, felt that paying for groceries was slower with the EBT system.

BenefiR Use Patterns. Before the demonstration, no one knew how many

purchases a recipient would make with a month's food stamp benefits--a criti-

cal parmamter for designing system capacity. An average of five purchases was

alsu_lmd for planning. As it turned out, households averaged seven to eight

purchases per month.

Purchases were concentrated in the afternoon shopping hours of the

days immediately following issuance. In February, the first month of full

operations, benefits were placed in recipients' accounts on Monday, Febru-

ary 4. The shopping peak occurred between 4:00 and 5:00 PM on Wednesday.

During that hour, recipients made 1.2 percent of the entire month's EBT pur-

chases. The daily volume of purchases declined steadily after the issuance

peak. Recipients made only 428 purchases on the last Wednesday in February,

compared to 2,207 on the Wednesday after issuance.

System Design Problems. The EBT system generally performed its

primary functions of issuing benefits to recipients, allowing them to make

purchasesv and transferring funds to retailers. The system did experience

problems, however, some of which were related to system design.

System slowdowns, causing recipients and retailers to wait for pur-

chase transactions to be processed, were the most persistent and troubling

problem. Several design features contributed to the slowdowns. For example,

the system design required retailer credits to be totaled in the afternoon

hours, when peak purchase volumes occurred. The system design calls for two

computers operating in tandem to provide a backup capacity, and this configur-

ation required extra processing time to update the backup database. Messages

between the two computers were executed sequentially for security reasons;

parallel execution would be faster. In addition, the chosen programming lan-

guage did not yield maximum processing speed. These factors, combined with

the unexpected number of recipient purchases, led to slowdowns at peak shop-

ping periods.

The dual computers were related to another problem with the original

design. The design anticipated that processing would automatically switch to
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the backup computer if the main computer failed. This turned out to be impos-

sible with the hardware that had been chosen, The EBT Center therefore had to

be staffed on a 24-hour basis, resulting in higher operating costs than

planned.

Procedures for authorizing and crediting manual sales also proved to

be a troublesome aspect of the design. Retailers found the authorization pro-

cedure cumbersome and disliked the $35 limit on household purchases per day.

Moreover t they had difficulty reconciling their accounts because manual sales

were not credited on a predictable schedule. (The retailer mails a manual

sales form to the EBT Center, and the account is credited when the form

reaches the Center.)

Retailers also experienced some difficulty in reconciling routine EBT

purchases. The system totals credits for a 2:00 PM to 2:00 PM banking day,

which does not correspond to retailers' normal accounting periods. Further,

the system does not provide immediate information on deposits to retailer

accounts. Some retailers resorted to an informal procedure of calling the EBT

Center daily to obtain deposit information.

System OperatiOn Problems. Some problems resulted not from the

system's design, but from mechanical or human failures.

Equipment malfunctions occurred both at the EBT Center and in grocery

stores. The Voice Input/Output unit, which responds to balance inquiries from

touch-tone telephones_ had persistent probl_ms. Other equipment in the EBT

Center had occasional need Pot repair or replacement. Problems with in-store

equipment most often stemmed from improper use rather than mechanical fail-

ure. However_ all BTTs were modified in January to prevent a transmission

problem that sometimes caused the .main computer to fail.

Operator errors sometimes occurred, but not in any systematic pat-

tern. They served mainly as reminders of the need for detailed training,

operation manuals, and supervision,

Issues of Contract Specification and Management. Apart from the

problems visible in EBT system operations, some difficulties arose in the

overall management and implementation of the demonstration. The problems

point to several needs in a project of this type.
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Clear and comprehensive performance criteria are needed to determine

whether a system operates at acceptable levels. Specifying performance cri-

teria is not easy: there is little experience on which standards can be

based. However, the lack of such criteria contributed to the system design

problems noted above. It also caused difficulties for both FNS and PRC in

determining whether or not the system was operating at acceptable performance

levels.

An agency sponsoring an EBT project also needs a source of technical

expertise to evaluate the system. The need is greatest for evaluating initial

proposals, reviewing design documents, and considering proposed modifications

to the system design. In the latter two stages, the expert must have great

familiarity with the specific hardware components and software languages used

in the system.

Realistic scheduling is always difficult in development projects.

The Reading demonstration indicates that this is not just a matter of estimat-

ing the time for assembling hardware and writing software. Delays sten_ed

mainly from the time required to resolve issues raised by design reviews and

system testing. Long lead times for major equipment orders also can cause

delays or impede rescheduling when delays occur for other reasons.

Finally, the demonstration illustrates an EBT system's need for close

interaction between the system developer and food retailers. This is initi-

ally required to ensure retailer participation in the system. As the system

starts operating, retailer training is critical. Continuing contact is then

needed to deal with equipment problems, to ensure that retailers follow the

intended procedures, and to communicate new information and suggestions for

improved operations.
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SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT



Chapter One

SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

The Food Stamp Program currently provides needy people with coupons

which they can use to buy food at authorized retail outlets. The United

States Department of Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Service (FNS), is respon-

sible for administering this program. For several years, FNS has sought al-

ternative ways to provide food stamp benefits. Its goal has been to find an

issuance system that is more efficient, less costly to administer, and less

vulnerable to fraud and abuse than the present procedures for issuing food

stamp coupons.

One alternative issuance approach involves the application of elec-

tronic funds transfer (EFT) technologies. In 1982, FNS sponsored a study to

examine the technical and economic feasibility of using these technologies to

develop an electronic benefit transfer (EBT) system for the Food Stamp Pro-

gram. 1 The study concluded that the technology necessary for an EBT system

has been developed and proven successful, and that the costs of such a system

appeared feasible relative to existing program issuance costs. The authors

recommended that FNS sponsor a demonstration to test an EBT system within the

administrative and operational environment of the Food Stamp Program.

Toward this end, FNS issued a solicitation in January 1983 seeking

proposals from independent contractors to pilot test an EBT system in coopera-

tion with state and local food stamp authorities, retailers_ and financial in-

stitutions. As a result of this competitive procurement, an award was made to

Planning Research Corporation (PRC) in July 1983 to design, develop, and im-

plement an EBT system in Reading, Pennsylvania.

The Reading EBT system, an on-line system dedicated solely to the

Food Stamp Program, began operations on October 1, 1984. The system became

fully operational on February 1, 1985, after approximately 3,600 food stamp

1Report on the Feasibility of an Electronic Benefit Transfer System

for the Food Stamp Program, Silver Spring, Maryland: Birch & Oav{s Associates
Inc. and The Orkand Corporation, March 1982.



recipients in Reading received training in hcw to use the system. About

145 retailers currently participate in the demonstration, and about 3,300 re-

cipients use the system each month to purchase groceries. Present plans call

for the system to operate through the end of 1985.

1.1 THE REPORT DOCUMENTS THE READING EBT SYSTEM AND DISCUSSES THE PROCEDURES

FOR IMPLEMENTING EBT SYSTEMS ELSEWHERE

The purpose of this report is two-fold. F{rst, to document the

establishment of the Reading EBT system, it addresses three questions:

· How does the system operate?

· What process was followed and what activities occurred

during system design, development, and implementation?

· Who participated in these processes and how much effort
was required?

The second purpose is to identify aspects of the Reading experience chat offer

guidance to food stamp authorities who may contemplate implementing an EBT

system. Accordingly, the report considers a number of requirements to be met

and issues to be addressed when designing, developing, and implementing an EBT

system.

In discussing the requirements and procedures for establishing an

EBT system, the report necessarily focuses on the Reading demonstration as the

only "live" example of such a system in the Food Stamp Program. The Reading

design is not the only feasible design for an EBT system, however. Systems

can vary in several critical dimensions, such as on-line or off-line technol-

ogy, stand-alone systems or systems shared with commercial users, and systems

operated by Food Stamp Program personnel or systems operated by con_ractors.

A multitude of specific hardware and software options exist. This report does

not recommend any specific design. Rather, it identifies the elements needed

in any system and their relationship to program functions. _t also describes

the programmatic context in which choices about system design and operatioms

must be made.

This report does not evaluate the Reading EBT system; it simply des-

cribes the system's design and operating features. A major evaluation of the
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system's costs, its vulnerability to fraud and abuse, and its effects on reci-

pients and retailers is in progress. That evaluation will be based on infor-

mation from the full course of the demonstration.

1.2 A GUIDE TO READERS

Readers with varying interests in EBT systems may wish to focus

their attention on different sections of the report, using the overview infor-

mation in Exhibit 1.I. Relevant information on the design of the Reading EBT

system and the procedures followed in establishing the system is repeated,

where necessary, to facilitate the reading of individual chapters. Chapter

Two discusses the design and operation of the Reading EBT system. Chapter

Three describes the activities and level of effort required to establish the

system. Chapters Four through Six draw from the Reading experience the re-

quirements to be met, issues to be addressed, and procedures to be followed in

designing, developing, and implementing an EBT system. Chapter Seven dis-

cusses many of the lessons learned from the Reading demonstration which

pertain to establishing other EBT systems.

A glossary of terms and acronyms used throughout the report and a

chronology of events during the establishment of the Reading EBT system are

included as appendices.

3
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Exhibit 1.1

A GUIDE TO SECTIONS OF THE REPORT

Topic ReportSections

Description of Reading EBT system See Chapter Two for description of

system design and operations.

Statistics on benefit usage and other

system operations are included in

Chapter Four. A glossary of terms is

provided in Appendix A.

Process of establishing the Reading See Chapter Three for discussion of

EBT system activitiesperformed and level of ef[ort
required to design, develop and

implement the Reading system, as well as

developing the solicitation. A

chronology of events is provided in

Appendix B.

Requirements, issues and procedures See Chapters Four through Six for

for establishing EBT systems material on system design_ syatem

elsewhere development, and system implementation,
respectively. See Chapter Seven for

discussion of lessons learned during the

Reading demonstration which might aid

the process of establishing an EBT

system elsewhere.



CHAPTER 2

DESCRIPTION OF THE READING EBT SYSTEM



Chapter Two

DESCRIPTION OF THE READING EBT SYSTEM

The Reading EBT system is an on-line computer network using elec-

tronic funds transfer (EFT) and point-of-sale (POS) technologies to deliver

food stamp benefits and to process food stamp purchases. The system elimin-

ates the use of food stamp coupons to distribute program benefits. Instead,

benefit cards issued to all demonstration households provide access to food

stamp benefits placed in computerized accounts. Food purchases and retailer

reimbursements are processed electronically.

The system began operations in Reading, Pennsylvania on October 1,

1984. Food stamp recipients were added to the system in phases through

January 1985. The demonstration is scheduled to run through the end of 1985.

2.1 READING t PENNSYLVANIA IS THE EBT DF.MONSTRATION SITE

In its solicitation for a contractor to design, develop, and imple-

ment an Electronic Benefit Transfer (EBT) system for the Food Stamp Program,

FNS specified four criteria for site selection_

· The demonstration had to include between 2,500 and 4,000

food stamp households.

· The demonstration site had to be a contained shopping
area so that most retail food outlets patronized by
demonstration households could be included without ex-

tending the boundaries of the system over a large area.

· State and local food stamp authorities, local food re-
tailers, and local financial institutions had to _demOn-

strate a commitment to participate in the test. To en-

sure the testing of an EBT system over a range of operat-
ing environments, retailer commitments had to be obtained

from supermarkets, chain-operated convenience stores, and

independently owned small stores.

· The demonstration would include only the development and
implementation of an alternative issuance system. If an
automated certification information system was required
for the proposed issuance system, the selected site had

to have the certification system already in place.



During its response to the solicitation, the _uccessf_=i bi_:_er_'-

Planning Research Corporation (PRC)--approached the Pennsylvania Department of

Public Welfare (PDPW) to determine the state's interest in supporting a demon-

stration of an EBT system. Pennsylvania food stamp authorities expressed in-

terest in the demonstration and had the capacity to provide the administrative

and technical support for testing an EBT system. The state had experience

with other alternatives to the normal issuance system (e.g., direct delivery

of benefits) and was planning the distribution of photo identification cards

to food stamp recipients in some areas. These cards could be integrated into

the design of an EBT system. Pennsylvania also wanted to test paperless issu-

ance systems to reduce fraud and had made Dreliminary preparations for a pilot

project for the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program.

Finally, Pennsylvania already had an extensive computer _etwork connecting

Harrisburg with all county assistance offices. This network transmitted cer-

tification information, computed benefit levels, a_d _s_ued Authorization-co-

Participate cards (ATPs) to recipients. The existing computer system, which

included an automated Food Stamp Master File, could be adaptea to transmit

issuance data in an EBT system.

After considering a number of sites within Pennsylvania, PRC pro-

posed the city of Reading as the demonstration site. PRC narrowed the site

boundaries for participating households to the four central ZIP codes in

Reading when, after contract award, it became apparent that the n_,n_beT of food

stamp cases in Reading was larger than anticipated. When system operations

began in October 1984, about 3,870 food stamp households (represan::ing ap-

proxi,Mtely two-thirds of the food stamp caseload in Berks Color,tv) re_;lded

within this area, meeting the first criterion specified by FNS. Based on a

preliminary correlation of store redemption volumes and allotments by recip-

ients' ZIP code locations, Reading also appeared to have a geographically

contained shopping area with a wide variety of different types of _etuil out-

lets in the central city.

The retail and financial communities of Reading showed i_terest in

the EBT experiment and quickly agreed to participate. Several factors presum-

ably contributed to this interest. First, EFT and POS systems ar_ c_arrer_tiv

being introduced in retail markets across the country, and the Reading demon-

stration offered retailers an opportunity _o _ry these t.chno[ogles _n a t_za[



basis at very low direct cost. (Equipment, con_nunications, and transactions

costs are being borne by USDA during the demonstration. Retailers, however,

incur the labor costs of training their employees.) Second, the EBT system

would allow local financial institutions to reduce their time-consuming role

as coupon issuance agents. Finally, once it was clear that the demonstration

would occur in Reading, retailers doubtless realized that failure to partic-

ipate in the demonstration would reduce their volume of food stamp business.

About 145 stores in the center of Reading and the surrounding five-

mile radius are currently participating in the demonstration. Another 17

stores have participated, but these stores have dropped out of the demonstra-

tion. Most of these stores have gone out of business. The participating

stores include supermarkets, small- to medium-size grocery stores, convenience

stores, stores selling both groceries and other goods (e.g., gasoline), spe-

cialty food stores, produce stands, and a milk route (based on USDA classifi-

cations of store types). The American Bank & Trust Company (AB&T), the main

financial institution in the system, initiates a transfer of benefit funds

from a USDA letter-of-credit account at the United States Treasury to re-

tailers' commercial bank accounts. The letter of credit was established spe-

cifically for the demonstration.

A single welfare office, the Berks County Assistance Office (BCAO),

serves all food stamp households in the demonstration area as well as those in

the rest of Berks County. The caseload in the demonstration area is hetero-

geneous: about 27 percent of demonstration recipients are Hispanic, 19 per-

cent are black, and 20 percent are elderly. Thus, the EBT system is being

tested with a fairly diverse and, consequently, broadly representative group

of food stamp recipients.

These characteristics of the Reading area must be kept in mind when

considering the applicability elsewhere of particular features of the demon-

stration system. The limite d number of recipients led to the selection of

computer equipment and a networking design that might not be appropriate in a

larger application. The geographically compact demonstration area limited

certain kinds of logistical problems, such as servicing in-store equipment.

The willingness of Reading retailers and financial institutions to experiment

with new technology might not be found in all communities, and reluctant par-

ticipants might demand different system features or implementation procedures.



2.2 HOW THE READING EST SYSTEM WORKS

The EBT system in Reading is an on-line computer network linking

central computer facility with about i45 retail food outlets in the Reading

area, the welfare office in Reading, and the state welfare department in

Harrisburg. The central facility, known as the EST Center, contains two !BM

Series/1 computers and is physically located within AB&T office space. A

nearby annex provides additional work space and a location to store supplies

and spare parts. The EBT Center processes all transactions generated within

the EST system and maintains current files on recipients' and retailers'

account balances.

/"ne state welfare department transmits benefits to recipients' ac-

counts at the EST Center. Recipients' regular monthly allotments a=e added to

their accounts on specified days early each month, while supplemental, expedi-

ted, and prorated issuances are transmitted and added to th_ acco_:nts daily.

BCAO issues plastic photo identification cards to all participa::ing

food stamp households. (Similar cards are used in other countie_ for identi-

fication purposes only.) The cards have a magnetic stripe on the back of the

card and, except for the recipient's photograph, look very much like a credit

card. /'he photo ID cards are converted to Benefit Identification Cards (B[Cs)

for the demonstration when their magnetic stripes are encoded with a SIC num-

ber assigned by the EBT system and a "PIN offset." The PIN offset i ':_ a code

based on the SIC number and a client-selected Personal [de_ltii:icarion Number

(PIN). The SIC number and PIN offset are used to verify that EST benefits are

obtained only by legitimate recipients.

Recipients purchase groceries at any retail food outlet participa-

ting in the demonstration. Each outlet is equipped with one or more Benefit

Transaction Terminals (BTTs) at checkout counters. As illustrated in Exhibit

2.1, each BlT has a handset, which may be L_sed _o call the EBT Ce_.ter for

assistance, and a card reader. A PIN-pad and printer are attached to the BTT_

Immediately prior to any purchase, the suore clerk passeo the reci*_

pleats' SIC through the BTT's card reader, and the recipient enters hi_; ;0_ her

four-digit PIN on the attached PIN-pad. The BTT internally checks the PIN en-

try with the encoded PIN offset to ensure that tbe card is being used by an

8



Exhibit 2.1

Benefit Transaction Terminal and Printer

OiSpiayW_ndowfor Amoun_ Beneh! ID _,
of Safes and Messages iBtCi Read

A\ _ t,,,,,,,,__\_

_ txL__._____-_
Benefit Transaction Terminal (BTT) Printer Benefit Transaction Terminal (BTT)
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authorized person. Once the PIN is verified, tee retail clerk _nt_s the pur-

chase amount on the BTT and presses a "Send" key on the terminal. This action

electronically transmits the recipient and store account numbers, the PIN oil--

set, and the purchase amount to the EBT Center over a commercial telephone

line. The recipient's account at the EBT Center is immediately debited bl/ the

amount of purchase, and the retailer's EBT account is simultaneously credited

by the same amount.

After the end of each banking day (2:00 PM), the EBT Center elec-

tronically "bundles" all retailer credits for the day. The total credit for

each retailer is written on a computer tape which is hand-carried to AB&T's

data processing section. AB&T then transfers funds electronically through the

Automated Clearing House (ACH) network. The funds transfer passes through the

Federal Reserve System. Ultimately, the Food Stamp demonstration account at

the United States Treasury is debited by the day's total transactions_ and

retailers' banks accounts are credited by the appropriate amounts.

The EBT Center has a backup computer to enhance system reliabil-

ity. Nevertheless, in the event that electronic transactions cannot be ac-

cepted at the EBT Center, retailers can manually process purchase transactions

(up tO $35 per recipient each day) by calling the EBT Center and obtaining a

manual transaction authorization.

The demonstration EBT system handles food stamp [ransactions only.

However, the general design of the system would allow olhec _inds o_ ooint-of-

sale transactions as well, with some hardware and sofuware modifications.

2,3. THE EBT SYSTEM PERFORMS SIX MAJOR FUNCTIONS

The EBT system does not affect the procedures for certifying a

household's eligibility for food stamps. Nevertheless, it changes _ome of the

procedures for authorizing benefits and nearly all the procedures for issuing

and redeeming food stamp benefits. This section describes the operations of

the EBT system for the following six functions and indicates its maior differ-

ences from the current system, which issues benefits by Author:zat_on-[o-

Participate cards (ATPs):
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· benefit authorization

· benefit delivery

· verification of recipient's identity

· recipient redemption

· retailer redemption

· bank redemption

In addition, this section describes the reconciliation process performed

within the system and the management reports produced.

Benefit Authorization

Under both the ATP system and the EBT system, the state welfare

department authorizes a certain amount of benefits for each recipient each

month. The ATP system authorizes benefits through three steps: placing

Household Issuance Record (HIR) data and current issuance authorization infor-

mation on the Food Stamp Master File_ printing ATP cards, and distributing ATP

cards. In Berks County, ATP cards are mailed directly to recipients.

The EBT system does not alter the first step. Responsibility for

maintaining and updating the Food Stamp Master File remains with the state

welfare agency. The EBT system does make significant changes in the other two

steps.

Benefit Issuance. The computer file that is normally used to print

ATPs now contains an identifier on each household's record indicating whether

or not the household is in the EBT demonstration. The records for demonstra-

tion households are extracted from the file every day, before it is used to

print ATPs.

Each day's file extract, containing case numbers and authorized

issuance amounts, is sent to the EBT Center. The state welfare department

transmits supplemental, prorated and other non-recurring issuances electronic-

ally over a commercial telephone line. For the regular monthly issuances,

which involve more cases, a computer tape is physically delivered to the EBT

Center. Although regular issuances could be transmitted electronically, it
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would take over five hours given the size of the file and _he _pead o_ trans-

mission. 1 Neither the state welfare department nor the EBT Cen_er wanted to

Lie up their equipment that long for the delivery of regular issuances.

When the EBT Center receives issuance information for new cases, it

adds account records to the EBT Master File and credits the corresponding

issuance amounts to the accounts. For existing cases, the issuance amounts

are added to the recipients' existing balances.

Card Issuance. Under the EBT system_ the recipient's encoded Bene-

fit Identification Card (BIt) replaces the ATP card as the document authoriz-

ing the delivery of food stamp benefits. Instead oi receiving a new ATP card

in the mail each month, demonstration participants receive only one BIC (tin-

less a lost, stolen, or damaged BIC needs to he replaced).

A household that applies for food stamps usually acts its BIt about

four days after the application interview. The delay is _ece_sary to v_,rify

the information that the client provided, to determine eligibility, and to

transmit the necessary data to Harrisburg and the EBT Center. (Households

applying under the ATP system must wait about the same amount of time to

receive their initial ATP.)

The head of household goes to the welfare office to obtain the BIC

(though under certain circumstances, an authorized representative of the head

of household may make this visit). An issuance clerk takes th. :'_c{pi_nt'z

picture and produces a photo identification card. The recipient s_gns the

card, which is then laminated to prevent tampering. The clerk then encodes

the photo identification card, which completes creation of the BiC, and the

recipient is trained in its use, as described below.

For households that were already receiving food stamps, the welfare

office issued photo identification cards--without encoding them--weli before

the demonstration began. These households came to the welfare office as the

system began operating to have their cards encoded and to be trained co ,cse

them.

1The state welfare department and the EBT Cen_er use L200 uaud me<ems

no transmit issuance data over a commercial telephone line. Fastei- t_an_mis

sion would require the use of a dedicated teiephone line and hi;_he_ s?eed
modems.
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To encode the BIC, the issuance clerk first queries the EBT data

base with the household's case number, using an IBM-PC microcomputer linked by

telephone line to the EBT Center. The system responds with information about

the recipient and a system-generated BIC number. The clerk then places the

recipient's card in an attached encoding device and enters the BIC number on

the microcomputer. The recipient selects a four-digit Personal Identification

Number (PIN), which is entered on a PIN-pad attached to the microcomputer.

The system encodes three pieces of identifying information on the

BIC: the BIC number, a PIN offset number, and a check-sum digit. The PIN

offset number is computed by the microcomputer and is based on the BIC number

and the PIN. The check-sum digit, also computed by the microcomputer, is

based on the BIC number and the PIN offset and serves as an additional se-

curity feature. For security reasons, the PIN itself is not encoded on the

BIC.

The clerk then passes the BIC through a card reader attached to the

microcomputer. The microcomputer transmits this information to the EBT Center

both to verify that the BIC number encoded on the card matches that generated

by the system and to enter the PIN offset on the recipient's Master File re-

cord. Once the number has been verified, the clerk transmits the recipient's

preferred language (English or Spanish) to the EBT data base.

After the encoding is completed, an income maintenance worker trains

the recipient. The recipient learns how to use the BIC to purchase groceries,

how to obtain information about his or her current account balance, and what

to do and whom to call in tile event of problems. The recipient practices

using the BIC with EBT equipment like that located in the grocery stores.

To allow other members of the food stamp household or authorized

representatives to purchase groceries, the recipient is given an Alternate

Shopper Card. This card includes the recipient's name and case number, but it

does not have a photo or a _gnetic stripe. When the Alternate Shopper Card

is used together with the recipient's BIC and PIN, a person designated by the

recipient may buy groceries using the recipient's food stamp benefits.

When a BIC is lost, stolen, or damaged, the recipient notifies the

welfare office. The welfare office passes on the information to the EBT

Center, which places the recipient's EBT account on "hold." This prevents any
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further transaction activity for the account. A new card i_ ckea assigned to

the recipient using the process described snore. The househo[d's EBT account

;s updated with the new BIG number and PIN offset, and the hold status is

removed.

Benefit Delivery

Under the ATP system, recipients take their ATP cards to a local

issuance office to obtain food stamp coupons. In Reading, banks serve as

issuance offices. After the bank employee verifies the identity of the re-

cipient, the recipient exchanges the signed ATP card for the authorized amount

of food stamp coupons.

The EBT system essentially eliminates this step. Benefits are con-

sidered to be delivered when they are placed _n the recipients' EBT accounts.

Verification of Recipient's Identity

The recipient's identity is verified at two points in the ATP

system. As mentioned above, bank employees verify the recipient's identity

when they accept the ATP card and provide food stamp coupons. The teller

compares the name and signature on the identification card with the name and

signature on the ATP card. In addition, when coupons are used to purchase

food items, store clerks may ask to see an identification card to ensure that

the purchaser is an authorized food stamp recipient.

Under the EBT system, store clerks are expected to check the photo

on the BIC before attempting the EBT purchase. If someone other than the

recipient uses the BIC to purchase groceries, that Derson must present the

recipient's Alternate Shopper Card.

The EBT system also verifies the identity of the recipient through

the four-digit PIN. A Benefit Transaction Terminal 'BTT),, located at the

checkout counter, performs the check. The checkout clerk passes the _-ecip-

ient's BIC through the BTT's card reader and instructs the recipi,-nt to enter

his or her PIN on a PIN-pad attached to the BTT. The BTT internally computes

a PIN offset number based on the card's BIC number and the enter:_c _ ['::_I. It

chen compares the computed number with the PIN offset number encoded c:,_the

card. If the offsets do not match, the recipient _ust ,e-enter tb_ PiN. if
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the recipient fails to enter the correct PIN in three tries, the BTT will ac-

cept no further attempts to use the BIC until another recipient's 8IC has been

used at that BTT. After the third incorrect entry, the BTT automatically

transmits information about the unsuccessful PIN entry to the EBT Center.

Allowing three attempts to enter the correct PIN at the BTT repre-

sents a compromise between maintaining system security and recognizing that

recipients might have problems remembering their PINs. Multiple attempts to

enter a correct PIN could represent an unauthorized person attempting to

discover a recipient's PIN through trial and error. Recipients who forget

their PINs must return to the welfare office and have their BIts re-encoded

with a new PIN offset.

Recipient Redemption of Benefits

Recipients redeem their benefits in the ATP system by exchanging

food stamp coupons for food items at authorized retail food outlets. In the

EBT system, benefits are similarly redeemed when a recipient uses the BIC and

PIN to purchase food items.

Electronic Purchases. In each participating store, nearly all

checkout counters are equipped with BTTs, PIN-pads and printers. Recipients

i may make food stamp purchases at any counter that is so equipped.

After the checkout clerk rings up the sale, the BTT verifies the

recipient's identity as described above. The clerk then enters the total food

stamp purchase amount on the BTT and presses a "Send" key. The BTT automati-

cally dials the EBT Center computer and transmits the following information:

· recipient's BIC number and PIN offset (which identifies

the appropriate account)

=

:, · store, clerk, and BTT identification numbers

· purchase total

· Transaction Authorization Code (TAC), a number which

the BTT computes, based on the data transmitted

The EBT Center, upon receiving the transmission, also computes a TAC and com-

pares this with the transmitted TAC to ensure that the information has been

com_municated accurately.
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The computer at the EBT Center verifies lhat a vali_ EST account

exists for the transmitted BIC number and PIN offset, if a valid account

exists, the computer compares the recipient's balance to the purchase total.

If the balance is larger, the recipient's account is debited and the re-

tailer's account is credited by the purchase amount.

The EBT Center then sends to the BTT a message indicating that the

transaction is complete. The BTT prints a two-part receipt with the following

information:

· date

· time

· terminal code

· clerk's code (which is entered into the BTT by the

clerk when the clerk's shift begins)

· _tore code

· amount

· balance in recipient's account

· recipient's case number

· type of transaction (either purchase or refund)

The checkout clerk gives the recipient one copy of the receipt. The other

copy is retained on a journal tape within the printer and serves as the re-

tailer's record of the EBT transaction.

If the recipient's balance is iess than the purchase to_ai, the BTT

displays the difference. The recipient may pay this amount in casi] o_ remove

some items from the purchase. In either case, the clerk re-enters the trans-

action with the new purchase total.

Credits also can be Lransmitted through the BTT. [fa c_erk acci-

dentally charges a recipient more than the amount of the purchase or zf a re _

cipient returns items for a refund, the clerk carries out a proced_:_ very

similar to that for a purchase. This results in a credit to the r._cipient's

account and a debit to the store account. Such [_ansactions requi_,e a "man-

agement override"; they can be processed only by individuals aulhorized by the

store management.
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Manual Backup Purchase Procedures. If an electronic transaction

cannot be processed at the EBT Center because both computers are down, a re-

cipient may still purchase up to $35 worth of groceries each day.

To accomplish a purchase in this situation, the clerk first passes

the BiC through the card reader and has the recipient enter his or her PIN.

After the BTT verifies the PIN, the clerk telephones an operator at the EBT

Center to request authorization for a manual EBT transaction. The clerk tells

the operator the client's case number (printed on the BIC) and the amount of

purchase. The operator checks the previous day's recipient balance report of

remaining balances for all recipients. If the recipient's balance is suffi-

cient, the operator gives the clerk an authorization code and places a tempor-

ary debit against the recipient's account. The checkout clerk records this

authorization code, the case number, the purchase amount, and the store's

identification number on a three-part manual sales form. The clerk retains

one copy for the store, gives one copy to the recipient, and sends the third

copy to the EBT Center. The EBT Center checks the amount on the manual sales

form against the temporary debit, and credits the retailer's account.

If an electronic transaction cannot be processed because the re-

tailer's BTT is not working, no PIN check is performed. The clerk calls the

EBT Center to request authorization for a manual EBT transaction. Again, the

maximum daily authorization is $35. The operator cheCks the recipient's cur-

rent balance before authorizing the sale and places a temporary debit against

the recipient's account. The remainder of the process described above is then

carried out.

Mobile vendors in Reading do not have access to BTTs. To process

sales to food stamp customers, these vendors follow the same procedures used

by other retailers when their EBT equipment is not working. The only differ-

ences are that the mobile vendors phone in transactions after they return to

their office and that they are not limited to the $35 limit on manual sales.

Providin_ Balance Information. In the ATP system, recipients merely

count their remaining coupons to determine their benefit "balance". Keeping

track of the electronic balance in the EBT system is much different.
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In the EBT system, the EBT Master File at she EBT Center main::ains

information on each recipient's current balance. The EBT Center adds benefits

to the recipient's account following the normal issuance schedule for Berks

County. The recipient's purchases and refunds transmitted from a retailer'_

BTT are debited or credited to the accounts as they occur. In the event of

system failure, the EBT Center uses the latest daily recipient balance reporu

to maintain each recipient's current balance. Operators log manual transac-

tions in a log sheet and maintain an ongoing client baiance.

Recipients may determine their current EBT account balance by any of

three methods. First, every time the recipient makes a food stamp purchase,

the BTT receipt shows the remaining balance. Therefore, the most recent re-

ceipt usually shows the recipient's current balance. If the recipient's ac-

count has been credited with an issuance or debited with a manual sale since

the last EBT transaction, however, the balance shown on the last receipt will

be incorrect.

Second, recipients may check their current account balance by using

a BTT. In addition to the regular terminals located at checkout counters, re-

cipients may use balance-only terminals located in 23 of the larger stores or

a terminal located at the welfare office. To obtain a balance, the recipient

or clerk passes the recipient's BIC through the card reader and the recipient

enters the PIN. After PIN verification, the operator presses a "Balance" key

on the BTT to send a balance request to the EBT Center. Thc Cen_ _nds _he

_ecipient's account balance t_ the BTT, which displays it.

As with purchase transactions, recipients have three chances to en-

ter a correct PIN to obtain balance information. After three _ncorrect PIN

entries, the 8TT sends an unsuccessful PIN entry message uo the EBT Center.

If the EBT Center receives three such messages for an account Cu_lng a single

banking day, the system will accept no further balance inqu{cies for that ac-

count until the next day. This limit is imposed to prevent _nautho_'i_:ed per-

sons from obtaining balance information. The balance information "_ockou_"

does not keep the recipient from purchasing grocerles; _he system continues to

accept food purchase transactions when the recipient enters _be ccrrec_ _'fN a:

a BTT.
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Third, recipients can Learn their account balance by using a touch-

tone telephone to initiate a call to the EBT Center. The recipient dials a

special number provided for balance inquiries. The number connects to the EBT

computer. When it is dialed, a synthesized voice answers, "Hello, please en-

ter your case number" (in both English and Spanish). After the recipient en-

ters the case number, the voice unit responds (again, in both English and

Spanish), "Please enter your Personal Identification Number." The recipient

enters the PIN, and the voice unit responds (in either English or Spanish,

depending upon the recipient's preferred language), "Your current benefits
,1

are...

Retailer Redemption of Food Stamp Credits

In the ATP system, retailers redeem the food stamp coupons collected

from recipients by counting their coupons, endorsing them, filling out a Re-

demption Certificate, and taking the coupons and the certificate to their Lo-

cal bank. The bank verifies the coupon amount with the retailer's Redemption

Certificate and cancels all coupons with a bank stamp. After verifying the

deposit, the bank credits the retailer's account.

The equivalent process in the EBT system is accomplished through the

electronic transfer of funds to the retailers' accounts. Every afternoon, ex-

cept weekends and legal holidays, the EBT Center totals each retailer's trans-

actions for the prior banking day, which runs from 2:00 PM to 2:00 PM. The

Center translates the retailers _ account numbers and total transaction amounts

into the standard National Automated Clearing House Association (NACHA) format

used by financial institutions for electronic funds transfers. An EBT Center

operator then physically delivers a tape containing this information and data

on each retailer's bank to American Bank and Trust staff. AB&T currently re-

quires that the delivery occur by 8:30 PM so tha_ the bank can meet its Fe-

deral Reserve processing deadline of 12 midnight. During the first seven

months of operations, AB&T required the EBT delivery by 4:30 PM.

Each night, AB&T transmits this deposit information to the Third

District Federal Reserve Bank in Philadelphia. The Federal Reserve Bank de-

bits its AB&T account by the sum of all retailer credits and distributes the
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retailer credits to the retailers' bank accounts. Thus, the system is de-

signed to credit retailers' accounts within one banking day following a;_ EBT

transaction.

Bank Redemption of Food Stamp Credits

With the ATP system, each retailer's bank redeems the food stamp

coupons it receives. The bank ships the coupons, the Redemption Certificates,

and a Food Coupon Deposit Document to the Federal Reserve System. The Federal

Reserve Bank checks the amount of the coupons against the Redemption Certifi-

cates and the Food Coupon Deposit Document. After verification (which ii1-

cludes a check for counterfeit coupons), the Federal Reserve Bank credits the

sending bank's account with an electronic funds transfer and debits USDA's

account at the United States Treasury.

Bank redemption in the EBT system involves onl? AB&T rather thar_ all

of the retailers' banks. Reimbursement of AB&T's Federal Reserve account: oc-

curs when AB&T initiates a wire funds request through the Treasury Financial

Communications System network. This request, which goes to the Federal Re-

serve Bank in New York (FRBNY), is made the morning after AB&T's account is

debited by the Federal Reserve Bank in Philadelphia. FRBNY draws down USDA's

letter of credit with the United States Treasury which has been established

for the EBT demonstration. It simultaneously credits AB&T for the sum of the

previous day's retailer credits.

Finally, the Treasury provides USDA with a daily report of the

amount of the drawdown on USDA's letter of credit. USDA also has an on-line

capability of checking its account activity at any time.

Benefit Reconciliation and Management Report Production

The ATP and EBT systems both generate recor:ciiiatlon _eports to

ensure that benefits are distributed appropriately. In the ATP system, fcr

example, one reconciliation compares the ATPs issued by the state welrar,_

department to the ATPs accepted for coupons by issuance agents. Another re-

conciles the current inventory of coupons held by an issuance agent with pre-

vious inventory, additional coupons received, and benefits issued iz_ _xcha_lge

for ATPs. Reconciliation in the EBT system is more comprehensive because the
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system can track benefits from the state welfare department to the recipient

to the retailer's bank account.

Account balances and benefit transfers are reconciled at numerous

points in the EBT system. The major reconciliations occur when benefits are

issued by the state welfare agency, when accounts and daily EBT purchase

transactions are balanced, and when retailer accounts are credited through the

Automated Clearing House (ACH) funds transfer network. In addition, retailers

may balance their sales receipts against deposits to their bank accounts, and

retailer deposits are checked against drawdown of USDA's letter of credit with

Treasury.

Reconciliation of Issuances. The EBT Center and the Pennsylvania

Department of Public Welfare (PDPW) take two steps to reconcile benefit issu-

ances to the EBT Center. First, daily transmissions from PDPW to the EBT Cen-

ter are edited when received. The last record of each transmission contains

totals for the number of cases and the dollar amount of benefits to be upda-

ted. The EBT Center rejects the transmitted file and notifies PDPW if the

edit shows that the issuance records do not sum to either the case total or

the dollar total. PDPW and the EBT Center immediately investigate and resolve

the discrepancy.

For the second step, the EBT Center creates an acknowledgement file

of all issuances placed in recipient accounts. This file has the same format

as the tape files that PDPW produces when local issuance offices submit infor-

mation on ATPs that have been redeemed. The state welfare department calls

the EBT Center about twice each month to request that these files be combined,

copied to tape, and delivered to Harrisburg. PDPW then combines the EBT tape

with its own tapes to conduct a statewide reconciliation of all issuances.

Account and Transaction Reconciliation. The EBT Center reconciles

all account balances and transaction activity each day after 2:00 PM. The

Center produces a three-part System Daily Reconciliation Report using informa-

tio in the EBT Master File and History File. The report covers recipient ac-

tivity, retailer activity, and PDPW and AB&T activity.

The section covering recipient activity checks each account and the

total for all accounts. It computes the recipient's current balance as

follows:
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Unused benefits from prior months i

+ Total issuances for the month

- Total food purchases for the month = Current balance.
+ Total refunds for the month

- ATP purchases for the month

The reconciliation compares this balance to the balance recorded in the EBT

Master File. Manual sales that have not yet been reconciled against the EBT

Center's copy of the manual sales form are subtracted from the "unused bene-

fits'' entry in the above equation. Once the manual sales form reaches the EBT

Center, manual sales are included in the "total food purchase" entry.

The section checking retailer accounts and activity uses a similar

formula:

(Total sales for the month ) iTotal deposits for the mon_:h_- Total refunds for the month = + Total deposits on hold. i

Manual sales are included in the "total sales" entry after the EBT Center re-

ceives its copy of the sales form. "Deposits on hold" pertain only [o n_wly

authorized and equipped retail outlets that have not yet had their bank ac-

counts listed in the ACH network. It takes about ten days after notification

to establish retailer, bank, and account numbers in the ACH network. The EBT

Center holds any deposit credits until the account is established.

The reconciliation for recipients and retailers produces totals for

the current day as well as for the month to date. Each day's total net debits

(purchases minus refunds) for all recipient accounts are balanced against each

day's total net deposits (sales minus refunds) for all ce_ailer account_;.

The third section of the reconciliation report compares total funds

received from PDPW to the sum of total funds remaining in recipients' accounts

and total funds that have exited the system. Funds exit the EBT sysuem eiuher

through transmission of deposits co AB&T or through conversion of benefits to

ATPs.

EBT Center staff investigate and resolve any discrepancies dis-

covered in the System Daily Reconciliation Report.

Deposit Reconciliation. When the EBT Center delivers [he c_ta_ler

bundle-up tape to AB&T, the bank checks the tape format a[_d prepares a listing

of all retailer accounts and deposit amounts on the tape. AB&T returns the

tape and listing to the EBT Center after the deposit [ format_oL: [_ entered
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into the ACH network. The EBT Center verifies the accuracy of the deposit

information by comparing the listing with its own records of store deposits

for the day.

Other Reconciliation Activities. Once they enter the ACH network,

deposits from the EBT demonstration are subject to the same reconciliation

procedures as any other fund transfers. This process affects all transactions

between AB&T, Federal Reserve Banks, the United States Treasury, and all banks

holding retailer accountsi_ ·

Retailers may reconcile their EBT transactions and deposits by eom-

paring their BTT transaction receipts with deposit information provided by!!

their banks. Retailers also can call the EBT Center to inquire about daily

transaction totals, although this is not a formal element of the system.

The Food and Nutrition Service reconciles retailer deposits against

drawdowns of its letter of credit at its Regional Data Center in Minneapolis.

Once a week, the EBT Center sends a tape to Minneapolis which details daily

deposits by individual retailers. Every month the EBT Center reports to FNS

the total benefits issued to recipients, the total that recipients redeemed ,

and the total that retailers redeemed· The state welfare department also sub-

mits information on the total benefits it authorizes each month. FNS uses

these reports to check the flow of benefits through the EBT system.

The EBT Center, on request, can provide additional audit reports·

These reports are generated from the History File, which records all trans-

action activity during the demonstration.

Management Reports. In addition to reconciliation reports, the EBT

system produces a number of management reports. These include statistical

summaries of monthly activities, system trouble reports, and logs of problems

reported by retailers.

The reports serve two functions. First, by documenting the level

and nature of system activity, they provide a description of what happened

during the EBT demonstration in Reading, which is one of the primary purposes

of the demonstration. Second, the _eports allow PRC and food stamp authori-

ties to monitor system activities and problems. They make it possible, for

example, to identify households that are not using their food stamp benefits,
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co observe any sudden increase in unsuccessful PIN entries, arid ko {Cencify

irregular patterns of store redemptions.
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Chapter Three

SYSTEM DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND IMPLEMENTATION

Establishing the EBT system in Reading involved four stages of ac-

tivity. First, the Food and Nutrition Service (FNS) solicited proposals from

independent contractors and awarded a contract to Planning Research Corpora-

tion (PRC). Second, PRC, FNS, and others decided how the final system would

operate. Third, PRC developed and tested a working prototype of the EBT

system. Fourth, PRC installed the EBT equipment in Reading, established the

EBT Center, trained participants, and operated the system.

This chapter presents a brief history of these four project stages.

(Appendix B presents a chronology of demonstration events through January

1985.) It identifies the major activities carried out in each stage, the

roles of the various involved organizations, and the level of effort required.

This chapter does not attempt to document all of the activities or problems

that had to be resolved, although it cites some examples of issues that may

arise in establishing an EBT system in other locations.

3.1 DEVELOPING THE SOLICITATION

FNS Sought Alternatives to the Coupon System

Current benefit delivery systems in the Food Stamp Program are

costly and difficult to administer. In many areas, ATPs must be printed and

mailed either to issuance offices or recipients. Food stamp coupons must be

printed, stored, distributed, processed, and ultimately destroyed. Because

coupons are valuable, they are vulnerable to abuse and theft. Coupons and

ATPs may be stolen (or falsely reported as stolen), recipients may sell cou-

pons instead of redeeming them for authorized food items, and coupons may be

counterfeited.

Because of these problems, federal and state food scamp authorities

have wanted to develop less costly and more secure ways to provide food stamp

benefits. In May 1981, FNS announced a plan for demonstration projects to

develop and test alternative issuance systems. State and local agencies were
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invited to submit proposals indicating their interest in coaducting a aemon-

stration project and describing their proposed systems.

FNS Funded a Feasibility Study

Meanwhile, FNS explored possLble alternatives to the coupon system.

FNS awarded a contract to Birch and Davis Associates (with a subcon_ract to

the Orkand Corporation) to assess the technological and economic feasibility

of developing an electronic benefit transfer system to deliver and control

food stamp benefits. It seemed likely that the feasibility study would shed

light on what kind of demonstration projects snould be funded. FNS therefore

temporarily suspended the solicitation for proposed demonstrations in November

1981.

The Birch and Davis study, released in March 1982, examined three

alternative EBT system approaches:

· An on-line system used solely for the Food Stamp Pro.

gram (called a dedicated or stand-alone system)

· An on-line system shared by the Food Stamp Program and

other commercial users (called a piggybacked system)

· An off-line system dedicated to the Food Stamp Program
(also called stand-alone)

On-line and off-line EBT systems differ in how and when they record, process,

and comm_unicate information on iood purchases. On-ilne systems incorporate

direct communication links between retail outlets arid a central computer

facility; each sale involves an immediate contact with the central computer to

adjust the recipient and retailer accounts. In contrast, off-ll.e EBT systems

store recipient benefit information on individual household car_ts or devices

that have a machine-readable memory. A recording device at _he retail outlet

accumulates information on food stamp sales, which must later b_ dellvared to

the system's computer facility, either by an electronic commua{cat_on oc by

physical delivery.

The Birch and Davis study concluded that on line _ys_em:_ we_u tech-

nically and economically feasible. Either stand-alone or shared _,_t_m_; would

be feasible, but shared systems would require lower initial capiLai _za_iiori and

operating costs. Because off-Line systems had no_ been full> ___ud, the

study did not document t ieir :echnological [eas_hili y
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The study pointed out that retailer acceptance would play a key role

in the success of any EBT system. Thus, it recommended that FNS sponsor a

demonstration to determine the feasibility of implementing an EBT system for

the Food Stamp Program. A demonstration would provide evidence on retailer

acceptance of EBT systems and also document the experience of implementing an

EBT system within the operating environment of the Food Stamp Program.

In light of the feasibility study's findings and the technical

expertise that would be needed to develop an EBT system, FNS changed its

research strategy. It cancelled the original solicitation to state and local

agencies in May 1982. Instead, it decided to solicit proposals from indepen-

dent contractors to design, develop, and implement a system in cooperation

with state officials.

FNS Issued the Solicitation for the Demonstration

FNS staff within the Division of Family Nutrition Programs began

drafting the new solicitation in April 1982. Two separate solicitations

invited proposals for electronic and paper-based alternatives to the coupon

system. No paper-based system was funded, however, because FNS did not

receive any technically responsive proposals for such a system.

The EBT solicitation did not call for a particular system type or

specify explicit performance standards. Rather, it posed a number of func-

tional and special requirements that any proposed system would have to meet

(see Chapter 4 for more detail). Prospective bidders had maximum flexibility

in designing a system which could meet the requirements established by FNS.

An unusually large number of people and organizations helped prepare

the solicitation. FNS staff met with representatives of the retail food

industry to discuss industry concerns about an EBT system. Because people

throughout the Department of Agriculture were interested in EBT systems and

their impact on Food Stamp Program operations, an Intradepartmental Advisory

Panel was formed in May t982 to review drafts of the solicitation. This panel

included representatives from the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Gov-

ernmental and Public Affairs, the Office of the Inspector General, the Office

of the General Counsel, and the Office of Information Resources Management.
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FNS also hired the Mitre Corporation, a systems engineering _trm, to as_;ess

the solicitation's technical soundness.

The official notice of the forthcoming solicitation appeared in the

Commerce Business Daily in June 1982. FNS then issued a draft cequ_st for

proposals (RFP) in September. Its purpose was to test the operational feasi-

bility of the system specifications and to al!ow potential contractors the

opportunity to raise questions about the technical an_ the contractual aspects

of the project. The final RFP was issued in January i983_

The final RFP specified that each offeror propose a site for imp[e-

menting the EBT demonstration and obtain preliminary commitments from ali the

major participants in the demonstration (including the state and local food

stamp authorities, retailer_, and Local financial institutions). D_pending

upon cost considerations, more than one demonstration might be funoed as a

_esult of the solicitation. Each award would be dividea [_o thee, _ha _,:

Phase I - Design; Phase II - Development; an_ Phase iii - imp[e_enta_o Jrt.

Phases I and II together would run for a minimum of eight months and a maximum

of 12 months. Phase III would last 18 months. At the end cf Phase _ and

Phase II, the government would decide whether or not to proceed wzt_ i:he next

phase.

Level of Effort for Preparin_ the Solicitation

From April 1982 to January 1983, FNS spent approximate}y _2 person-

years of effort writing, reviewing, and issuing the _oiiciuatica. This ooes

not include the work performed by Mitre Corporation. This unusually large

effort reflects the large number of people within USDA who wer_ [nterested in

the concept of EBT systems and whose offices would be affected by r;he change

in program operations. The Intradepartmental Advisocf Panel met _v/c_3 t:[_les

during this period to review drafts of the soliciuation. The dc_cis_on to

issue a draft RFP and request comments fz'om interested bidders _Iso extended

the time and effort required to develop the solicitation.
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Demonstration Contract Awarded to PRC

Proposals had to be submitted by March 8, 1983, fifty-seven days

after issuance of the RFP. All proposals went through a series of evaluation

reviews. The formal evaluation panel included representatives from the Office

of Analysis and Evaluation within FNS, FNS's Office of Information Resources

Management, and FNS staff representing the coupon issuance and redemption

office, the retailer/wholesaler office, and the automated data processing

office. In addition, the Office of the Inspector General and an EFT consul-

tant hired by FNS reviewed all proposals. Based on technical merit and cost,

a single award was made to Planning Research Corporation (PRC) of McLean,

Virginia, in July 1983. The contract called for reimbursement on a cost-plus-

fixed-fee basis.

3.2 SYSTEM DESIGN - PHASE I

Initial Design Activities and Issues

The PRC proposal presented a preliminary design for the Reading EBT

system. Detailed design work began following the contract award. The project

staff saw their major task as designing a system which could satisfy the

requirements of all major participants in an EBT system. These participants

included state and local food stamp staff, retailers, food stamp recipients,

and financial institutions.

PRC held a number of briefings and question-and-answer sessions in

Reading during the initial design period. These meetings were intended to

make sure the system would be operationally feasible and would address all

requirements established by FNS. The staff at the Berks County Assistance

Office and PRC met with groups of local retailers in August. A session for

local financial institutions was held in September. PRC and BCAO also held a

series of meetings with local community organizations in September. Finally,

throughout the entire design phase, FNS and PRC staff held biweekly meetings

to discuss specific design issues and overall contract management.

Throughout this period, PRC disseminated information more broadly in

the community. Project staff prepared and distributed publicity materials and

advance notices about the demonstration to the local news media.
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As the design work progressed, PRC and FNS hau to _eso] ye massy

_ssues concerning the system deszgn and the operaLzon et the demonsLratLon.

For example, they had to decide which retailers in the Reading area shou].d be

allowed to participate in the demonstration. The four central ZIP cod,'.s of

Reading had been designated as the uemonstgacion site shortly after contract

award; food stamp recipients living in chis area ,_ould participate in t_e

demonstration. No one knew, though_ how often these food stamp households

shopped at stores located outside the designau_d area. FNS wanted the aem-

onstration to accommodate households' existing shopping patterns as much as

possible.

To address this issue, PRC-.-with support from FNS's Mid-Atlantic

Regional Office and tne local, welfare office cor,_::c_ed a shog.ping pa,:cern

analysis. Because project resources could sot support a suLvey of food stamp

households asking them where they shopped, _ihe a_a] y's{_ __,_,:e:_;;_'_Lec,_n i[_

authorized food retailers. Key questions concerned wnere ,:se _euailers _Jere

located within Berks County, their accessibility _:o central city residents,

_.heir volume of food stamp sales, ar,d the _umber and types of src_',s {_a s_ec-

ted parts of Berks County. FNS fina!!y decided to allow alt ._u_hc;?;_ied _ocd

stamp retailers within a five-mile radius of downtown Read,.ng t¢ participate

if they desired.

Another issue concerned the schedui,, for delivering benefi_s to i-ood

stamp households in Berk_ Cou_cy_ .il ui_ oeg[;'mi_g :_ ;.!,,d.:-s_,- pha_c _, :;_,_.

state welfare department ;_sued benefi[,_ on ,: sragger'_d ten-cay _:?,_!u _:. _ne

department changed to single-day issuance to integrate the de_very of food

stamp benefits and cash assistance from other p_ograms. Th; _hange was

important for EBT system operations beca_e_ ._it_ 1,,_,_:'{t_ _,s;e,if_:_ he _ame

day for all demonstration households, peak load_ on th_ sysrlem wou[,J be

greater than under the originai staggered issuance ocnedule.

PRC submitted a draft, system design documenn Lo FNS o_ .q:_ _bcr 12,

1983. Later in the same month, PRC provided drafts of u._:_r__ m_r_uai_ t_;_

ing manuals, a test plan for FMS's acceptarc_', of _he _yst_m pric_ _. .:%:iu.,':_-_

ration, and a plan for implementing the system _u Rea_iag.
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Design Undergoes Critical Review

On October 20, representatives from FNS national and regional

offices, the state welfare department, the USDA Office of the Inspector

General, American Bank and Trust, and PRC met to review PRC's proposed design

for the EBT system. Among the many issues addressed during the meeting, the

following had the greatest impact on final system design.

· The original design called for Berks County Assistance
Office staff to authorize manual transactions in the

event of system failure. State welfare department

representatives indicated that this procedure could

work only during normal office hours. Therefore, it

was decided that PRC would handle all manual backup at

the EBT Center. FNS would provide a blanket, advance

authorization for benefits to be delivered during

system downtime.

· Although original plans called for the EBT system to

operate 24 hours each day, the EBT Center was to be

staffed only during normal business hours. To accom-

modate its additional responsibilities with respect to
handling manual backup, EBT Center staffing needed to

be expanded to 18 hours each day (from 6=00 AM to mid-'

night). PRC agreed to install at least two terminals

in all stores open 24 hours so that, in the event one
terminal failed between midnight and 6:00 AM, the

other terminal could be used to process transactions.

· PRC's detailed design recommended the use of PL/1 as

the system's programming language (instead of COBOL,
as envisioned in PRC's original proposal). Because

PL/1 is not a federally approved programming language,

this required a special waiver.

· The state welfare department expressed an interest in

having the benefit cards encoded during the re-

cipient's certification at the welfare office. This

would eliminate the need for recipients to return for

a second visit. However, this approach required
encoding cards before the EBT Center had received

issuance data--that is, the recipient would have an
encoded card before a usable account had been estab-

lished. As a result, the original two-visit procedure

ultimately prevailed. Photo identification cards were

issued during certification, but they were encoded
only when the recipient returned for EBT training.
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One major design issue went unresolved du_'ing the meet;tag: Lh,_ sx-,,

act relationship between _he EBb, sysLem and financial ins/itutions in _lec-

tronicalty transferring funds t_ retailer accounts. Preliminary discussions

on this issue had been held with representatives of the United States Trea-

sury. These talks made it clear that direct contact with Federal Reserve

representatives was necessary_ and _his could no+_ b_ a_anged until Phase i'i,

Other issues addressed during [his design review concerned estab-

lishing procedures that would all.ow someone to shop for the recipien_ wi::hour:

compromising the security of the recipient's PIN; reconciliation reporting

requirements; the legality of printing recipients' account balances on tne EBT

receipt; actions to be taken by cashiers and recipients in the event of dis-

puces; and standards to be met by PRC in servicing faulty score equipment_

Phase II Authorized

Because the Critical Design Review raised a numoer of _ssues _har

required some time co resolve, FNS did not authorize PRC Lo proceed with Phase

It until January 24, 1984. To minimize schedule delays, however, FNS author-

ized PRC to begin some Phase II activities prior' to January 24. These activ:-

ties included training programmers in PL/1, preliminary developm_]t of pro-

gramming specifications, preliminary development of system software, and

ordering hardware components with long delivery schedules.

Level of Effort for the Design Phase

The design phase of the contract lasted neariy seven monti_:z (from

July 1, 1983, to January 24, 1984). DuriDg this period, staff fzc>_r,PI_;;:.FNS_

and the regional, state, and local agencies spent a total ot app_',_xima<eLy

4.2 person-years performing activities related t<> the de,non_t,,a,_i_ PRC

performed most of this effort (about 3.2 person-years).

PRC's effort was spent in system design and englneer;.n; (,'-.2ioer-_

cent), development of training materials (20 perce_!c ;, d_,e!.opmen_ >: ,_,__:_:.

for later system testing (6 percen_)_ some development of sy,.:t_,_?__,_wa,'_ _

(2 percent), and overall program management (10 percent)_ Cc m_, _;'>'_t_m

scientists and other scientists working in advanced design, cngia.,,:_.n_.-..:_:_

quality control functions accounted for ablaut _5 perce_'L oi: _C _ t)r:.,i
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effort. Their responsibilities included preparing an overall system design

that would address all functional and special requirements specified in the

RFP, ensuring that the system design would meet the needs of all demonstration

participants, specifying how individual components of the system would work,

and resolving all design problems identified during the development of spe-

cific design elements. Senior systems analysts performed another 30 to 40

percent of the effort. These analysts were responsible for converting general

design specifications into detailed plans for how each design element would

function.

FNS staff from the national office spent approximately 0.8 person-

years during the seven-month period dealing with demonstration activities and

issues. These activities included the biweekly meetings with PRC, attending

some of PRC's briefings in the Reading area, reviewing all written documents

submitted by PRC, preparing for and moderating the Critical Design Review,

following-up issues raised during the design review, and handling the contract

activities needed to authorize the start of Phase II (as well as the early

authorization of some Phase II activities during Phase I).

The remaining effort (about 0.2 person-years) was split among staff

from the FNS regional office, the state welfare department, and BCAO. AL1

three organizations reviewed PRC's design documents and participated in the

Critical Design Review. Each organization also participated in decisions re-

garding the boundaries for the demonstration. Finally, BCAO staff assisted

PRC in the briefings and other meetings held in Reading during this period.

3.3 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT - PHASE II

Activities Required to Develop the System

To develop a working prototype of the EBT system, PRC had to obtain

or develop numerous hardware and software components and then make them work

together. The major tasks are described below:

Ordering and Modifyin s System Hardware. Delivery of hardware com-

ponents often required Long lead times. For example, nearly 60 days elapsed

between order and delivery of each of the two IBM Series/1 computers, and 90
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to 120 days elapsed before deliver? of the Benefit Transac_:i,_n TerminaLs

(BTTs).

In some cases, PRC modified equipment to perform the functions

required by the system design. For example, PRC reprogrammed the BTTs to

perform the internal PIN verification cneck.

Writin_ and Testin_ Software. PRC wrote software moduie_ for nearly

every major function the EBT system would perform These functions {,_clu-

ded: communications among the system's computers, JTTs, A_&T, lhe ioca! weL-

fare office, the state department of welfare, and food stamp recipients;

co_anunications between the local and state offices; database _:reation and

maintenance; transaction processing; report generation; maintaining history

data on ail system activity; and commaunications between the two IBM Series/]

computers. Software for this latter function was particularly diftic,!t to

develop, primarily because the two computers were not o_der_-d at the _,mme time

and could not be factory-integrated.

PRC then integrated and retested all software modules t_ en:_urc that

all linkages between the modules operated as planned.

Resolvin_ Further Design Issues. Some additional design effort was

made during the development process. For example_ federal a_d s_ate :egula-

t[ons governing the Food Stamp Program were revzewed to de_ermir_ waivur re-

quirements for the demonstration. FNS used the _ene:'a] wai_ : :_:, ' :oh ,_,,:_

falls under the Food Stamp Regulations' demons[vat/on autho:ir: 7 to m_e_ _nes_

requirements. Other design issues involved decisions about the EBT Center'5

interface with AB&T, the Federal Reserve System, and _he Hnited States

Treasury; procedures for handling transactions f_om mobile vendorsL orcced_r_

for using the Alternate Shopper Card; and formats and conter_ts for al) system

management and evaluation reports.

Activities Related to .Preparing for System Implementation

During this period, PRC and food stamp authorities als:' 7e_ .>_m,:.d

number of preparatory tasks for implementing the system.

Retailer Enrollment. Most of the food .-_amp __ut.horized __s:abli:t,

merits in the central roar ZIP code_ of Reading en_.ilc,5 in the J_.,._>u,_-:._!_c,n
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during the design phase of the project. Retailers within the five-mile radius

of downtown Reading, but outside the central ZIP codes, enrolled during the

system development phase.

The enrollment process was similar for the two groups. Periodic-

ally, the FNS regional office provided PRC mailing labels for all authorized

retailers in Berks County. During the design phase, PRC used these labels to

mail an enrollment packet to retailers within the four ZIP codes. The packet

contained a letter describing the demonstration and a form on which retailers

could indicate their desire to participate or not participate. By the end of

the design phase, about 90 retailers had enrolled in the demonstration.

Enrollment of retailers outside the four central ZIP codes did not

occur until the official boundaries for the demonstration had been deter-

mined. The day preceding the announcement of the final boundaries (February

17, 1984) PRC mailed enrollment packets to ali 61 stores within the five-mile

radius not located within the four central ZIP codes. About 20 of these

stores initially elected to enroll in the demonstration.

In mid-February, the FNS regional office sent a letter to all re-

tailers already enrolled in the demonstration giving a_ update of the pro-

ject's status. The letter also told them of an upcoming survey that would

determine each store's equipment and telephone line needs. PRC held a general

information meeting on February 23 for all interested retailers in the Reading

area.

During this period, PRC, FNS, and the regional office worked out

final procedures for updating the status of retailers participating in the

demonstration. The EBT Center and the FNS field office in Philadelphia would

notify each other of all known changes in retailer status, including new

retail store authorizations in the Reading area, store disqualifications from

the Food Stamp Program, changes in store ownership, store closings, and

retailer decisions to drop out of the demonstration.

Site Equipment Needs Survey. To determine hardware and telephone

line needs among enrolled retailers, PRC conducted a store survey during March

and April. This survey determined the number of checkout counters to be
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equipped with EBT equ_pmen[ (BTTs, PIN-pads a_]d printers), power £.-ne _require-

ments for the EBT equipment, telephone l[_:c requirements, and any har:!ware

requirements for mounting the BI'Ts at the check(out counters.

Distribution of Photo ID Cards. To avoid delays during ss,_em

start-up, the Berks County Assistance Office began issuing recipients' photo

identification cards on April 4, 1984. Staff issued these identification

cards and flyers describing the upcomi_g pro__-ct through special dis_'ibution

procedures. Although recipients received th.-.,[_'cards in advance of nhe

demonstration, the cards could not be used to access EBT-issued benefits until

they were encoded during recipient training sessinns_

Train_n_ cf Retailers and Reci_ients_ A great dea_ o_ effort du_-ing

Phase ii went into planning the retailer and re_:ip_e_4_ training, PFC ?c'oducea

final versions of ail lesson plans, training materials, and a videotape sh<>w-

ing recipients how the system would operate, based on FNS ,nd ,_;ta:.....'....;_.w of

the draft materials. PRC and the state and local we!far_ ag_:nc._es compi :ced

plans for training, including when and where trainzng sessions uou!_i De h gld,

:now many people would be trained during each session, and th(_ 7(::_xilthof each

session.

Implementation Plan. PRC aiso completed its Imp!ementat_on PLan for

the demonstration during the system development phase. Thi._ p]_n d_railed the

installation requirements for alit EBT equipment and communicatio_ !{r_ks re-

quired by the EBT system. Separat_ sections rove_-ed the f.Bq Ccnter, L:ne

workstation in the Reading welfare ot(ice, retailers, :_d th_ state _+_'_,f-are

department. Each section discussed the physical charactecistic_ <_f the equ;_:-

ment to be installed, the electrical and environm_-_:tal _equi.._.:e_',_s of _:hc

equipment, floor plans showing the planned io:;a[{_>_,ot ali eq_p_n_%_ _ and

supply requirements. The plan also set forth the zfnp!emen_.a_._o_: ;_p.u,_, _;:

installing all hardware and telephone lines, fo_' saf, war_: :_sta!latio; ;_: Lhe.

EBT Center_ for system testing, and for _-etaiie_ and aL_e_L_ i: _iL_.,_'_.

Testin_ the System Prototype

The final major cask during Phase II wa._ cn_ F,_ction. ;'_m_-_ _-a_

t[on Test of the EBT prototype. PRC _nsta[led equiT,man_ _<_- _h._._ ': _u ...._
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at the welfare office and at one retail store in Reading. The central compu-

ters were located at PRC's headquarters in Mclean, Virginia. The test

occurred from July 20 through July 25, 1984, and observers from PRC, FNS, the

state and local welfare agencies_ and AB&T watched the system closely.

The functional test covered most major aspects of the EBT system's

operations. The state welfare department created an issuance file on tape and

physically delivered it to PRC. PRC loaded it onto the system's data base.

Staff at BCAO tested nearly all communication functions with the EBT system.

These functions included initializing a benefit card for one recipient, up-

dating records, and querying the EBT Master file for account information. BTT

functions were tested from the test store, and the system processed several

dunany transactions and one actual transaction. PRC processed the actual

transaction and delivered the data on tape to AB&T. AB&T then entered this

deposit information into the Automated Clearing House (ACH) network, and the

ACH network deposited funds into the test retail store's account at its local

bank. The test also included verification and reconciliation of all transac-

tions and system processing. The demonstration did not test all system func-

tions. Most notably, the test did not include an electronic transmission of

benefits from the state to the EBT system.

The Functional Demonstration Test revealed several system prob-

lems. For example, the BIT's internal PIN verification procedure incorrectly

accepted the BIC as valid when PIN digits were transposed_ and the time re-

quired to process transactions (about 75 seconds) was longer than expected.

PRC moved immediately to overcome these omissions and problems. It

successfully demonstrated an electronic transmission of benefits from the

state to the EBT system on August 8. After modifying the firmware within the

BTT ko correct the problem of accepting transposed PIN digits_ PRC success-

fully tested this modification on August 6. Finally, PRC attributed the slow

transaction speed during the test to several factors: the test store had a

rotary telephone rather than a touch-tone telephone; long distance lines

instead of local lines were used; and some time-consuming error tracking

features had been added specifically for the test. PRC indicated to FNS that,

in a more routine operating environment, transaction times would be comparable

to response times found in automated teller machines (ATMs).
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Addressin_ Final Development Issues

Several other issues required resolution after the Functional O_mon-

stration Test before FNS would authorize PRC to implement the system.

Potential Cost and Security Impacts o£ Splittin_ _he EBT Cen_er Into

Two Office Locations. Although the original plan had placed the entire EBT

Center within AB&T office space, limited space at AB&T required moving some

EBT Center personnel to another location. PRC informed FNS that havin_ two

offices instead of one would change neither staffing requirements nor system

security. The additional space would be _sed to house supplies and spare

BTTs. It also would serve as a work area for the technicians servicing the

terminals. The computers and EBT Center computer operations would remain at

the AB&T location.

Adequacy of Procedures for Switchin_ Lo the_[!,ys(em_=____cx__l_iL_:_o_mfl

purer. In ins original proposal, PRC had expected that _f3_m processing

could be switched from Ehe primary to the backup computer without operator

intervention. During the system development pna_3e, however, PRE i_arned ;hat

the switch did need operator intervention. Because PRC personnel would s_:aff

the EBT Center only from 6:00 AM to midnight, PRC recommepded ,;-i<,_{ai]ur_ (_f

the primary computer trigger an alarm during the other six ho_rs. AB&T se-

curity personnel, upon hearing the alarm, would perform the simpl_, step_ to

switch to the backup computer. FNS needed a statement on PRC's re!a_:ionship

to AB&T to determine who would be responsible if the bapk employeo f_{led to

implement the switching procedure correctly. PRC afficmed its ultimate re-

sponsibility for all system operations.

(Just prior to system start-up, PRC learned that AB&T personnel

would not be available at night to perform this function [o a.]:_i_;_oc_,

shortly after start-up, PRC discovered that the EBT Center n,_ede_ __ b_

staffed nearly 24 hours each day to perform ali syscom _ctiv{ties. FMS _,_th

orized full-time staffing of the Center in January 1985. Thus, _h_ zssu(_ of

AB&T's role in switching to the backup computer became _noot.)

Need for a Written A_reement Between the PDPW and AB&T_ Ti_i:_a_r_-

ment settled the state welfare department's financial obligation i_ _h_? _:_r_k

for processing retailers' deposi_ information. PRC proviced a ]c_;t._' [rom

AB&T describing these arrangements.
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Bonding of PRC Employees. FNS expressed concern over what type of

bonding PRC would provide for its employees for possible liability during the

demonstration. PRC arranged for a fidelity bond to cover employees at the EBT

Center.

Phase III Authorized

On August 9, 1984, after PRC had addressed the above issues and the

technical problems noted during the Functional Demonstration Test, FNS author-

ized PRC to proceed to Phase III.

Although the original schedule anticipated implementation within

12 months of contract award, system design and development activities actually

required slightly more than t3 months. This delay had several causes. The

review of PRC's deliverables (especially the Detailed System Design) required

more time and effort than expected. Resolution of problems and issues raised

during the Critical Design Review and the Functional Demonstration Test also

required more time. PRC encountered longer lead times for hardware delivery

than originally anticipated. Finally, the scope of the system expanded after

contract award. Whereas PRC originally expected that up to about 80 retail

outlets would be included in the demonstration, 110 had been enrolled by the

end of Phase II. This expansion increased the number of retailer sites to be

surveyed during Phase II and made planning for retailer training somewhat more

time consuming.

Level of Effort for Developin_ the System

Phase II of the contract (System Development) lasted from

January 24, 1984, to August 9, 1984, about six and one-half months. Staff

from PRC and the various food stamp agencies worked a total of approximately

15.9 person-years during this period on development activities. :

PRC staff spent about 13.1 person-years of effort. About 76 percent

of this effort (approximately 10 person-years) focused on writing, testing,

and integrating program code for system operations. Developing training plans

and materials occupied about 11 percent of PRC's total effort, and program

management required about 7 percent of the effort. The remaining 6 percent of

the total time was spent on additional system engineering work, preparing for
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and conducting the Functiona[ Demonstration Test, and preparing for a System

Acceptance Test to be held at the beginning of Phase Ii!.

For staffing, senior scientists contributea about six percent: of

PRC's total time commitment. Senior systems analysts contributed abou_

30 percent of the effort, and computer programmers and analysts contributed

another 44 percent.

FNS staff from the national office spent nea:{y _.9 persor_,ea_; on

demonstration activities. This time was split among review of fi_al design,

training, and implementation documents prepared by PRC; working with PRC, the

state welfare department, and the local welfare office on outstanding design

issues; and attending and evaluating the Functional Demonstration Test.

National staff also prepared an Amended General Notice of the demonstration,

which was published in the Federal Register shortly after the end o_ Phase Ii,

on August 21, 1984. This notice provided operational f_(:tails about the

demonstration which were unavailable at the time ot the July 8, i983, Cen_a!

Notice. Finally, FNS continued to meet b_weekly with PRC throughout this

period and started a series of periodic (monthly or bimonthly) mar)agement

meetings in March with PRC, the FNS regional otfice, the sta_:e wel[are

department, and the Reading welfare office. These latter meetings worked to

improve co,mmunication about the demonstration among these organizations.

FNS staff from the Mid-At!antic Regional Office (MARO) spent about

0.4 person-years on demonstration activities. Much of ch:s ti_n_ wa_ spent

working with PRC on issues related to demonstration boundaries amc to pr,_ce-

dures for monitoring retailer enrollment. MARO staff also reviewed PRC*s

final documents and attended the Functional Demonstratio_l Test. ?in_lly, both

regional and national office staff spent some _:_me re_pondzng co _Srow_ng

interest from other states about EBT systems and the Reading demon:_,rati_n.

Staff of the Pennsylvania Department of Pub_ i_ Welfare (PDPW 5 _cnt

about 0.5 person-years during the development phase. They workeu on estab-

lishing procedures for the preparation and communication ot zssuanc_ dar; !o

the EBT system; supporting the local welfare office il'_distrib_;_ng ph_>_o

identification cards to demonstration recipients; preparing fo_ PDPW's ._e[e in

training demonstration recipients during Phase iii; reviewing PRC aocu_n_:_
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and attending the Functional Demonstration Test and the periodic meetings with

FNS and other agencies.

Staff at the BCAO spent about one person-year of effort. About 74

percent of this effort dealt with the distribution of photo identification

cards to demonstration recipients. The remaining effort went to reorganize

office space for the EST workstation and its subsequent installation, to work

with PDPW staff on plans for training demonstration recipients, and to attend

the Functional Demonstration Test and the management meetings held by FNS.

3.4 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION - PHASE III

Implementation of the system began on August 9, 1984. This phase of

activity lasted through January 31, 1985. January was the last month in which

mass training of demonstration recipients occurred. (For_lly, Phase III of

the PRC contract lasts through the end of the demonstration. It does not

distinguish between the implementation phase described here and the period of

ongoing system operations.}

Testing the System

Although the EBT system's general design and operations had been

tested during the Functional Demonstration Test held in July 1984, a second

test of the system was held between August 24 and August 29. This System

Acceptance Test examined the system's ability to perform all the functions for

which it was designed. It served as a basis for FNS to accept PRC's work

prior to system start-up.

In contrast to the earlier Functional Demonstration Test, the System

Acceptance Test had all computer facilities for the EBT system located on-site

in Reading. In preparation for the test, PRC established the EBT Center at

AB&T and had the system's two IBM Series/1 computers and ancillary equipment

reinstalled at the EST Center, (The second office location for the EST Center

was not established until mid-September 1984.) PRC also equipped five retail

stores with BTTs and printers so that the acceptance test could demonstrate

the processing of transactions from multiple locations. Finally, the welfare

office selected five food stamp recipients to participate in the test.
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The System Acceptance Test was more comprehensive ti_._. ':h_. lucc-

tional Demonstration Test. It demonstrated the fo_low_ng _a_.n fuac* _ons:

o distribution of benefits to recipient accoun_;s and

initialization of retailer' EBT accounts

· issuance an0 encoding of recipients' benefit cards

· exchange o[ food _tamp benefits f,_c food items at

retail outlets

· maintenance of the _BT _ys_em',_ dat._, b.-_,_

· transmission of depos{ cs nhrough the AC[{ petwork to
retailers' bank accounts

· system communications

· system backup and recovery in the event of system
failure

FNS noted several problems and areas of c,._n__._-,:::ciu_'in_ L:he System

Acceptance Test. Among the most serious issues were the tc_'_o_ng: the ':est

did not include delivery of a weeki,_ reconciliation uape __: __he FNS

Minneapolis Data Center; reconciliation of a manua[ purchase t?_;-_cti(_n was

not successfully performed, and the e'_ectronic tra_srui ss __, :_f ,:e_ul_r

issuances from the state required considerable time. in addi_c:n, although

the test included _ultiple purchase transaction_ from f v_ difi=,:c_v reLail

outlets over a short period, FNS desired further stres_ test_ _.'_ -,d-'a_

how well the system would perform under normal pcc_e_r.,_ lo_ds:.

In response to these concerns, during September i-_RC and t:h(_

Minneapolis Data Center successfully tested the p_-oduction, .:! _ve_-,/, and

processing in Minneapolis of a weekly geconci] iatic,_: !ape, _ft_r .d,:co ..... vy

and correction of a minor programming error, _:_,J_:=-_ns_:ca_ed _lhc_ .'cof_(:iila-

tion of a manual purchase transaction shortly al'cee tr';e c_:d ,*, ,.]_,L;_/.tom

Acceptance Test PRC had no immediate salatiov ",:_ _h,-_' ' in. L'C_::i ..... _ro _:'rO':

cess the issuance file from the state welfare department, _E ,_.__,!e,:_deci_o

use physical delivery of tape files instea_ or e!e_._ron'c tcan_;_n >=_ _ i:e_

regular issuances for the first several months of the _emonst_at un

With regard to additional stress testing _'_c *

number of BTTs in the field ir: m_d-::;:? rn:c: i__: _m, l.'_..._ _{_,h :_-;_:-=_, ; _)_
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toads on the system. Although the stress test eventually failed because of a

programming error, the system handled ali transactions up to the point of

failure.

preparin_ for Start-up

Two major implementation tasks occurred between the authorization of

Phase III and the start of system operations on October 1, 1984. Nearly all

retail outlets participating in the demonstration received EBT equipment, and

several different groups (not including recipients) learned how to use the

system.

Equipment Installation. Before retail outlets could be equipped

with BTTs and printers, additional telephone lines and extensions of existing

lines had to be installed at checkout counters. The telephone company began

this task immediately after the start of Phase III. As the lines were in-

stalled, PRC field technicians operating out of the EBT Center began install-

ing the BTTs and printers. Each BTT and printer installation took approxi-

mately two hours. Installation took about four hours when retailers requested

that the 8TTs be mounted on stands rather than placed on counters or regis-

ters. During installation, the technicians filled out forms listing the

serial numbers of all equipment installed. Store owners signed these forms,

which stated that the equipment was the property of USDA_ and returned them to

the technicians. The signed forms also bound retailers to USDA rules and

regulations for the demonstration and contained information (e.g. store name

and address, name of bank ho[ding the retailer's account) necessary to estab-

lish accounts for the retailers in the ACH electronic funds transfer network.

Not all stores were equipped by the October 1 start-up date. The

telephone company experienced some delays in installing lines, and PRC exper-

ienced delays receiving some mounting equipment. Nevertheless, PRC equipped

93 stores (including ail participating stores in the four center-city ZIP

codes) by October 1. An additional 17 stores were equipped by October 6.

These 110 stores represented the original group of stores which had requested

to participate in the demonstration and for which funds for equipment and

installation had been authorized.
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Because of problems in providing 8fTs to aii _uc=e_ oero-e _r_:,r'_-up

PRC decided not to install the balance-only terminals untl! the _'e_: ot the

equipment was completely in place. ?RC installed r_hese _erm_na[_'; c=_ing

October and November.

Trainin_ for Non-recipients_ Duri_. September, PRC conducted _.rain-

zng sessions for all. demonstration ?articipant£ except food stamp recipi-

ents Over 100 staff at the 8erks Coun_! Assistance Office received varying

amounts of training on system operations, depending upon their EBT-related

responsibilities. Twenty staff members from tile FNS regional and _:leid

offices were trained as facilitators to help retailers and reciplent_ dur',ng

system s_art-up in Reading. Volunteers from comm+anity agencies i_ Reading

also trained to help recipients. To prepare for r_e training ot Lecipien[is,

PRC trained 35 employees of the state welfare department in how _o coaduc_

_raining sessions. For this latter training, PRC s_aff '_,,i,:_wc,ithc , s_on

plans for recipient training and indicated which asp_.,:_:so[; _ira'i_inM shoul:t be

emphasized. These aspects included pratt{ce se,_sions using the benefit _:ards

and PINs and the importance to recipients of keeping their PINs a :_ecret. The

prospective trainers also saw the videotape prepared f_r re,cip_:=n_ tr,_ining_

PRC conducted training sessions for retai_ store owners, managers

and clerks from September 11 through September 17_ bp to 20 inclividuals al-

tended each one-hour session, and eight sessions _:_<:c_,_:ede_ch da/ a_: va:_i/ing

_imes to accommodate employee work schedule_. P_ic . _ _ .... _ _ _ ' _ : % _ ._:r :;_6_ _

PRC sent notices to all retailers _n_'cl]ed _ tn_ dem:,notration i_-_i,_mzng _',_,.fl _[B

that the sessions would be heL_ and asking cnem _c_ cai i PRC Lo reserve :_pace

for their preferred time slots.

PRC trained about 800 c,_mers, managc?_ and c_erk:_ _;_:,ng _.hzs

period. Training covered procedures to be followed in;

· signing the BTTs on and off the system

processing EBT food purchase and refund c:a:_;t-: ion

· processing manual purchase trar.sacti,Jn_

· using the printed iournal tapes to mon_t_,r ,_,:,,.,d _-.ta'.,,_.

sales and to reconcile these saie_ w_,cn _ul_qu_:_

deposits to retailer,s' bank nccounrs



* handling equipment problems and any problems which

recipients might have with the system (such as forget-

ting their PIN or disagreeing with an "insufficient

balance" message)

BI"rs, PIN-pads and printers were used during the training to give the re-

tailers hands-on experience with the equipment. In addition, PRC prepared

special benefit cards for use during the training. Although the BTTs were not

connected to the system during training sessions, PRC programmed them in a

special "training mode" which allowed all BTT functions to be demonstrated.

However, the absence of direct interaction with the system precluded identifi-

cation during training of possible communication or system-related problems

retailers might encounter during system operations.

According to a special survey of retailers conducted by Abt Associ-

ates as part of its evaluation of the Reading demonstration, about 58 percent

of the participating stores opted not to incur the expense of sending all

their clerks to PRC's training sessions. Instead, store managers and/or se-

lected clerks came to the training sessions and then returned to train their

remaining clerks. Most in-store training lasted 10 to 30 minutes (compared to

PRC's hour-long training session). About 18 percent of the stores doing their

own train ing_ however, reported that the training lasted less than ten

minutes.

PRC believes that the in-store training was not very successful.

Many stores had not received their equipment by this time, so clerks did not

receive any hands-on experience. Also, even for stores with equipment, no

practice transactions could be accomplished without the special cards that PRC

used during training. (Some retailers suggested that such cards be routinely

provided to all retailers to facilitate the training of new employees and the

retraining of other employees.)

Because retailers could not participate in the demonstration until

they had received training, PRC scheduled make-up sessions on September 27 for

retailers who had missed the regular training sessions. About 15 retail

clerks and managers were trained during these sessions.
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Beginning System Operations

In mid-September, with some ac_'eptance test issues stii! _nc_;<;.u__*d

amc uncertainty that ail demons_raLlon store_ would be equipped by Oc_b_: _ 1,

FNS considered a one-month start-up delay. By September 21, however, PRC cor._-

pieted the stress test of the system and successful ly tested the t_'a_s_nission

of a weekly reconciliation tape to the Mlnneapol[s DaLa Canter. After _-eceiv--

ing assurances from PRC that all £[ores in the four center-city ZiP code a:-eas

would be ready by October, FNS opted for the October i start-_lp date. As dis-

cussed earlier, nearly all of the demonstration stores were equipped by this

date.

On October 1, 1984, the EBT Center began operations by recezv_ng it_

first non-test transmission of issuance data (the October ,'eguiar i_,ua_ce)

from the state welfare office. At the same time, state and local staff began

training recipients. After training and card initialization _,_,;i_,ienr_;_u!d

immediately use their cards in grocery stores to buy food. ,Jrer /90 EBF ?ur-

chases totaling $1,812 were completed during the [irs_ day o_ op_zrations.

Soon after the start of system operations, PRC realized that the EBT

Center needed to be staffed nearly 24 hours each day to provide %ime to per-

form all system processing requiremenLs. EBT Center staff provided _he addi-

tional coverage, even though FNS cid not authorize funds for 24-hour ;taf{ln_

until the following January. Initially, nine persons proviCed this cove_-a_,e:

one supervisor, three full-time s_sc_em aperato_._, cwo ?a_l-t_me _.y_'cem ope_--

ators, and three field technicians. Except during sh_fL cna_g_,, o_iy one:

operator was needed per shift to operate the system. PRC hi,ed on,. _dditicnaL

full-time operator in January.

During the first week of system operations_ FNS [_ctlita_or_ vis{ted

each participating store in Reading and prov_de_ assistance ;_s _,'_;,bL_ms

arose. Most problems were related to minor equipment malf_n_at _.on_. Exam_,!es

include loose power cords to the printers, jammed printe_' paper, x_:d loose__

handsets on the BTTs. This last problem would caus_ other 8TTs <.cn_c_ _,! to,

the same telephone line to display a "Line Bu_y" me_g+' _h_n .;,..'! _1_, _ _J

dial the EBT Center.
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After the first week of operations, a staff of three field techni-

cians operating out of the EBT Center responded to all store problems. Re-

tailers were instructed to call the EBT Center as problems occurred. In addi-

tion, PRC sent a letter to retailers on October 31 detailing the common prob-

lems which had occurred during the month and describing procedures the re-

tailers could take to correct the problems without calling for assistance

(e.g., checking all power cords and cables to be sure they were securely

fastened to the equipment).

Trainin_ Recipients

The state and local agencies planned to train demonstration recipi-

ents in three waves during October, November and December. Two factors led to

this schedule. First, program regulations require that recipients receive

each regular monthly issuance within 35 days of their last regular issuance.

To meet this regulation during the switchover from coupon issuance to EBT

issuance, all EBT training sessions had to be held by about the ninth work day

of the month. (In Berks County during this period, Authorization-to-Partici-

pate cards were issued on the fourth work day of each month.) Trying to train

more than one-third of the demonstration caseload in this limited time would

have required more trainers and training space than available. Second, phas-

ing the caseload onto the system allowed PRC and FNS more time to monitor

system operations and make necessary adjustments before the system reached

peak loads.

Each wave of recipients received notices from the BCAO about two

weeks prior to their scheduled training. The notices specified iwhen each

recipient was supposed to come and that it would be necessary for recipients

to bring their photo identification cards to the office. The notices also

indicated that recipients had to attend a training session to remain eligible

for assistance.

Trainin_ Sessions. Training sessions lasted about one hour. De-

pending on which of two training rooms was being used, from 15 to 30 recipi-

ents were trained during each session. After a general introduction to the

EBT demonstration project, recipients saw the first portion of the videotape

describing how they would purchase groceries under the new system. Recipients
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then selected their PINs and wrote them on slips oI paper. 8CAO slai: ca:tied

these slips of paper and the recipients' photo identification cards _o the

workstation for encoding. While the cards were being encoded, recipients

watched the remainder of the videotape. After the videotape presentation_ the

recipients received their encoded cards (BICs), and they spent the _ema2nlng

i5 to 20 minutes of the training session using their BiCs with several _TT_

_nstalled in the training rooms. During this time, recipients practiced en-

tering their PINs and obtaining account balal_ces. T/_::cally, lo,ir staff ,_em_

hers answered questions and helped recipients during this period.

Material distributed during the training sessions incladed manuals

describing how to use the BIC and plastic holders designed to hold the recipi-

ent's BIC and EBT receipts. There also was a children's flyer telling c,_i!d-

ten how to purchase groceries using their parent's 8IC, PIN_ and the Alternate

Shopper Card. Both the training session and the flyer stre_s,_d _h_ _ _ _n_

of keeping the PIN a secret.

At the conclusion of each training session, recipients could immedi-

ately use their BICs to purchase groceries at any participatimg retail store.

Trainin_ Schedule. The first wave of about 1,630 _ecipients was

trained during October 1-12. About 140 recipients scheduled for the October

training sessions did not appear for training. Make_up sessions wer_ held on

October 19, when another 44 recipients were trained. The second wave of about

890 recipients was trained during November I-9. _ add_o_:_ai _/ recip_nL_

were trained at make-up sessions held November 16.

Training for the third and final wave of _ecipients wa_ planned for

December. FNS postponed this training until January after a flumber oJ: prob-

lems with the system became apparent in November. The postponement gave PRC

more time to correct the problems before the system had to operate at full

capacity.

The third wave of 908 recipients was trained during Janua,_y ]-i1.

This wave included most Spanish-speaking recipients; {m the demons_az {of, %_!

all recipients known to have mental, emotional? or physical hand,ca_,:_ The

special training needs of handicapped recipient_ were _et by smal_v tcai,inz

sessions and more assistance during recipients' practice sessions.
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An additional 98 recipients were trained during make-up sessions on

January 23 and 24. With the completion of this last wave of training, 3,632

recipients had been trained during the four-month implementation period.

Approximately 360 recipients failed to appear for either a regularly scheduled

training session or a make-up session. About 150 of these recipients had

their food stamp cases closed as a result. The remaining recipients either

had moved out of the demonstration area or had had their cases closed for

other reasons.

After this mass training effort, the Berks County Assistance Office

assumed responsibility for the training of new recipients. Beginning in

February, training sessions occurred on Wednesday and Friday mornings of each

week.

Revisin_ System Operations during Implementation

Processin_ Time and System Slowdowns. By the end of October, PRC

realized that the system did not process data as quickly as expected. In par-

ticular, activities requiring batch processing (such as updating the data base

with issued benefits, daily bundle-up of retailers' deposit information, and

daily system reconciliation) consumed long periods of time and slowed the pro-

cessing of transaction messages coming from terminals in the stores. Delays

in processing these transaction messages forced retailers to wait for confir-

mation of the transaction before completing the sale. These delays usually

occurred in late afternoon, when peak shopping hours coincided with processing

requirements for the daily bundle-up of retailers' deposits. On some occa-

sions, the system slowed to the extent that additional transactions could not

be processed (store BTTs were program_ned to cancel any transaction request if

the transaction was not processed by the system within one minute).

The problems with processing speeds and system slowdowns continued

into November. In addition_ hardware and software problems caused the system

to "crash" several times in November, resulting in 13.5 hours of downtime dur-

ing the month. The hardware problems included failure of the system's chrono-

graph and of the primary computer's control panel and processor board. Con-

version errors (the introduction of alphabetic characters in numeric fields in

messages from store terminals to the system) also caused system crashes.
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Finally. although it had no effect on system downtlme_ problems :.:cc:urcud in

the Voice Input/Output (VIO) or:_T which Lespond_ Lo Oala-_ce i._._i: i,_ ove:

regular touch-tone telephones, kecipi,:_lzts calling the special number for the

VIO unit regularly encountered busy signals.

The level of system usage _n OctoOer and November also _ugr.ested

that the system might have additional pea_-load problems after ail demon-

stration households were converted to the EBT iss,_ance system. £'RC designed

the EBT system to accommodate up to 20,000 purchase ;ransactions ezi,f_il _l]o:lc?l

(an average of five transactions for each of 4,000 demonstration house-

holds). Households already on the system, however, averaged nearly eight

purchases per month in Ocnober and Nove.%bec_ Fucthermore, as dis.-_,._sed more

fully in Chapter 4, households concentrated their curcha_s in aft,_.-c_,_onhour_

on the days immediately following issuance.

The unexpected usage levels had two irapact_. F _::t, thc high _tak

loads in the afternoons contributed ro the slowdowns. Seconc :_c,_a] r_:_--

cipienta were added to the system after the last wa_e of mas,.; vai,ing_ ?_LC

was concerned that the file capacity of the system's databa..;c might be ex-

ceeded. Some uncertainty existed over the magnitude of this ! _u_:e:_ pr _ic,_

because file usage also is affected by non-purchase activities _.,_ re lund:;,

balance inquiries, and card encoding. Without these iat_er ac tiviti<_s, the

system could accommodate an average of ten purchase transac_icn_ ,?_c _:ec[pienr.

each month.

Respondin_ to the Problems_ FNS and PRC me'_: severa_ _n,_u during

November to discuss these problems. PRC developed both short-teem and Long--

term plans for improving processing speeds. Proposed short-berm actions

included negotiating with AB&T for a later deadlin+_ ,_acr_ day for d_]i?_ry of

retailers' deposit information (to allow b_dle-_,_ _:o ;-,_pe_-ior_,_d ,_ft_ th+

afternoon peak shopping hours), decoupl_ng the system_-__ ,.,....com,,_,[_,__,_ (whi_-'b

would increase transaction :_peeds but increase dow_ _._: ii Linc prima.. / c:cmi>_-

ter failed), and formalizing 24 bout operation of th__._.'_ Tent:e:- (Lc c,:,c._inuc

providing needed time for batch processing job:_). Fcoposr. a ion_;.:_e._-u_autiv,:

_ncluded upgrading the computer hardware and _odii'::_':g the _',y_::_.,'_ ,)'.',._;_c

to improve processing speed. No proposals '.,ere made a. ,L;_is ::?,:. /c: i:,.-

creasing the system's file capacity.
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Few of PRC's recommendations could be implemented immediately, and

FNS needed time to evaluate each recommendation in terms of its likely impact

on system operations and contract costs. Accordingly, on November 23, FNS

postponed until January the scheduled December training of recipients. This

action delayed any increase in system use and avoided compounding the existing

difficulties.

Continuin s Issues. The system continued to experience slowdowns and

other problems in December. The system was down about five and a half hours

during the month. Two of these hours were for planned late-night repairs of

the Voice Input/Output unit by IBM. The remaining down time resulted from

conversion error problems, difficulties restarting the system after the IBM

repair work, and problems with bad tapes. To reduce system slowdowns during

bundle-up, PRC occasionally decoupled the system's two computers. This action

increased processing speeds by eliminating the need to simultaneously update

both computers' databases.

The system was down for about two and a half hours in January. Part

of the downtime resulted from conversion error problems. The remainder oc-

curred while IBM worked on a faulty tape drive. In addition, one new problem

occurred. File space on the EBT Master File was exceeded during the regular

monthly posting of benefits. Although PRC corrected this problem by reorgan-

izing the file, several bundle-ups of retailer deposits were missed while this

reorganization occurred. These deposits were credited to retailers' accounts

at a later date.

Several actions were taken in January in response to the problems

noted above. To reduce afternoon loads on the system, recipients attending

afternoon training sessions hsd their cards encoded later that might (during

off-peak hours). They returned the next morning to pick up their cards. PRC

also decoupled the system's two computers during most of the month to increase

processing speeds. Near the end of the month, FNS authorized funds for

24-hour staffing of the EBT Center. Finally, PRC modified the store terminals

at the end of January to eliminate most of the conversion error problems.

The end of January 1985 saw the end of the mass training of recipi-

ents and of the system implementation period (as defined for this report).
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FNS instructe_ PRC co operate the system in a dual-CPU con_tgur_L_on _; pro-

vLde continuous backup capability, 'the two computers were :o be d_oupted to

improve transaction speeds only when the system Degan to experience severe

slowdowns. FNS also hired a technical consultant to assist in its evaluation

of system operations and PRC's E,_cner recommendaEio_s for system i;_prove-

ments.

kevisin_ System Operations after ImplementatLcn

The EBT system continued to experience slowdowns, system crashes,

and some periods of inaccessibility to retailers for several months a_ter the

end of January. Some of the problems were caused _y hardware failure. For

example, a faulty dzsket_e reader caused the system Lo crash severa_ _.imes :n

February, leading to two and a half hours of downtime while the proolem was

diagnosed and corrected.

Other problems were associated with software error. M_agu:'ec b]._ii:s

consequences for system operations, the worst software problem occurred in

March. On the morning of March 5, a software error delayed reconciliation

processing. This delay, in turn, delayed the update of the March zssuance of

regular benefits. When recipients tried to access their March be_efi(s that

morning, they discovered that tney _id not yet have sui_icient funds to cover

their intended purchases. Long lines at checkout counter_ resulted.

Finally, operator crt-ors occa_ionati 7 _e_ Lo s>it:em s!owdowns.

Examples include forgetting to cepi_ce oac_up diske_:e_ privr to peak _!_s

periods (which then slows the system when the diskettes need to be replaced

during peak hours) and using a 12-hour clock rather than _ 74-h_ur c]_ck to

reset the system.

FNS and its technical consultant reviewed PR£'s proposed _y_stem _nod-

ifications to improve system operations during this period. ALthough ?H_; ba_;

not authorized any major modifications, it approved several cnamges. PRe re-

wrote some software to increase the speed of transaction processin_ and mr_!-

fled BTTs in the five busiest stores so they wo,Ld wait t_t_ :ninu_:_ _ _ i _

than one minute) before cancelling a transaction request_ Yh:_ La%L_r _ha_{e

r_duced slowdown problems by reducin_ the system's n_ed _J b,-c_< _ut _a_:,

LiOns which were cancelled Deft)re they were compie_ed_ FNS aLs_ _:: h_>'i:'d
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PRC to add a 200 megabyte cache disk to hold the system's Master File and

History File. The additional disk space improved system efficiency by reduc-

ing multiple access to existing disk space for database records and system

software code.

Other changes included the addition of a seventh telephone line to

the system's computers to handle transaction messages and a rescheduling of

retailer bundle-up from late afternoon. The additional phone line reduced the

number of times BTTs encountered busy signals when attempting to call the EBT

Center. The shift in bundle-up time reduced competing demands on the system

during late afternoon peak shopping periods.

To avoid a repetition of the problems with the March issuance, FNS

and the state welfare department authorized PRC to post regular monthly issu-

ances to recipients' accounts on the weekend prior to the fourth work day of

the month. This procedure continued until July 1985. At that time, a stag-

gered issuance system was implemented to reduce peak shopping loads. The

staggered issuance schedule called for issuances 'on the fourth and ninth

working day of each month.

Level of Effort for System Implementation

System implementation Lasted from August 9, 1984, to January 31,

1985. During this nearly six-month-long period, staff from PRC and the var-

ious food stamp agencies spent a total of about 9.5 person-years on demonstra-

tion activities.

PRC staff spent 5.8 person-years during this period on EBT-related

tasks. These included installing equipment in stores and at the EBT Center,

conducting the System Acceptance Test, training all participants except re-

cipients, and staffing the EBT Center for four months. The time also included

PRC's identification of system problems and subsequent efforts to correct

them.

FNS staff from the national office spent about one person-year on

demonstration activities during this six-month period. This included site

visits to Reading during the acceptance test and the first week of system

operations. Thereafter, FNS staff monitored system operations for several
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days at the beginning of each month when cecipienu$ receiver their monthiy is-

suances. The remainder of the time was spent meeting with PRC s_aff to dis-

cuss system problems and reviewing PRC's proposals to improve system opera-

tions.

FNS staff from the Mid-Atlantic Regional Office and its Philadelphia

field office spent about 0.7 person-years on system implementation activi-

ties. Although MARO staff attended the acceptance test, most of the effort

during this period (about 76 percent) involved being trained and acting as

facilitators during system start-up.

Staff from the state welfare department spent about 0.6 perso_-7_a_s

on demonstration activities during system impiementa_ion. Their major ac-

tivity (approximately 50 percent) was training recipient3 to use the system;

the other major activities were attending the acceptance test, handling and

reconciling issuances, and participating in discussioa_ abuu_ t_ _vsLem wL_h

PRC and FNS.

Finally, staff of the Berks County Assistance Office _;vent a_out

1.4 person-years during this period. Nearly 80 percent of this _ota] effort

involved recipient training and the encoding of recipients' benefit cards.

Level of Effort Through Project Implementation

Excluding the time spent preparing the solicitation for the EBT de-

monstration (about 1.2 person-years), a total of about 30 person-years was ,-e=

quired to design, develop, and implement the Reading EBT system. This effort

was performed over the 17-month period extending from July 1983 thrc_ugh

January 1985. As would be expected, the system contractor put _L1 mOSt Ot the

effort (about 22.1 person-years, or 74 percent of _he total). Significant

amounts of time, however, also came from FNS start an6 state and local em-

ployees of the Pennsylvania Department of Public Weifare. FNS staff from the

national, regional and field offices spent a iota[ ot 3.9 De_son-yeac_ working

on the EBT project. PDPW staff spent about 3.7 per_om-yea_= on the p_ojec! _
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Chapter Four

FUNCTIONAL AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEM DESIGN

The first step in designing an electronic benefit transfer system is

to specify what the system must do. These system requirements should cover

all of the primary functions the system must performt including interfacing

with existing program operations. In addition, a variety of special issues

and objectives may need to be incorporated into system requirements. For the

Reading EBT demonstration, these special objectives included not disrupting

recipients' established shopping patterns and accommodating food stamp house-

holds leaving the demonstration area.

With the functional and special requirements established, decisions

can be made about hardware components, software alternatives, and overall

system configuration. At this point, if the Sponsoring agency plans to hire a

contractor to develop and implement the system, it must make a strategic

choice. The agency may specify only the functional and special requirements

of the system, leaving major design decisions to the contractor. Alterna-

tively, the agency may specify some design elements as well, thus requiring

the contractor to develop a system with these features. For example, the

agency might require the use of an on-line system, an off-line system, or par-

ticular hardware components.

For the Reading demonstration, FNS chose to specify only functional

and special requirements. Prospective contractors chose basic system designs

and presented them in their proposals. In a rapidly changing technological

environment, this strategy allows the agency to select among a variety of de-

signs, while leaving the contractor with flexibility to select the most ef-

ficient and effective components from those available.

This chapter discusses the functional and special design objectives

that FNS presented in its EBT system solicitation (see Request for Proposals

_82-185KH, dated January 10, 1983). It also describes the approach taken by

the contractor, Planning Research Corporation, to meet these requirements.

Where appropriate, operating statistics from the Reading demonstration are

included to provide some basis for future refinement of design requirements.
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The first four seczions in this chapte, de__l __l'th uhe tu:_(:rio;:,_)

requirements that FNS specified for the EBT system. These requirement:_ fall

ander the general categories vi ben_t :,_ authorization_ delivery_ redempti_m,

and reconciliation. The fifth section deais with other general syste_ ob--

jectives. Although these requi,rement3 3nd objeczives apply to a canoe of

electronic fund transfer technoic, gies, or:ly the on-line system approach is

explicitly considered here. The sixth _ection discusses requxrements for

reviewing system design.

4.1 REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO BENEFIT AUTHORIZATION AND iSSUANCE

£ssoatlc_ es sFood Stamp Household Records and ' ' F_i Mu t be Maintaine,l

State food stamp authorities must maintain master Househ;;id issuance

Record (HIR) data and a current Issuance Authoriza::icn fll_ _'3:'a!! food _tamp

recipients. These nationally mar,dated records must: !e maincainc:d w_ti_ an, is-

suance procedure. An EBT system might change the [ocgtion or procedures for'

maintaining these files, but need not necessariiy do so.

Readin_ System. Althoagh the Reading EBT system cravat;t: and _aain-

rains a number of special recipient files necessary for £BT operations, it

does not affect the files described above. The Pennsylvania Deoa?tment of

Public Welfare (PDPW) uses a s[ng!e Food Stamp Masuer File co rec3rd all

household authorization and issuance _t_o_nac: _,:, _;,,i __ cctaz_:.:_ _:!:_. :c-

sponsibility [n the demonstration;= The only ;:han&e i:'_p:ocedu_.:, l 7_ bc_ ;_ u

identify which households on the file are participatzng in the de_¥_nstracion_

The Delivery of Benef[ts to Households Must 9e.:)u_j?Lo_,i_:_!

The Food Stamp Program requires the stare_':co Lmplement i-,:_c_dure_ rs

_eliver benefits to recipients, These procedures iac[ude certif t ion of

household eligibility for the Food Stamp Program_ calculation or benefit

levels, and--in areas using Authoriz, ation-to-Participate ca:*ds--_be [':':_:ti:'g

and distribution of ATPs.

In Pennsylvania, county assi star,ce _,_af_ ob_a;,_ _ ,_ f;- tlr _,t. i_'_; ,,-_

household financial circumstance_ :rom Food 3tamu Program appiicancz a_m de

termine their eligibility. The local otf;.c; :,_r_'/eVs !'bis ;nfo_'ma, {,,, ,:, tT,,,

PDPW. The state agen y cont_rms househ¢_l _....: ....,, 7 _ ,_ ir 11,: ;_ *
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allotment levels, and adds this information to the Food Stamp Master File.

After determining benefit levels, the state's computer system uses the Master

File to create a tape of scheduled ATPs to be printed and mailed. Currently,

regular monthly ATPs for households in Berks County are mailed on the fourth

and ninth work days of each month. For the first nine months of the demon-

stration, all regular monthly ATPS were mailed on the fourth work day of each

month. County assistance offices manually process expedited, supplemental,

and prorated ATPs, and the State's Master File is subsequently updated to

include this information.

Reading System. Although the Reading EBT system does not interfere

with the state's existing procedures for certifying household eligibility or

calculating benefit levels, the EBT system eliminates the printing and dis-

tribution of ATPs.

Before the state's Master File is used to print ATPs, household re-

cords for demonstration recipients are extracted to a separate file. The

state transmits this file to the EBT Center, where issuance amounts are cre-

dited to recipients' accounts on the EBT Center's Master File. The state

writes regular monthly issuances on computer tape and sends the tapes by

courier from Harrisburg to the EBT Center in Reading. In contrast, expedited,

supplemental, and prorated issuances are transmitted electronically to the EBT

Center daily.

The Reading EBT system had its first full month of operation with

the complete demonstration caseload in February 1985. In that month, the

system held 3,377 active cases (cases whose benefit cards had been encoded and

who received benefits during the month). The EBT Center added benefits to

95 percent of these accounts during the regular monthly issuance on Febru-

ary 4. Some cases opened for the first time and received their first food

stamp allotment later in the month. Some cases received supplemental or re-

troactive allotments. Thus, the EBT Center handled a total of 3,487 issuance

transactions for the 3,377 cases, a ratio of 1.03. EBT systems in other lo-

cations might experience different ratios, depending on the frequency of sup-

plemental and retroactive issuances.

In addition to these active cases, the EBT system contained records

for 346 *'pending" cases in February. Most of these cases were for individuals
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who had never come to the welfare off_c_ to have ti_,- carpi encoced., 'fh_ E[_.T

system handled 124 issuance transactions for the pending accounts_

The EBT System Must Establish ReciRient Accounts and ]ssue Benefit Cards

An EBT system requires a c:_mpu_erized account tot each food ,_cdmp

household. Each household also ,needs a benefit card or other access device.

Procedures for initializing accounts and cards _;ho_Jl_ be designea to p_'_,vent

unauthorized access to food s[a,,l) benefits, Tb,;s_: ?rock,duces will be ca_:-ried

out at least once for each case transferred from the coupon system to the EBT

system and once for each new case opened under the EBT system.

With an off-line EBT system, benefit cards must be periodically

reissued or _:pdated to reflea_ each month's authorize' benefits_ On ],_n,_;

systems do not require that benei:t cards be reissue,J (ex;-ept fo_ Los_, st:o-

len, or damaged cards). However, an on-ll_,_e EBT _,,_.-_nl:::::_'_i[:_,*oul,i i,._]_de

periodic card reissuance--e.g., at recertificarion--_o i_]craa',,e system se-

curity. Printing an expiration date on each card or encocling a date on its

magnetic stripe would reduce opportunities for fraudulant use of [he card°

Readin_ System. The Reading EBT system establishe_ cecipient ac-

counts when the state welfare department transmits issuance data to [he EBT

Center. When the EBT Center receives an issuance fur a househ,_ld n©_: ai:'ead_r

listed on the EBT Master File, a new account is automaLicall,,, crea_ed_ :_ew

accounts remain "pending" until a benefit cars [c;r _he nousehotd ts ini_.:al -

ized at the welfare office (at whtcn time _be stau_,,s i_, cha_.:gca Lo 'lac-

tire"). Recipients cannot access benefits in pending acco,_nts.

Each demonstration household tn _:ac_,_; r._r_ves _. .;'_n::_.]._ b_:reii[

card that is valid until the end of the _emonscr_t_o,n. Cards ace ei',,sued

only when recipients report their cards lost, stoie_;, o, damag,_,,J. :e:,s th,_q

one percent of recipients need -.heir cards reisstled each month_ ?.,_:i!__ents

report about 18 lost cards each month in Reading, and about tb,ree stolen

cards. On average, about 10 cards need to be repia,t'e:d eacP_ mc,n_tb whe,: _hci r

magnetic stripes become so dana,;ed [hat_ t:hey can no !onge_ be '_,._ed,_n ,.:;cot,_

terminals.
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Recipients also receive an Alternate Shopper Card. This card, when

used in conjunction with a recipient's benefit card and PIN, allows other peo-

ple to use benefits in the recipient's EBT account. Most retailers report

that Alternate Shopper Cards are used for 5 percent or fewer of all EBT pur-

chases.

Non-encoded benefit cards were distributed to demonstration recip-

ients prior to system start-up. The early distribution was designed to ex-

pedite the process of initializing cards and training recipients after start-

up. Recipients obtained their Alternate Shopper Cards during training ses-

sions.

Card Issuance Must be Controlled

To ensure security, an EBT system must be designed to keep the

authorization of benefits and the issuance of benefit cards separate.

Readin_ System. Income maintenance workers at the welfare office

initiate benefit authorization when they certify a household's eligibility for

the Food Stamp Program. Clerks at the office control card issuance. They

distribute photo identification cards and encode information on each card's

magnetic stripe. Thus, no single employee or administrative unit both autho-

rizes and provides access to food stamp benefits. Additional control is pro-

vided by requiring clerks to enter their employee number at the EBT work-

station when they initialize a recipient's card.

Expedited Service Must be Provided when Necessary

Program regulations require that households demonstrating an im-

mediate need for assistance receive benefits within five days. An EBT system

must be able to meet this requirement.

Reading Syste m. During the October-January implementation period,

applicants eligible for expedited service received initial benefits under the

coupon issuance system. Since that time, demonstration households eligible

for expedited service receive EBT benefits within two days of initial appli-

cation. When they apply for benefits, a photograph is taken and a card is

prepared. The Berks County Assistance Office transmits the authorization for

benefits to the state welfare department that day, and the state calculates
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the benefit allotment. At 6:00 AM the foiLowing day, the start transmit_ ::_

household record to the EBT Center. Thz_ record sets up tr_e hou:_noid_ _BT

account. The recipient then returns to the 8CAO to have his or her card _nco-

ded. With an encoded card, the recipient may access his or her beneti%s a

any participating retail outlet.

4.2 REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO DELIVERY OF BENEFITS

The System Must Verify Recipients' Identify

An Authorization-to-Participate system verities _ecipients _ denti-

ties when they redeem their ATPs for coupons at an issuance off{ce_ Recipi-

ents sign their ATP cards at the issuance oftice, and these s_gnacures are

compared to the signatures on their food stamp identification ca_,J_ tn areas

_sing photo identification cards instead of _egula_ p!,_=_ i_i_r,tiEica_ion

cards, the recipient's photograph also may be checked_

Retailers may require presentation of the food stamp identification

card before accepting coupons if they suspect that the client is not an

authorized food stamp recipient. To curtail the use of stolen or lost cou-

pons, retailers cannot accept any loose coupons already torn out of their

booklets, except loose $1 coupons.

With the elimination of ATPs, an EBT system must verify _ecipiencs'

ioentities at the time of purchase. To prevent _ack,_ps ot ci_,;k_u_ c,_,_n_cs_

however, the verification procedures _huu[_ _ot be ,_et[y t]a_e consuming.

Furthermore, the procedures should be designed to minimize re_ai!ers' v_ri-

fication responsibilities.

Readin_ System. The primary verification procedure in cbc Rea_ing

EBT system revolves around the reclpient's Persomai [der_tif3c:ac_<,r, Number.

The PIN must be entered correctly for every p_rcha_e o_ bat_nce {nqui-- 7, A_

described in Chapter 2, the Benefit Transaction Terminal (ETT) _cr/ozrm_ chis

verification check after the recipient's benefit card passes t_v_ _?_ _h_ ie_~-

minai's card reader and the recipient enters his or h_r PIN on ch,_ z_btac_ed

PIN-pad. The system performs a second PIN verificauion whe_: eichc:_, ?_h_s_

transaction or a balance inquiry message comes to the EBT Cencer_ Till:: s_con<

c_eck is needed because store B'rTs cannot: _demc_+7 [os_ ,vt stole_ ca:dr:.
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In addition to the PIN check, retailers may check the photograph on

the recipient's 8IC if they suspect the client is not an authorized food stamp

recipient. If someone other that the recipient uses the BIC, an Alternate

Shopper Card must be presented. Store observations indicate, however, that

retailers do not consistently check the identification.

Prior to system implementation, some concern arose that recipients

might have difficulty remembering or entering their PIN prior to purchase and

balance inquiries. Surveys of recipients and retailers, however, indicate

that this has not been a major problem. Only 7 percent of a sample of 279

demonstration recipients said that they ever forgot their PIN. Interviews

with retailers found only 11 percent saying that recipients forgetting PINs

had been a problem.

The relative infrequency of "incorrect PIN" messages transmitted to

the EBT Center confirm these impressions. These messages are sent only after

three consecutive incorrect entries with a single card. Only 227 such mes-

sages came during the four-month start-up period, the period in which recipi-

ents were learning the system. Less than 3 percent of the caseload had diffi-

culties with the PIN in February 1985, and less than 0.5 percent of all pur-

chases involved this problem.

The EBT System Must Allow Recipients to Use Benefits at Authorized Retail
Outlets

An EBT system must carry out several functions related to benefit

use at retail outlets. The system must verify that the retail outlet is auth-

orized to conduct EBT transactions and that the recipient has a valid account

with sufficient benefits to cover the intended purchase. Whe n a client makes

a purchase, this information must be transmitted to the system. Because re-

tail clerks may make mistakes when entering the purchase amount, the system

must provide a means for correcting these mistakes. Finally, the system needs

a backup mechanism in order to allow transactions in the event of any system

malfunction.

Reading System. The Reading EBT system verifies retailer authoriza-

tion tO participate in several ways. First, EBT Center field technicians in-

stall the EBT equipment only in those stores authorized by FNS, and the
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system's Master File establishes accounts only for auti_ocized r¢;_a_e_s. Se--

cond, each BTT has an internally snored ldentzficatlon number. Ever> trans-

mtssion to the EBT Center automatically includes this number. If a transmis-

sion contains an invalid identification number, the system will not process

the transaction.

In addition, each store manager receives a store card, which is

similar to a recipient's benefit card. At the start of each clerk's shift,

the manager must pass the store card through the _TT's car_ reader and enter

the store's PIN. The clerk enters his or her two-digit identificaLion code.

Until they complete this sign-on procedure no transactions can be processed

through the BTT. If a store's authorization ha_: been suspended or termitlated,

the EBT system wiil not process the sign-on_

Once a recipient has correctly entered his or her PIN, the =heckout

clerk enters the sale amount on the 8TT, The EBT Cente_ 's co_ot %er ch_ck_ the

recipient's account record to verify that a valid accounE exists, if the '-e-

cipient has reported the BIC as lost or stolen, or if the account has been

placed on hold for some other administrative reason, the system prohibits any

transactions. Otherwise, the system compares the purchase amount with the

recipient's balance. If the balance exceeds the purchase amount, the trans-

action goes through. An approved purchase is immediately debited [_'om the

recipient's account. This process makes it nearly impossible to overdraw a

1
recipient's account.

1An overdraft of a recipient's account can occur only when the zystem

is down and a manual sale is authorized, and then only under a oarticular set

of circumstances. As discussed in Chapter 2, the EBT Center operator _:hec_a

the previous day's listing of recipient account balances before authorizing

the sale. If the recipient has made an EBT purchase since the generation of

the above report, the recipient's actual remaining balance _ill be les_ nhan

shown on the report. Depending on the size of the true remaining balance and

the manual sale, an overdraft may occur.

Overdrafts also may occur during manual sales if the store cl_rk or

the operator at the EBT Center makes an error when ba_dli_g fha sai_, i_or

example, suppose a recipient with a balance of $25 in his or her acco,mt _l-

tempts a $27 purchase when the system is down. if the store clerk m_vl_ :52?

on nhe manual sales slip_ but incorrectly tells the operator the sate is [or

$23, the account will be overdrawn when the EBT Center receives its copy of

the sales slip and attempts to reconcile the $21 p_rchase with the $23 tem-

porary debit placed agains_ the recipient _s account° A;_ernati,,ely, ti< _;ame

situation could occur if the cler_ tells the o_,eraror i_al _he sa! ,_ __ o_

$27, but the operator mis mderstands and thinks t_ ,,:[_ _,:>_$.?1.
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Corrections can be made when a clerk enters a wrong purchase amount.

If the transmitted amount is less than the actual purchase price, the clerk

can simply process a second transaction for the difference. If an overring_z

_ occurs, the store can make a refund to the recipient's account. This requires

the manager's authorization, which means the store card and PIN must be en-

tered. The refund credits the recipient's account and debits the store's

account.

Finally, if the EBT system is down, recipients may purchase up to

$35 worth of groceries each day. This requires verbal authorization from the

EBT Center for a manual transaction. Procedures for handling manual purchase

authorization vary somewhat depending on the cause of the system failure, as

described in Chapter 2.

Benefit Usage in the Reading System. To ensure that a system will

be able to process recipients' purchase transactions, its designers must make

assumptions about how often purchases will occur, and when and how often other

transactions wile require system processing. These assumptions determine the

capacity needed by the system's hardware and its transaction files. They also

will affect expectations about processing speed for a specified hardware and

software configuration.

Experience from the demonstration indicates that the assumptions

about benefit usage made in the Reading project were too low. Exhibit 4.1

presents statistics on patterns of regular benefit usage during February 1985,

the first full month of normal operations for the Reading EBT system. Prior

to February, only part of the Reading food stamp caseload used the system

(from October through December), or households were still being trained (in

January).

As shown in Exhibit 4.1, 3,377 "open" cases existed in the demon-

stration in February 1985. (An open case is a household which received bene-

fits during the month and which had an encoded benefit card.) These cases

made 23,537 regular EBT purchases totaling $363,091 during the month. The
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Exhibit 4.1

REGULAR BENEFIT USAGE IN FEBRUARY 1985

Number of open cases a ....................................... 3,377

Number of regular purchases b ............................... 2J_537

Total value of regular purchases ......................... $363,09i

Average number of purchases per case .......................... 7.0

Percentage of cases with:

0 purchases .......................................... 4.5

1 purchase .......................................... i3,3

2 purchases ......................................... 11.0

3 purchases ......................................... !0.1

4-5 purchases ....................................... 15.!

6-10 purchases ...................................... 24.i

11-20 purchases ..................................... 17_O

more than 20 purchases ................................ 4.9

Average value of a purchase ................................ $15.43

Percentage of purchases with a value of:

[ess than $1.00 ...................................... b,5

$1.01 to $2.00 ...................................... 10,9

$2.O1 to $5.00 ...................................... 28_,

$5.01 to $10.00 ..................................... 21._

$10.01 to $20.00 .................................... 13.9

$20.01 to $50.00 .................................... 10.3

$50.01 to $100.00 .................................... 5.7

more than $100 ...................................... 2.5

aDefined as households which were issued benefits in February and

which had activated EBT accounts (i.e., had been trained and had their EBT

cards encoded).

bExc[udes manually authorized transaction_ aL_ purchases of Al'Ms.
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average household made seven purchases, and the average purchase amount was

$i5.43. 1

Patterns of benefit usage varied substantially among these house-

holds. Nearly 5 percent of the households made no regular EBT food purchases

during February. Over 20 percent made only one or two purchases. However,

17 percent of the households made between 11 and 20 purchases during the

month, and nearly 5 percent made more than 20 purchases.

The number of purchases was surprisingly large. Prior to the dem-

onstration, retailers' anecdotes suggested that most recipients spend their

entire monthly allotment in one or two purchases. In a survey of recipients

conducted before the demonstration, 58 percent said they shop with food stamps

just once a month, and only 8 percent said they shop more often than once a

week. Clearly, recipients make more separate purchases with food stamps than

either the recipients or the retailers realize.

Many of the recipients' purchases were quite small--nearly half to-

taled less than $5. Over 17 percent of the purchases were for $2 or less, and

about 29 percent ranged between $2 and $5. Only 8 percent of all purchases

exceeded $50, although the average case received an allotment of $111.

The peak volume of purchases occurred in the afternoon of the days

immediately following issuance. Benefits were added to recipients' accounts

on Monday, February 4. Recipients made at least 190 purchases per hour be-

tween 3:00 and 6:00 PM on Tuesday, between 2:00 and 6:00 P.M. on Wednesday,

and between 4:00 and 6:00 P.M. on Thursday. The peak occurred between 5:00

and 6:00 PM on Wednesday, February 6: 284 purchases were made, representing

1.2 percent of all EBT purchases for the month.

After the issuance peak, the number of purchases declined throughout

the month. Recipients made 2,207 purchases on Wednesday, February 6. One

week later, on February 13, they made 1,178 purchases. The total dropped to

628 on February 20 and to 428 on February 27. Exhibit 4.2 illustrates this

pattern.

1prior to February, demonstration households averaged about eight
purchases each month.
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Exhibit 4.2
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Throughout the month, recipients made most of their purchases in the

afternoon hours, as shown in Exhibit 4.3. Few purchases were made between

9:00 PM and 9:00 AM. Only 7 percent of all purchases for the month occurred

during these hours.

Despite the large number of purchases, some recipients did not spend

all of their benefits during the month. The EBT Center placed a total of

$375,769 in food stamp benefits in the accounts of the 3,377 open cases in

February. These recipients spent a total of $367,326 during the month, or

about 98 percent of the benefits issued.

Non-routine Transactions. In addition to routine purchases, an EBT

system must be capable of handling and processing non-routine transactions.

Exhibit 4.4 presents statistics on the incidence of non-routine transactions

in the Reading EBT system during February.

Manually authorized purchases are needed when store equipment breaks

down or when the system itself cannot process regular purchase transactions.

There were 119 manually authorized purchases in February. These represented

0.5 percent of all purchases made by household during the month.

The incidence of manual purchase transactions is directly related to

the incidence of system and equipment problems. Figures for a single month,

therefore, may not be representative of the normal incidence of manually auth-

orized purchases. For the four-month period preceding February, the incidence

of manual purchases (as a percentage of all purchases) ranged from 0.2 percent

in January to 0.9 percent in November.

The above figures for the incidence of manually authorized purchases

underestimate the percent of all attempted purchases which cannot be routinely

processed by the EBT system. Some stores and recipients choose not to request

manual sales authorizations even when the system is down. As discussed in

Chapter 7, retailers find manu4l sales procedures to be cumbersome, and during

peak shopping hours it is sometimes difficult to get through to the EBT Center

to request an authorization. Thus, when the system is down, some retailers

ask recipients to wait until the system is operating or to come back at a

Later time. The frequency of attempted purchases which are not completed is

not measured in any available data.
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Exhibit _._

NON-ROUTiNE TRANSACTIONS IN FEBRUARY 1985

Number of open cases a ............................................ 3,37'7

Number of regular purchases b ..................................... 23,537

Number of manually authorized purchases ............................ 119

Manually authorized purchases as a percent of ail p_rchases ..... 0 5%

Number of refunds ................................................... 240

Refunds as a percent of all purchases ........................... x.O%

Number of cases in which recipient lied insufficient baldnce c ....... 926

incidents of insufficient baian(:e as a percent oi ail

purchases ....................................................... 3,9%

Percent of open cases with one or more insufficient
balance incidents ............................................. _3,3%

Number of purchases of ATPs c ......................................... 10

Percent of open cases with an ATP purchase ...................... 0 3Z

aDefined as households which were issued benefits in February and which

had activated EBT accounts (i.e., had been trained and had their EBT cards

encoded).

bgxcludes manually authorized transactions and purc:hases of ATPs.

CAn insufficient balance messsge could result _rem aa error in :in;;lng

up the amount of purchase.
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Refund transactions are required when recipients return merchandise

or when store clerks make a mistake and transmit a purchase amount greater

than the actual purchase value. In addition, when the system cannot complete

a purchase transaction within one minute, the purchase amount debited against

the recipient's account is automatically backed out of the system's data-

base. 1 This backout is recorded as a refund to the recipient's account, even

though no refund actually took place. These three situations cannot be easily

distinguished in the available data. In total, however, the system processed

240 refund transactions during February. This volume represented about 1 per-

cent of all purchase transactions. The incidence of refund transactions for

the four months preceeding February ranged from 0.9 to 1.5 percent of all

purchase transactions.

Purchases cannot be completed when the recipient's remaining balance

is less than the value of the attempted purchase. Again, two different situa-

tions can cause a purchase attempt to be rejected by the system for insuffi-

cient balance. The recipient actually may not have sufficient funds to pay

for all items brought to the checkout counter, or a store clerk may err and

enter a purchase amount which exceeds both the actual purchase amount and the

recipient's remaining balance.

There were 926 instances in February in which the purchase amount

transmitted to the system exceeded the recipient's remaining balance. These

instances represented 3.9 percent of all successful purchase transactions.

About 23 percent of the households experienced at least one such incident.

Examination of the insufficient balance records suggests that most

incidents were actual attempts to buy more groceries than could be paid for

with the recipient's remaining EBT benefits. The problems typically occurred

when the recipient had almost exhausted the month's benefits. The

insufficiency was generally very small, often less than $1. These rejected

transactions were usually followed by a successful purchase for a lesser

amount. Apparently the recipients knew that the balance in their benefit

1The one-minute "timeout" period is programmed into store
terminals. In March, PRC modified 30 terminals in the five busiest stores to

extend their tlmeout period from one minute to three minutes. This

modification reduced the number of transactions which could not be processed

by the system within the programmed timeout period.
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account was low, and they _i anne4 co ¢e.gcy Lhc accoanE wi _a a :inaL

purchase. However, they slightl_ rniscalc_.: :_Eed The _.,aiu_?of '._:a]: c:_/_ they

had chosen and had to exclude some from the purchase.

The second most common pattern of insufficient balances i,lw_ived

attempted purchases occurring {_ i-he daya iust before february's regular

issuance. Successful transactions _suailv d_c hoc for low these rejections,

suggesting that they occurrc, d because the recipients were uncertain about

whether or not benefits had yet b_ep issue,!.

The records did nog indicate a pattern of recipient inability to

keep track of the food stamp Oalance. A group of cases with multiple insuffi.-

cient balance records was examine_ in detail. For most of these households,

the entries simply represented mulnipie attempts at a _ransaccion. Ac [easL

once during the month, on February 6, a _ystem problem apparently caused

transactions to be rejected for insuffic£ent balance e _n _hou_d_ _he [:ai_,_a:c

was actually adequate. A number of households had s_verai re_cc_ons within a

period of a few minutes, followed by a succes_._i pu._cnase tr_insac _ {on lot ,'.he

same amount. A recipient rarely had _ rejection for imsuffzc_cnt balance on

two separate occasions during the _onch, and '_o cases haJ :_:cr__,t_.,,_i.wo _-_uch

occasions ·

The final non-routine transaction figure presented in gxhibi, _ 4.4 is

the conversion of EBT benefits to ATPs. Only 10 of the 3,377 hous,?bnlds re-

presented in the exhibit (or 0._ p_,'enE_: convecL, _; i__.:_ v_.:_,-._.__s _u_ lng

February.

In addition to the benefit usage ac_ivicy presenned in th,: _ p,_'evious

two exhibits, a small amount of activity in the Reading EBT s/:.iem nvo/.,ed

households with closed food stamp cases who Sn_l ' nad ,_,nuSeClbe_efits _a the:r

accounts. The Reading system had 360 such cases in _ebruarT_ 19_5, _qua! to 1!

percent of the number of cases re,:e_v{ng benefits du::=ng -._e mc_r:_:h. These

households had unused benefits at the beginning of FeDv_acy _otaLing _,74,2'il,

an average of $67 per case. During the month_ these ncu_h_ids made:_ ,_! pur-

chase transactions totaling $464. A1 though the data cur,ently ava_ !ab!_: do

not allow an estimate of how long a closed case take:i to e_Laust i_s _:,,_'.in{ng

benefits, these figures imply that some accounts remain active !,_? _ev_ca!

months after benefit issuance stops.
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The EBT System Must Provide Balance Information to Recipients

Recipients need to know the amount of unused benefits they have in

order to plan purchases. With an ATP system, they can count their unused

coupons before shopping. Because an EBT system eliminates coupons, the system

must have a way of providing balance information to recipients.

Reading System. The Reading EBT system has two methods to inform

recipients. Each EBT purchase receipt has the recipient's remaining balance

printed on it, and recipients may call the EBT Center at any time to inquire

about their current balance.

According to their responses to a special survey, 87 percent of

demonstration recipients relied primarily on their EBT receipts to keep track

of their remaining balances. Special wallets to hold the BIC and past re-

ceipts are distributed to recipients to reduce their likelihood of misplacing

the last receipt.

The remaining balance printed on a recipient's last EBT receipt does

not reflect the recipient's current balance if an issuance or a manual trans-

action has occurred since the last EBT purchase. To obtain a current balance,

a recipient calls the EBT Center from any checkout counter BTT (using the at-

tached handset), from a balance-only terminal (located in the 23 largest

stores), from the workstation in the welfare office_ or from any touch-tone

telephone. For calls from touch-tone telephones, recipients use a special

telephone number which connects to a Voice Input/Output unit attached to the

system's computers. A synthesized voice provides the recipient's current bal-

ance. Recipients who call to obtain their current balance indicated that they

most commonly call from the store rather than from other telephones.

According to the survey, about 9 percent of the demonstration recip-

ients relied primarily on calls to the EBT Center to keep track of their cur-

rent balance. This percentage might be higher if more recipients had easy

access to touch-tone telephones: only 21 percent of the recipients have

touch-tone telephones in their homes. Furthermore, as described in Chapter 3,

the Voice Input/Output unit used to respond to phone inquiries malfunctioned

at times during the demonstration. If the unit were more reliable, more re-

cipients might rely on this means of obtaining balance information.
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The EBT System Must Allow Retention oi dnu-3ed Benef us

Once food stamp coupons are issued, recipients have no time li,nLt o_

using them. Unused coupons from one month may be saved and used during subse-

quent months. In part, this policy r_flec_s the operational difficulties of

imposing a time limit on coupon use (c.g._ ;_creaseo printing _USL_; _,'._{ the

administrative costs of maintaining a current inventory of coupons for' distri-

,, , _l pbution). The policy also recognizes however th_;[ issued coupons rerLe.t

benefits to which the recipient is er,titled. _mposing a time limit on beHefit

use could, in effect, deny access Eo authorized beneflcs.

To match the above policy o, :etention of ._nused benefits_ an EBT

system also must provide for the carry-over of accumulated balances f+:cm month

to month.

Reading System. A ho_ehold r_a? _:-_ Len_.i' t:_ ....'_:d£ted cc _L_ EBT

account at any time during the course of the demonsLcation C-'= '- e_

beginning of any month are added to the r'ec_pienr's currenr I:al. en(:e_ and un-

used benefits accumulate over r_ime.

The Reading system rmposes rio t_me i_mit oo the u_,2 _:r already-

issued benefits, even by households that have stopped receiving h.enefiLs from

the Food Stamp Program. Again, r:his matches current policy of nor [m!;osing a

time limit on coupon use. However, this demonstraticn pnl icy D_shr: not be

appropriate for an ongoing EBT sys:.em. :;c: e_tm_ie.. _om ,-cc oi::.:_ , _.J_ '. _:i,_

or leave the area without using all of [beJ_: ':,el:eiits. ._nd over rn._ ior:;_term

it would be very costly to carry all of these cases as active accounts.

The only exception to the above polt:y ! _: _:_,er,l'_' _-'q_ rnen!t _,f

benefits issued to recipients who fail Lo appear' rot training, gecau';c t:hesr

recipients do not meet a condition of continuing p_'ogram ei_g_b_lit7 .'.heir

cases are closed, and they ].os_ benefits issued _o them ft.:' _h,? ;:_'a_:'_ir_4

month.

4.3 REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO RETAILER REDEMPTLON OF BENEF!FS

The EBT System Must Accumulate EBT Transacti. o__s f_or.?._etai.l ?_![..t__i_ ?

Retailers need to know the COT:aL ',.'al_ue _£ 'r.'.:_n stamp :_1 _s ;-_ cn,_r

stores to reconcile the r accounts In ad,:lf:J.{_._: _, _t u[_te:d _L,.>_-:l_. "_u_;_ De
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regularly transmitted to the Federal Reserve Bank for redemption and ultimate

deposit in the retailer's bank account. Thus, the EBT system must provide a

means for accumulating EBT transaction amounts for each retailer.

Readin_ System. All EBT transactions are logged in a History File

at the EBT Center. Each transaction message includes the store's identifica-

tion number and the purchase (or refund) total. The EBT system appends the

date and time of the transmission before logging the transaction.

Each business day, the EBT Center "bundles" all retail transactions.

The computer reads through the transaction file and accumulates the net trans-

action amount for each retailer for the banking day (2:00 PM - 2:00 PM).

Transactions occurring on holidays and weekends are included in the next

business day's bundle-up. In addition, when system problems have prevented

the daily bundle-up, the next day's bundle-up has included transactions from

the missed day. From October through February, system problems delayed

bundle-up on six occasions.

The bundle-up process totals all transactions for each retailer and

writes the following information to tape:

· each retailer's net transaction amount

· each retailer's bank identification number

· each retailer's account identification number at his or

her bank

The tape is formatted to specifications of the National Automated Clearing

House Association (NACHA). All financial institutions transmitting electronic

funds transfers through the Automated Clearing House (ACH) network use this

format.

So that retailers can track their EBT sales amounts, each BTT prints

all transactions on a journal tape inside the attached printer. In addition,

each BTT stores all transactions since BTT sign-on in its internal memory.

When the BTT is signed off at the end of the day or the end of the shift, it

prints a summary of the day*s or shift's transactions. Retailers can use

either the sign-off sun%maries or the printed journal tapes to track total EBT

sales.
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To reconcile EBT sales w_tn EBT deposLts _o ba_k accoun_, te_a_zers

need to know total sales by banning day, this _econciL_ation p_oces_ i]as

proved troublesome to retailer_? a_ di,_cussed in Section _..4_

The EBT System Must Initiate Fands Tr2n_-:fers to Retailers' Bank Accounts

An EBT system must allow retailers co gedeem the food stamp benefits

tha_ they accept in exchange fo[ grocerJes_ rh[s requires that the system

transmit purchase information to financial institutions so that re;ali,er

accounts are properly credited.

Reading System. As already described, _'et_iier cran._action_ are

electronically bundled each business day. EBT Center _zLaff then physically

deliver the resulting transact{on nape :,._,AB&T_s aata proc_,,:ssi=.g sec'_i_r-

AB&T transmits this information to the ACH network the same evening via the

Third District Federal Reserve _ank in Fhiiadelph{a, On -he f:_,i!ov:inZ _ovn-

lng, the Philadelphia bank aistributes credi=_ %o renaiLe_:s' i_._'._s_,,h_, _ {n

turn credit retailers' accounts. AB&T's account _..'iththe Phi_adeinhia Federal

Reserve Bank is debited by ttle scm _:.fall retailer credits,

AB&T's account with the Federal Reserve System is c_-,=,,-lireddaily.

The morning after each bundle-up, _B&T sends a wire fonds request for the sum

of all retailer credits through the system to the Un:.'ted States Trp-_:u,'y, ?be

Treasury draws down USDA's letter of credir_ established for the demon:-_:ra_ _.on,

and the Federal Reserve Bank in New Yc=_ cred:_'s AB&T :: ac.count. ¼'ii_n this

procedure completed, AB&T: s account with the Feie=;_i _.- -_,_crve b'¥sl ct,; ;_IC,W i-lO

net change. The debit charged bl the bank in Philadelphia offseUs th; c_'edit

provided by the bank in New York, AB&T charges _h_: '_c-,_:,!,/anl _5, _'a_-- :_::_(. ,:,f

Public Welfare a service fee to cove_ its expense,; for _,n_tiacinK l i.,.a ,._e=-

tronic funds transfer for the EBT iy.4tem. The .:_az...:.,.,_ _e_ . _.._q;q, ;-.;;, ;_ta!l

account per month plus $5.50 per wire £_mds request.

AB&T must transmit; retailer credits to the ACH aetw_;)t-k .,y mid--

night. At the start of the demonstration, the bank ,eq_,t fed treat aii oi i r -4

customers sending informatior_, t brough the :!,.:_wori. prr_v'ae _._:_:__' .la_a by

4:30 PM. In April, AB&T initiated a second, later aea,J_ ::_e (8:t0._ ....._,',_ _',,'_it_

largest customers. Because the EBT Center_,_ bund',e-u:_ ,gtc>cass coin=Jded _'ith

peak shopping periods and stowed system proce_ ng, AB&' a;_='eed re. '__:__n_, F.BT

Center use the 8:30 PM teadli, ne. _'o make. ii ?.-:._ _ c,r :,CAT , i;r c_'. thr
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bundle-up tape with the later deadline, PRC made a software change to have the

tape include the total deposit amount for all recallers.

4.4 REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO RECONCILIATION AND MANAGEMENT

The EBT System Must Provide for Reconciliation of all Transactions

An EBT system transfers funds from one person or institution to

another at many points. The system must, therefore, provide a means of re-

conciling the entire funds distribution process. This requires that each

transaction be verified for completeness and accuracy. In addition, the

system's financial accounts must be checked frequently to make sure they are

in balance.

Readin_ System. Reconciliation occurs at several different points

in the EBT system,, as described in detail in Chapter 2. The EBT Center and

the state welfare department verify each day's transmission of issued bene-

fits. The EBT Center and AB&T verify each day's transmission of retailer

deposit information into the ACH network. The EBT Center checks each re-

cipient and retailer account daily to ensure that the accounts are in bal-

ance. FNS, through its Regional DaTa Center in Minneapolis, compares weekly

transmissions of retailer deposits to the drawdown of USDA's letter of credit

for the demonstration for the corresponding time period. FNS also compares

total issuances for the month (as reported by the state) with total credits to

recipients' accounts for the month (as reported by the EBT Center). Finally,

retailers reconcile their EBT sales with EBT deposits to their bank accounts.

These reconciliation procedures occasionally discover discrepancies

in some funds transfers and accounts. Most discrepancies have occurred be-

cause of problems in the reconciliation process itself rather than errors in

the distribution of funds. For instance, some of the tapes sent by the EBT

Center to Minneapolis were either unreadable or incorrect. Replacement tapes

solved the problems. In addition, the software generating the daily system

reconciliation reports (used for balancing retailer and recipient accounts)

contained errors which have now been corrected.
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One example of an actual tunds t:ansf_r error _i_cavere_i by _he re_-

conciliation process dealt with issuance_ crom the state welfare department.

The EBT system's software could noc originally process two issuances for the

same household on the same day. Such an event occurred early in the demon-

stration and was identified when the EBT Center verified the day's total

issuance. PRC modified the system to handle multiple issuances.

The biggest reconciliation problems ha_,e been reported by _'e-

railers. Retailers originally expected that they couid compare net EBT sales

for a particular banking day with EBT deposits credited to their bank accounts

the following business day. Several factors make this reconciliation pr:_:ess

difficult. The most important is that retailers do not usually track sales on

a banking day basis. For instance, if store BTTs _o not sign off exactly at

2:00 PM, shift totals printed at signoff will not correspond to i_ankin_ day

totals. In this situation, retailers must check the _ansaction cime_ p_:_nted

on the BTTs' journal tapes to determine net sales.

Another problem has been the system's deszgn for handling manual

sales. Retailers do not receive credit for manual sales until th_ EBT Center

receives and processes its copy of the manual sales form. Reta_],:_rs do not

know when particular manual sales are credited _o their EBT account_ (and then

transmitted to AB&T) unless they call the EBT Center for this information°

Finally, although the Federal Reserve sends deposit znformavion _o

retailers' banks the morning after AB&T _ra,,s_n_t:_ thls _nformat_on to _h_' AC_

network, some banks apparently do no_ immediately c_edit _he_r r'e_a_i_r ac _.

counts. This delay compounds the retailers' problems in reconciling one day's

sales with subsequent deposits to their accounts.

The EBT System Must Provide an Audit Trail

To support reconc{liation activities and the i.n,Je_i_at_or_ ,_f _ar-

ticular accounts or transactions, an EBT system must provide an audlt trail

for all transactions.

Reading System. All EBT transactions ace recorded on __he E_T C_n ~

ter's History File. Each record includes the type of _ansaction _,g , i_:_u--

ance, purchase, refund, ATP purchase_ or' i'_nds _anster ro _&'f), _ :o,_ur:'_
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and destination of each transaction, and the time and date of each transac-

tion. The History File maintains up to two months of data. Older data are

copied to archive files for permanent retention. In response to a request

from an authorized agency, the EBT Center can retrieve the transaction records

for any retailer or any recipient for any specified time period.

The History File also allows rapid response to questions received

from retailers and recipients. Staff at the EBT Center and the BCAO work-

station can see by on-line inquiry all transactions for the current month and

the previous month. If a retailer calls to ask about total transactions for

the day, the operator can query the History File to identify the store's

transactions. If a recipient complains that his or her current balance is

incorrect, the History File can be used to track all recent issuances and

authorized transactions.

The EBT System Must Provide for Regular Management Reports

An EBT system must provide regular reports to allow monitoring of

its performance and to supply data for overall Food Stamp Program management.

Readin_ System. The EBT system generates a large number of reports

which measure EBT activities. Several reports document system performance and

problem areas. Others provide statistical summaries of the transactions being

handled by! the system. These latter reports also provide information on

transaction activity and current balances for each recipient account.

For monitoring the adequacy of the system's communication network,

the system generates hourly reports and daily suavnaries on the number of calls

received by the system's computers. The reports indicate how often (and for

how long) the cormmunication network operates at full capacity. To supplement

the information provided by these reports, PRC arranged for Bell Telephone to

provide reports on the occasions when calls to the EBT Center encounter busy

signals.

Separate reports track calls the EBT Center receives from retailers

having problems with the system or their EBT equipment. Each report lists the

problem being reported and the EBT Center's response to the problem. These

reports document the types of problems retailers encounter and the relative

frequency of the problems.
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At the end of each month.. ,.-ep<_rt,J. _:ummariz_ EBT sv_m;;.,., activity.

These reports document the number and types ,3[ _'an_a_t ions hand[_ b? l:h,?

system. For instance, benefit :ssuanc_ t_ansactions are capon'red hv t_,,p._

(e.g., regular, prorated, or supplemental), by day of month, and by amount.

Recipients' purchase transactions are sum.mar [:'.edby day of month_ by t_e of

day, and by total amount.

The statistical reports also provide some information on aow often

recipients have trouble remembering their PINs. Betas, se messages indicating

an incorrect PIN come to the EBT Center only after three consecutive incorrect

entries, however, the reports do not measure ail PiN angry difficu]ties.

Considerable effort was spent to design management _;eports that

would yield the greatest possible amount of user il {,_tormacion o,i _ystem ac-

tivites. Nonetheless, some of the management reports have been difficult to

interpret. For instance, tracking account balanc_; a_ ..zcc-'u_ usage _rom one

month to the next has been difficult because some _epo='ts are baseo on a

calendar month and others are based on a:_ "issuance" mop,tho (An issuance

month runs from the date of the last month's regular issuai:c_ to the dane of

the current month's regular issuance.) Another example msncer.us purchase

transactions that are rejected because the recipient's account has insuf-

ficient funds. Two different situations can generate such a transaction re-

cord. A recipient may indeed have insufficient funds tc cowc_ a_ Zn_,:nded

purchase, or a clerk may incorr_ctl_, ¢.u[e_r _ _,,':_> =_c___ :,,,_::!,.:J . _ _._ =ii_: ?_hen

handling the transaction. These tw_> s_caat__on:-_ of i-_r -:el-/d{f!:z_e_ vi, _:,._:,_,

how well recipients and store clerks function in the new system, ?ut ttney can-

not be distinguished in the reports.

Other problems with management reports have concerned the 5_enl:ifi-

cation of unsuccessful PIN entries and the accuracy <,f dali.7 syst_::rqr'e,_on_ili-

system from store terminals are _ncluded in the manageme_'_:, re,_<:,,_c,_ thc_ r'e-

ports cannot distinguish between PIN problems occ_t,,ing d_lr_ng purchas,: ;at .=

tempts and those occurring in attempts Co u._tai,_. oal anco __ni o_mat ion

Finally, the software generating the reconciliation _vporcs <:u/:_, :r_?._J <,_-rnrs

which occasionally make the system appear to _e out t_ _aiiz_c_ ' i;i;_cc,rr:_cred

these software errors.
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4.5 GENERAL SYSTEM ISSUES

In addition to the functional requirements discussed iT the preced-

ing sections, a number of more general questions must be addressed when pre-

paring for the design and implementation of an EBT system.

To What Desree will the EBT System Eliminate the Use of Food Stamp Coupons?

At its heart any EBT system eliminates food stamp coupons, ATPs, and

other intermediate issuance mechanisms. However, specific decisions must be

made as to which, if any, recipients will be exempted from the system.

From an administrative point of view, the simplest and most effi-

cient procedure is to include all recipients in the same issuance system.

Some concerns may be raised, however, about including certain groups for whom

an EST system might prove too complicated Or difficult. Examples that have

been mentioned include recipients with limited mental capacity, those who do

not speak English, and those living in institutions or confined to home.

Reading System. All food stamp recipients residing within the four

central ZIP codes in Reading were transferred to the EBT system. Concerns

were raised about how well some groups of recipients would adapt to the new

system; these groups received special assistance during initial training. For

instance, mentally, emotionally, and physically handicapped recipients were

trained in smaller group sessions in January to give them more individualized

help with their cards and the EBT equipment. Welfare office staff monitored

some of these recipients in January and February to make sure that they were

using their EBT benefits.

Spanish-speaking recipients were trained in special Spanish language

sessions in January. PRC translated all written training materials into

Spanish. When Spanish-speakin_ recipients call the EBT Center's special num-

ber for balance inquiries, they receive information in Spanish. A code on the

recipient's account record indicates his or her language preference.

In addition to the above efforts, volunteers from local community

agencies received training in the EBT system. Thus, they could provide con-

tinuing assistance to any recipients encountering difficulty with the system.
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What Geographic Area will be Served bz the MBT System_

Choosing a geographic area largely determines the number of food

scamp recipients and retail food outlets tne EBT system will serve. These

numbers, in t_rn, will affect system design. Both the system's hardware and

its overall design configuration must _espo_d to the scale at wb_ch [t wi]!

operate.

It may be necessary to define two geog_-zphic areas for an EBT

system: the area in which participating households live, and the area zn

which stores will be equipped to handle EBT _ransactions. Normal shopping

patterns will almost inevitably extend beyond the residential boundaries. To

avoid disrupting these shopping patterns, i_ may be nacessary for the area of

participating stores to be Larger than _he area ef par_:icipati_g recipients?,

In a large EBT sysEem--a s[atewide _ystem, tot example a _ma!!e_'

proportion of recipients would be affected by chts issue. _,en with ,_ _cate-

wide system, however, many border recipient_ may cross the s_,_te lime %o

shop. A.n explicit decision must be made aOou_: including stores cn the n_her

side of the border in the system.

The geographic decisions determine the maximum number of s_ore_ that

might participate in an EBT system. Not all stores may wish to pat'[ic_pa_e,

however. Their decision to participate may depend on agency aeczs:<_ about

where and how the MBT system wi][ work. For instance, _he htgher %_ _>_:*_:_zn

tage of local food stamp recipients included _n the sysrem_ the more re.iai!_r_

have _o lose by not participating in the system. Ke[ai_e_s ? dec_szons may

also be influenced by how much the EBT system intrudes on regular store oper--

ations, and by whether or not they have to _harc in th-_ co_s of _he EBT

equipment.

The EBT system must have a built-in c_pa_l]_/ r_ handie m_re than

the original number of participating retailers. Ne_ stor_ may open _n uhe

area, and owners of existing stores may change their m_J. _i_out ?at_:'cipa--

ting. The system hardware and software must therefore oe able t_ har_d!u more

retailers, and procedures must exist for setting up new accoun_s_ equ)pp_ng

additional stores, and training store manager_ a_d cler_s. [>e___u_: _me

stores may close or decide to leave the system) procedures aisc mt,_ ,?_{_ or

closing accounts and removing store equipment.
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Reading System. Ail recipients residing in Reading's four central

ZIP codes participate in the demonstration. As discussed in Chapter 2, this

area provided a heterogeneoua caseload of about 3,870 recipients at the start

of the demonstration.

Ali of the ii0 food stamp authorized retailers in the four central

ZIP codes had the opportunity to participate in the EBT demonstration. As it

became known that demonstration recipients shopped outside the four central

ZIP codes, 61 additional stores located within a five-mile radius of central

Reading also were given the opportunity co partipate.

About 130 stores (99 within the central four ZIP codes) elected to

participate prior to system implementation. 1 In the first four months after

system start-up, 20 more stores joined the system. These included stores that

had missed the first demonstration enrollment as well as new businesses. The

high enrollment resulted, in part, from the probable loss of food stamp sales

for non-participating stores and the low direct costs of participating in the

demonstration. Since the start of the demonstration, 17 stores which closed

or dropped out of the demonstration. Managers of stores that closed indicated

that EBT system operations did not affect their decision to close. Those

stores dropping out had very few demonstration customers.

How will the EBT System Alter Recipients' Use of their Benefits?

Under some circumstances, an EBT system could adversely affect the

level or quality of service provided to food stamp recipients. Three system

requirements may help avoid this outcome.

Minimize the Disruption of Recipients' Access to Retail Outlets.

This means that stores having a substantial volume of business with partici-

pating recipients must be allowed and encouraged to participate in the EBT

system.

In turn, this has critical implications for system design. Because

retailers are particularly sensitive to checkout productivity (to avoid long

lines and possible loss of customers), an EBT system must not disrupt checkout

1Only 110 stores, however, enrolled in time to be equipped at start-

up.
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procedures. It also must be compatible with retailers' existin_ _roc_(lures

for tracking sales and reconciling food stamp redemptior_s with bank deposits.

Treat Food Stamp Customers Equally to Other Shoppers. Altaough

"food stamp only" lanes are prohibited, excessive delays in pr(;cess_ng EBT

sales might tempt retailers to reoui_e _od _r_mp customers to 'a_e specific

counters so that their ocher customers wi_ not be delayed, if the system

operates so that EBT transactions are _ot unduly time consuming, the ir,ten-.

rives to restrict participants to selected counters will be minimized_

Allow Recipients to use an MBT SZst-em Whenever their Stores are Open

for Business. Because some scores are open 24 hour's each day, 5nc!_ding

holidays, the EBT system must be capable of v,-ocessing purchase '.:_,ansac:_:ions

on a 24-hour basis as well.

Meeting these three requirements will aff,_ct the co_.t= vf i,_,f,!e--

meriting and operating an EBT system. As more stores join the _ysc,_m, st:ore

equipment costs will rise, Furthermore, service calls to outlying c_o_c,s ,_ill

be more expensive because travel costs will be greater. Prohibitiag '_lood

stamp only" checkout lanes means that more lanes must have EBT eq,_ipment.

Again, this will increase equipment costs and subsequenc costs to service the

equipment. Finally, operating comes will be higher when the system has 24--

hour coverage.

Reading System. The Reading EBT _Ts_er_ _:vi_,os _:_ _,:_e_: !_:_,e_i_re--_

objectives in several ways. Stores ourse]de the central four ZIP cocle_; were

invited to participate in the demonstration to minimize the disrupt ior_ o[_ re-

cipients' established shopping patterns. Within each varticipating store, ail

checkout counters have EBT equipment, ensuring e_ua! _rear_ent oF feed stamp

customers. Finally, the system operates ;_4 ho,zr_ ee<::_ day, every day of the

year. If the system or EBT equipment malfunctions, the EB'f ;fen_er a_:_o_izes

manual sales.

Although the system provides minimal disruptions, of r'egui_ st._re

operations, problems with equipment and processing :speed have s!ewe,_ ct_'c_out

operations on many occasions (see Chapter 3). Rer_ai_ec_ _ at '.:i:udes a._,_,,_t_h_

system and some of their suggestions for _yste_n i:r,p_-_.:emen,a.=,_d __c_:s_ed {r_

Chapter 7.
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How Will the EBT System Identify and Address the Needs of Multiple
Constituencies?

An EBT system must interact with many people and institutions.

These include: retailers; food stamp authorities at the federal, regional,

state, and local levels; local financial institutions; the Federal Reserve

System; the United States Treasury; participating recipients; and advocacy

groups that work to protect recipients' interests. The needs and operating

requirements of these different groups must be identified early in the EBT

system planning process so that they may be accommodated during system design.

The needs of retailers were discussed earlier. To recapitulate,

retailers worry primarily about how an EBT system affects their operating

procedures and costs and, ultimately, their profitability. Thus, they will

ask how EBT transactions are processed, how the system will change their

checkout procedures, how much training will be required, how and when their

accounts will receive credits from EBT transactions, and how they can monitor

these credits.

An EBT system interfaces with Food Stamp Pro, ram operations at many

points. State or local authorities transmit food stamp issuance information

to the system. They need to reconcile all transfers of funds through the

system. They also are likely to have a role in explaining the system to re-

cipients and training recipients in its use. Finally, the agency sponsoring

the system needs to monitor its operations to ensure that all functional re-

quirements are being met.

Prior to system design, all these linkages among food stamp opera-

tions and authorities must be identified. Procedures for handling each link-

age must be developed and agreed upon as the system is designed.

An EBT system provides a new mechanism for transferring recipients'

benefits to retailers' bank accounts. This mechanism requires system inter-

action with several tiers of financial institutions. At the local level,

funds are deposited into retailers' comercial bank accounts. These funds

must be drawn ultimately from USDA's account at the United States Treasury.

Federal Reserve banks act as intermediaries in the transfer of funds from the

Treasury to local banks.
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Because these funds transfers are new _.o z:',_eFoou Stamp P_ogram,

procedures must be developed to ensu_'e the appropria_.e cro4iting and dc:biting

of all system accounts. EBT system d_signers must contact representatives

from each financial institution interacting with the system tc help develop

these procedures.

Recipients' needs cover many ciifferent areas_ For most recipients,

using an EBT system will be an unfamiliar experience_ 27o faciJitate its _:se.

the system should be relatively simple and "user fri?-ndly." Parr.it,ilar reci-

pient groups have special needs that must be identified and accommodared as

[he system is designed.

Recipient advocacy _roups will be very int__,cesCed {n _ny system

which markedly changes the way recipients receive and use food _t-amp bene -_

fits. Their involvement at the beginning of system desizn can be ,,e_v valu-

able. Advocacy groups can help define the special ne_ds a_3 concerns cf re-

cipients; they also can provide assistance to recipient_ once th_ system !_s

implemented.

Reading System. In soliciting bids for the EBT demonstr3[[on, FNS

required bidders to obtain commitments from the state food stamp agency and a

sample of food retailers and commercial banks in the proposed demons_:ration

area. Thus, the process of identifying and responding _o concerns of these

various actors began at the bidding stage.

During the design and deve_ opmemt ,obese,:_: :o_ tm_ c:c_v,t cae:. _ !_RC _.m:i

representatives of the national, regional, state, and Local fcod stamu agen-

cies met regularly. PRC met informally with individual food retailers

throughout the process and held two public meetings open to all cetailecs,

PRC also had discussions with the Food Marketing Institute, a aatior_ai lo[,v,/-

lng group representing retailers' interests. Finally, ?RC me c wire. represen-

tatives of various recipient service and advocacy gr,_,_ps in _:[te RpadJng

area. These groups included the local Area Agency on Aging, [_erks Cou:_ty

Legal Services, the Berks County Mental Heaith/MenLal Retar dat[on Agency, th_

Berks County Association for the Blind, the Literacy' Cou4cii cf XerJ/,ii_,g,se-

veral local church groups, and others. Some ot th,: _:oacer,s raise_ ac _nese

meetings included the comprehensibii;ty of written ma_er'[als provided _,, _-_-

cipients, procedures for finding out account ba!a_ces, arc the Ltans;;ortat:ior,

of handicapped recipients to training sessions.
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How Will the EBT System Interface with Existing Program Operations?

An EBT system changes procedures for the issuance and redemption of

food stamp benefits in a define R geographic area. The system does not replace

all Food Stamp Program operations_ however. Consequently, it must mesh with

other food stamp operations and with all program operations in surrounding

areas.

Other food stamp operations within the implementation site include

certification, recertification, quality assurance, and overall local and state

management functions. The EBT system must leave these other functions un-

affected, or means for adapting them must be designed. This requires that the

system contractor understand how these functions interact with the issuance

and redemption functions. For management functions, the EBT system must pro-

vide operations data analogous to those provided by existing issuance and

redemption procedures.

The EBT system may have to be phased in unless the number of par-

ticipating recipients and retailers is small. For instance, to match training

requirements with training resources or to load the system in incremental

stages_ recipients can be trained in groups over a phase-in period. To pro-

vide benefits to all recipients during the transaction period, both the coupon

and the electronic systems must be operating.

The EBT system design must provide for recipients who leave the

implementation site. That is, food stamp benefits must be convertible from

electronically maintained benefits to coupons. The sponsoring agency must

address the question of when benefits may be converted. The range of options

is wide. At one extreme, conversion may be allowed whenever recipients want

to shop at a store outside the implementation site; at the other extreme,

recipients may convert benefits only when they move (either permanently or

temporarily) across system boundaries.

Reading System. The Reading EBT system interfaces with other pro-

gram operations at a number of points. Although the EBT system does not

change the certification function itself, it integrates card issuance and the

training of new EBT recipients with the normal certification process. In ad-

dition, issuance authorizations from the central state agency take the form of

electronic transfers rather than ATP mailings. Procedures for handling lost
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and stolen cards, account balance inquiries, and other recipient problems with

the system are handled in the local office. Reconciliation reports on benefit

issuance and redemption go to state and national agencies. EBT operations had

to be tailored to existing systems and procedures at each of these points.

A dual issuance system operated during the Reading phase-in from

October through December 1984. Even after that point, the mechanisms for cou-

pon issuance remained, because the 8erks County Assistance Office serves both

the demonstration area and the remainder of Berks County, where coupons are

used. Thus, coupon-related procedures still operate at the BGAO, and banks

still function as issuance offices for converting ATPs to coupons.

Stores in the demonstration area continue to accept food stamp cou-

pons, so that recipients living elsewhere can do business with them.

Recipients moving out of the Reading area (either permanently or

temporarily) go to the local welfare office to convert their remaining EBT

balance to coupons. BCAO policy discourages frequent conversions, however:

the recipient's entire balance must be converted, and a recipient may convert

benefits only twice during the demonstration period. Thus, demonstration

recipients cannot readily obtain coupons for shopping trips outside the dem-

onstration site. In the five-month period extending from October through

February, only IlO recipients had their remaining EBT benefits converted to

coupons.

Two factors led to chis conversion policy. First, too many

conversions might impair the usefulness of the demonstration for learning

about the operational feasibility of implementing an EBT system. Recipients

wishing to avoid the new system, for instance, could constantly converL _heir

monthly benefits to coupons. This would reduce the incidence of EBT transac-

tions at retail outlets as well, giving a skewed perspective of the impacts of

an EBT system on retail operations. Second, because each conversion of bene--

fits to coupons requires actions by staff at BCAO and the EBT Center, a high

frequency of conversions would increase the costs of administering the demon-

stration at ooth locations.

A further issue arose concerning the conversion of EBT benefits _o

coupons. Although a recipient's _emaining EBT balance might not be _n even

dollar amount, coupons are issued only in even dcl!a s. Thus, f(>()d _;[amp
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authorities had to decide how to handle remaining benefits of less than one

dollar. They adopted a policy of rounding benefits up to the nearest dollar

before conversion.

What De_ree of System Reliability is Required?

If the EBT system is to provide recipients with a level of service

equivalent to coupons, it must function reliably. That is, a very high per-

centage of all attempted food purchases must be accomplished within acceptable

time limits through normal procedures. For those transactions that cannot be

completed by normal procedures, backup procedures must be available.

Discussions of reliability, particularly reliability of an on-line

system, tend to focus on the "up-time" rate of the central computer. Although

this is important, it only partially measures how well the system functions.

For example, transactions may fail because of problems with a particular

store's equipment or because the number of simultaneous transactions exceeds

system capacity. Thus, it is important to frame requirements for system re-

liability with a broader focus than the up-time of a central computer.

Readin_ System. The Reading design contains two elements intended

to ensure system reliability. First, to handle problems with the BTTs in the

grocery stores, a team of technicians operating at the EBT Center is available

for immediate, in-store assistance. An inventory of spare BTTs and some other

components exists at the EBT Center annex so that equipment can be repaired or

replaced on the spot. This inventory amounts to approximately ten percent of

the equipment in the field.

Second, the design for the central computer system includes two

computers operating in tandem. As designed, the primary computer handles all

transactions and updates both its own database and the database on the secon-

dary computer. If the primary computer fails, processing in,mediately trans-

fers to the secondary computer, providing nearly uninterrupted access to the

system from store terminals.

If both computers fail (or if a store's only terminal fails), stores

may call the EBT Center to receive authorization to process a manual purchase

transaction.
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As described in Section 3.4, slow processing speeds and occasional

system crashes have reduced the reliability of the Reading EBT system.

?brough the end of February, for instance, the system crashed and was down for

five minutes or longer on at least 24 separate occasions. Total downtime dur-

ing this period (not including planned downtime during off-peaK hours for

system maintenance) was over 27 hours. Although this downtime represents less

than 0.8 percent of total operating time through the first five months of

operations, even brief periods of system inaccessibility during peak shopping

hours cause aggravating delays at retail checkout counters. In addition, even

when the system was operating, numerous slowdowns during this per_od _or_'_rib-

uted to delays at checkout counters.

To improve transaction speeds during peak shopping periods, the two

computers have been decoupled. This procedure, however, reduces the system's

backup capability (in terms of time reqtLired to restore the sy_Lem) it the

primary computer fails. Other steps taken to improve servi_e are discussed in

Section 3.4.

With respect to the time required to process individual purchase

transactions, the system does not generate information that includes time

spent verifying the recipient's PIN, entering the purchase amount _n the store

terminal, waiting for the terminal to dial the EBT Center, and waiting for the

receipt to be printed. Direct observations of time spent at checko_t counters

for individual transactions are being made, however, and the ;bs_rvatior_ ra

;ults will be presented in a later report.

What Steps can be Taken to Ensure the EBT System's Integrity?

The coupon issuance system faces various f_rms of fraud an<_ abuse.

For instance, Authorization-to-Participate cards and food stamp coupon_ may be

stolen (or falsely reported as stolen). Recipients may sell thei_ coupons in-

stead of redeeming them for authorized food items. Retailers may ii!ega[[y

purchase coupons at less than face value and later redeem them at f_ll value.

An EBT issuance system reduces program vulnerabliit_f _o :_c_,_ k_n,l_

of benefit loss. No paper documents having any redemptioF, va[_Ie a_c _aed in

an EBT system. Recipients could, however, sell their benefit _a_c_ PIN an_

Alternate Shopper Card to a third party. Thus, a[thc_igh program _!_e_a_il;t!/

to such behavior is reduced, it may not be eliminac_d. /_ EB'i _;vst_'::.:!:_,_a'_
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be vulnerable to other forms of fraud. For example, funds transfer messages

transmitted over telephone lines might be electronically intercepted and mani-

pulated to a retailer's or a recipient's advantage. In addition, fraudulent

accounts might be established within the system, funded, and accessed through

manipulation of the system's software.

Given the potential for benefit loss, the design of an EBT system

needs to incorporate procedures for ensuring the integrity of ail funds trans-

fers and all EBT accounts.

Reading System. The Reading EBT system has five points of external

interface: issuance transmissions from the state welfare department to the

EBT Center; transmissions from the Berks County Assistance Office to the EBT

Center for card encoding and other account maintenance functions; purchase and

other transmissions from store BTTs to the EBT Center; balance inquiries to

the EBT Center from telephones; and transmission of retailer deposits from the

EBT Center to AB&T.

The EBT system design incorporates procedures at each of the above

interfaces to protect the integrity of the system. Some of these procedures

are described below; others have been discussed in earlier portions of the

report.

The state welfare department has the capacity to encrypt supple-

mental issuance data before transmitting it to the EBT Center. The encryption

hinders any attempt to intercept and modify the transmission before the EBT

Center receives it. For regular monthly issuances, the state uses an es-

tablished courier service to hand carry the issuance tape to the EBT Center.

AIl transmissioms from the BCAO workstation to the EBT Center are

encrypted. To provide further security, staff operating the workstation need

to enter their identification code and a password before initiating a trans-

mission. Each person's code indicates which EBT functions (e.g., card en-

coding, balance inquiry, updating record information) that person is author-

ized to perform. Any irregular transmissions can be traced to the staff mem-

ber initiating the transmission.

Transmissions from store BTTs to the EBT Center are protected with a

special code. This code (called the Transaction Account Code, or TAC) is des-

cribed in Chapter 2. If a transmission is intercepted and modified, or if
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telephone line problems degrade the transmission in any way, thc _ran_mit_cd

code will not match the code computed by the system, and the syslem will re-

ject the transmission.

Recipients must enter their card number and PIN on a touch-tone

telephone when calling the EBT Center for balance information. This p_events

disclosure of recipients' account balances to unauthorized persons.

Transmission of retailer deposits co AB&T occurs via hand delivery

of a computer tape. AB&T edit_ and returns the tape with a listing oF

retailer accounts that have been credited. The EBT Center uses the listing to

verify the accuracy of the transmission.

In addition to these procedures, the reconciliation procedures de-

scribed in Chapter 2 identify instances in which funds transfers are either

incorrect or credited to inappropriate accounts. To protect the gystem from

tampering by operations personnel, all EBT Center stall d_e covered by a _:om-

pany fidelity bond. Access to the EBT Center is limited to authorized per-

sonnel.

4.6 REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW

In addition to establishing the functional and special requirements

for system design, food stamp authorities need procedures for reviewing the

_esign before authorizing its development and implementatioL_.

Review Objectives

The design review has several obiectives. First, the _eview should

determine whether the system design meets ali the functional and special re-

quirements that were initially established. Second, if performance standards

have been established for the system, the review should evaiua,_._ whether o:

not the system, as designed, is likely to meet the standards. Third_ the _-

view should study the procedures for integrating the EBT system with o_he_

program operations to ensure that the system will properly int_cfaca with

other program functions. Fourth, the review should check that ali in _{aces

between the system and other institutions have been identified and a,_prop_i-

ately integrated into the overall design.
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System Documentation

To support this review activity, the system contractor must fully

document the EBT system design. The documentation should include a complete

description of how the system will operate, including the responsibilities of

system staff, Food Stamp Program personnel, retailers, recipients, and per-

sonnel at financial institutions.

In conjunction with the description of how the system will operate,

the documentation should list all required equipment and its operating para-

meters, market availability, and past reliability performance. If the design

requires that equipment be used in a novel application or configuration, this

should be noted and its applicability to the EBT system and expected reli-

ability discussed. To aid in evaluating the system's likely performance capa-

bilities, the contractor should note any limitations imposed by the proposed

equipment.

The contractor should include a discussion of the system's expected

performance capabilities. Any assumptions used to estimate performance capa-

bilities should be thoroughly documented so that their reasonableness can be

evaluated during the review.

If implementation of the designed EBT system will require any chan-

ges in state operating regulations or Food Stamp Program regulations, these

changes should be noted in the documentation.

Finally, either the proposed system design or the market cost of

required equipment may have changed since the original contract. The docu-

mentation should therefore include the anticipated costs of implementing and

operating the proposed system.

Review Procedures

To accomplish its objectives, the design review needs to include

representatives from all agencies or institutions that will be affected by the

system. These representatives need to review the written documentation and

provide comments on any problems they foresee with the planned system. In

particular, each reviewer needs to determine whether the responsibilities

placed by the system on his or her agency or institution can be met. Any
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omissions in the planned interface with the agez_cy or institutio_ _hou!d be

noted.

Given the complexity of EFT technologies, food stamp authoritie_ may

need help from outside experts when reviewing an EBT system design. Ot_[si_a

assistance mmy be especially necessary when reviewing the proposed system's

perforl_ance capabilities. Any experts brought in for assistance should be

familiar with the particular hardware configuration proposed for the system.

Ample time should be allowed for the design review. The documenta-

tion will be extensive and complex. Many different people will need to review

the documentation, and their comments must be assembled and evaluated. In

addition, the review may well raise issues that must be resolved before ac-

cepting the system design. Although the contractor may be able to address

some issues quickly, others may require considerable time. This is partic-

ularly true if the contractor needs to meet with other agencies or in_itt_-

tions, or to change the system's design.

Finally, the sponsoring agency should recognize that design changes

will almost inevitably be needed during the subsequent development of the

system. External conditions may change, or the development process may reveal

design issues not recognized by the design review. When the basic design is

updated or revised, procedures should be in place to inform all affected par-

ties and to obtain comments on the proposed changes. Any changes approved by

the sponsoring agency should be documented and included in the basic d_zg_L

plan.

Review of the Readin 8 System Design

The design for the Reading EBT system wa_ reviewed at ti_ C_zi.ical

Design Review, held in October 1983. PRC provided a Detailed System Design

document to all parties included in the review. Thes= parties incl_ded =ep-

resentatives from FNS, USDA's Office of the Inspector General, the uegional

state and local food stamp agencies, and AB&T. Preliminary drafts of _sers

manuals, an acceptance test plan, and an implementation plan were avaii able

for review in addition to the design document.
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Because the system design changed so many issuance and redemption

functions in the Food Stamp Program, waivers had to be obtained for many pro-

gram regulations. In general, these waivers replaced regulations covering

issuance and redemption procedures with the procedures planned for the EBT

system. Before granting the waivers under its general waiver authority for

demonstration projects_ FNS had to publish a General Notice (and, later, an

Amended General Notice) in the Federal Register detailing the procedures for

the Reading demonstration.

The Reading EBT demonstration needed no waivers to Pennsylvania

state regulations.

The Critical Design Review raised a number of significant design

issues, as noted in Chapter 3. These issues included the final determination

of the scope of PRC's responsibilities in operating the EBT Center, recogni-

tion that discussions were needed with representatives of the Federal Reserve

System to establish electronic funds transfer procedures, and recognition that

a special waiver was required to authorize the use of PL/1 as the system's

programming language. Resolution of these and other issues required three

months and delayed FNS in authorizing system development. To avoid excessive

schedule delays, FNS authorized some development activities earlier. These

included preliminary software development and ordering the system's primary

computer.
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Chapter Five

REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

=? Once an EBT system has been designed to meet the functional require-

ments and general issues discussed in Chapter 4, the next step is to develop

the system. This includes all activities needed to build and test a working

prototype of an EBT system and to prepare for the ultimate use of the system:

· acquiring and insta[iing system hardware

· writing and debugging all system software

· testing and correcting the prototype

· preparing operating manuals, training materials, and

training plans for all persons who will operate and use

the system

This chapter discusses each of the above development tasks. Because

hardware and software needs vary greatly according to the system design, the

chapter does not describe hardware and software development activities in de-

tail. Instead, it reviews the kinds of equipment that were obtained and the

major software modules that were developed for the Reading EBT system. Pro-

cedures for the remaining two tasks (i.e., testing and evaluating the proto-

type and developing operating manuals and training materials) depend less on

the type of system developed and are described in more detail.

5.1 HARDWARE ACQUISITION AND INSTALLATION

Hardware Development Activities

The most problematic.aspect of this task is the scheduling. Equip-

ment choices are not made until the end of the design phase, and orders cannot

be placed until those decisions are final. Nevertheless, some items, particu-
!

larly major computer components, require several months between order and

delivery. The scheduling of the development phase must anticipate these

delays; if it does not, hardware acquisition can become a bottleneck for the

whole development process.
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Much of the hardware needed for an _BT system can be pL_ <:nased ia a

form that needs little or no modification. As point-of-sale systems become

more common, the increased variety of available equipment may make alterations

totally unnecessary. In the meantime, however, the sy%tem developer must pla_

for any equipment modifications needed for a particular EBT application.

Once the required hardware is obtained a_d modified as needed, the

components need to be tested to ensure they operate co_rect!y. The individual

components then need to be assembled into the system prototype. At this

point, the configuration of the hardware should duplicate the system's planned

implementation configuration. The only major exception is that the prototype

typically need not contain more than a few benefit terminals in order to

develop and test system software and operating procedures.

Readin_ Demonstration. IBM required about 60 days to del_ver each

of the Series/1 computers used in the Reading EBT sy_t_m_ To: avoid _Th,_duLe

delays, FN$ authorized PRC to order the first computer p_or to its authori-

zation to begin most system development activities. The second computer was

ordered several months later.

Because the Benefit Transaction Terminals (BTT_) had delivery

schedules of from 90 to 120 days, PRC ordered the terminals well in advance of

their scheduled installation dates.

In addition, PRC needed to modify the BTT_ for the Re,_%;ng system

For example, the built-in programming of the terminal_ b{d [o be modified _o

perform the internal PIN verification check. Another modification made the

BTT compute a security code (the Transaction Account Code) before transmitting

messages to the system's computers. Finally_ PRC had to fabricate the cables

connecting the miniprinters to the BTTs.

Major Hardware Elements in the Readin_ System

The hardware elements used in the Reading EBT system are desc_:ibed

below in terms of the major authorization, issuance, and redempt_en _unction_

performed by the system. (See Section 2.3 for system o_eratio:_ _!a_<:d to

each function.)
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Benefit Authorization Equipment. The state welfare department's

data processing center in Harrisburg issues benefits for demonstration

recipients. The State's Sperry Univac 1100 computer is used, without hardware

modification, to maintain information on demonstration households and to

generate issuance files. The state transmits these files to the EBT Center

either by the physical delivery of an issuance tape or by electronic trans-

mission over a commercial telephone line. The only hardware addition for this

function is:

· a Racol-Milgo data encryptor

The encryptor provides secure transmission of issuance data over commercial

telephone lines.

In a large EBT system covering an extensive geographic area, card

issuance and encoding might occur at a number of locations. In the Reading

demonstration, these functions take place at a single location, the EBT work-

station at the Berks County Assistance Office. Encoding of recipients' bene-

fit cards requires the following hardware:

· an IBM/PC microcomputer with video monitor

· a Bell 212A compatible modem

· a Racol-Milgo data encryptor

· a Magtek card reader

· an OMRON CAT-100 terminal and PIN-pad

The microcomputer communicates with the system's computers at the EBT Center,

using the modem. Once the communications link is established, the monitor

displays a menu of functions. The BCAO employee selects the "PIN assignment"

function, places the reclplent's card in the encoder, and enters the recipi-

ent's PIN on the PIN-pad. The card's magnetic stripe is then encoded with a

system-generated card number_ a PIN offset (a special code based on the card

number and the PIN), and a check-sum digit (a code based on the card number

and the PIN offset). The operator then passes the card through the card

reader, and the system verifies that the correct number has been encoded on

the card. The PIN offset is sent to the EBT system and placed in the house-

hold's account record. Transmissions from the workstation to the EBT CenTer

are encrypted.
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Recipients are trained to use the sys[em when their- cacd_i are

encoded. Part of this training includes the use of:

· an OMRON CAT-i00 Benefit Transaction Terminal (BTT)

· an OMRON PIN-pad

· an NCR miniprinter

The BTT includes a keyboard and video display, a _:e!ephone handset, and an

internal modem. The PIN-pad and miniprinter are attached to _he 5TY_ as

previously shown in Chapter 2 (Exhibit 2.1).

The Reading welfare office uses eight sets of BTTs, PIN-'pads, and

miniprinters for training, Each set is configured to simulate the eq,lipment

at checkout counters in retail stores. The sets are }.inked to _:nc E_ff

Center's computers. Recipients practice using their PINs and cards to nbtain

account balances.

Benefit Delivery Equipment. Nearly all chc:_ut counters in the

approximately 145 retail food outlets participating in the demonstration can

process EBT transactions. Each has:

· an OMRON CAT-100 Benefit Transaction Terminal (BTT)

· an OMRON PIN-pad

· an NCR miniprinter

PRC selected the OMRON terminal over other commercially avai!_ibi_, terminals

for three major reasons. First, the OMRON CAT-100 terminal had a record of

high reliability. Second, the manufacturer provided PRC with the code con-

trolling all terminal functions. This enabled PRC to make the previously

mentioned modifications necessary to meet design objectives. (Othe_ manu-

facturers wanted PRC to give them terminal specifications, whic:_ they would

then implement.) Finally, the manufacturer agreed !o supply _a_nnica! as:_is-_

tance to PRC in implementing the required changes to the terminals.

The BTTs are located within reach of store clerks, who enter pur-

chase or refund amounts and select the function keys on the keTbo:_rd con-

trolling each transaction. The PIN-pads are loca_ed within rc:_,:ho_ r_cip-

ients, who must enter their correct four--digit PINs for each _z_m_act _on.

Printers are often located under the check c_ -<_,_er. 7_,_ cl_:,:':cac_ _tt
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the printed receipt after each transaction and hands the receipt to the

recipient.

For households leaving the demonstration area, one further piece of

equipment is needed. In the Reading demonstration, recipients must go to the

8erks County Assistance Office to have their remaining EBT benefits converted

to an Authorization-to-Participate (ATP) card. A clerk uses the IBM/PC micro-

computer at the BCAO workstation to connect to the EBT system's database.

Using a special "purchase ATP" function listed on the menu, the clerk sets the

recipient's remaining EBT balance to zero. The recipient gets an ATP for the

value of the balance, rounded up to the nearest whole dollar amount.

Verification of Identity Equipment. The primary means of verifying

a recipient's identity is the system's check of the entered PIN. This veri-

fication is performed at the checkout counter using the following equipment:

· an OMRON CAR-100 Benefit Transaction Terminal (BTT)

· an OMRON PIN-pad

After the recipient's card is passed through the_ terminal's card reader, the

recipient enters his or her PIN on the PIN-pad. The BTT internally calculates

a PIN offset based on the entered PIN and the card number encoded on the

recipient's card. It then compares this computed offset with the offset en-

coded on the recipient's card. If the two offsets match, verification is

complete.

Recipient Redemption Equipment. In an EBT system, benefits are

simultaneously delivered and redeemed when the recipient buys groceries.

Thus, the hardware necessary to perform this function in Reading is the store

BTTs, PIN-pads, and miniprinters described above under the benefit delivery

function.

Recipients can check their remaining balance by calling the EBT

Center. These calls may be placed from:

· any telephone having touch-tone service

· the handset connected to any store BTT

· the BCAO workstation

· any balance-only BTT (located in the 23 largest stores
in the demonstration)
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The balance-only terminals do not have a handset or an a%_ached _'_:__a_. Thc

recipient enters his or her PIN on the BTT's keyboard, and the accotm_ _iance

appears on the BTT's video display.

Retailer Redemption E_uiEmen_ Retalters' bank accounts are cre-

dited with EBT sales after the MBT Center transmits _heir deposit information

[o a processing bank (AB&T in the Reading project). The bank _nters this

information into the Automated Clearing _ouse (AC}{) network operated b_, the

Federal Reserve System. No additional hardware is required at this bank or a_

retailers' banks for this function.

Bank Redemption Equipment. For bank redemption in the EBT system,

the processing bank initiates a wire funds r_quest through [he Federa! Reserve

System to the United States Treasury. No additional hardware is required for

this function.

EBT Center Equipment. Major functions performed at the EBT Center

include account maintenance, transaction processing, transmission of retailer

deposit information to the processing bank, reconciliation, ana regular system

maintenance. In larger EBT systems, these function might be per£ormed at mul-

tiple locations in a distributed processing network rather Lnan at a central

site.

The main hardware elements at the Reading EBT Center are_

· an IBM/PC-XT microcomputer with:

a video display

an Epson FX-80 printer

· an IBM Series/1 4956-C computer wi_h:

an IBM 4963 disk unit with 6_ megabyte capacity
an IBM diskette reader

an IBM 4968 tape _nit

an IBM 3101 display terminal

an IBM PL/1 compiler

· an IBM Series/1 4954 computer with:
an integrated 30 megabyte disk
an IBM diskette reader

an IBM 4968 tape _Jnit

an IBM 3101 display terminal

an IBM PL/i compiler
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· an IBM 4959 input/output expansion unit with:
an IBM Two Channel Switch

an IBM 4987 programmable communication subsystem

an IBM 4967 cache disk with 200 megabyte capacity

a Centronix 6085 printer

· a Dacon Call Sequencer with:

seven Hayes Smart Modems (300 BAUD)

an Okidata printer

· two Hayes Smart Modems (1200 BAUD)

The IBM/PC-XT microcomputer serves as the EBT Center's EBT worksta-

tion. All functions performed at the BCAO workstation also can be performed

at the EBT Center. (These functions are described in Section 5.2.) In addi-

tion, EBT Center operators use the workstation to place temporary debits

against recipients' accounts when authorizing manual sales. Reconciliation of

temporary debits (when the EBT Center's copy of the manual sales slip is

received) also is performed at the workstation.

The IBM Series/l 4956-C is the system's primary computer. The 4954

serves as the backup computer. The primary computer has more local memory and

faster processing speeds than the backup computer. In addition, it is

equipped with a larger disk than the backup computer. The extra disk space is

used to hold software programs needed to run batch jobs llke retailer bundle-

up, system reconciliation, and management reports.

The two computers are linked with an IBM input/output expansion

unit. Attached to this unit is a Two Channel Switch, which switches proces-

sing from the primary computer to the backup computer when the primary unit is

down. The IBM 4987 progra_m4ble communication subsystem contains the Voice

Input/Output unit which responds to telephone inquiries for account bal-

ances. In March 1985, ?RC added a cache disk with 200 megabyte capacity to

the expansion unit to improve system access to disk space. The cache disk

holds the system's Master File and History File. Before March, these two

files were stored on the 64 megabyte disk attached to the primary computer.

A Dacon Call Sequencer usually routes calls coming into a computer

system to different processors or workstations. The EBT Center, however, uses

the sequencer only to monitor the number and duration of calls coming from

store terminals to the Center through six incoming telephone lines. (Calls
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entering on a seventh line, added in March, are not moniuored. Line u_a_c

reports are printed on the Okidata printer.

The two 1200 BAUD Hayes modems receive data _ransmisslo_s [_o;n 2h{:

state welfare department and the BCAO workstation.

In addition to the EBT Center In Reading_ PRC maintains a _ccon_

office in Reading to provide work space for its field technicians. No major

hardware is maintained at this office_ It only stores system supplies _nd

spare equipment.

5.2 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Software Development Activities

The amount of software development needed for a par_F,cutar EBT

system depends on how closely the planned system micror_ previously developed

point-of-sale systems. For example, all software d,_e!oped for the Rca_ lng

EBT system will be available to food stamp authorzties if they wish to imple-

ment EBT systems similar to the Reading system. In addition, extensive com-

mercial development and testing of other POS systems is now taking place. As

a result, "packaged" systems may soon be available from commercial vendors.

Any commercially developed packages, however, are likely to be geared howard

the needs of the banking industry, and these packages--when they become avail --*

able--may need substantial modification to fit the needs o[ a f_ _! _a_,!_ CBT

_ystem. Thus, the sponsoring agency (or _ts contractor) w_!l n_!_ldto de,.ar_

mine the cost-effectiveness of modifying an ex{sting package versus _Jeveloping

an entirely new system.

Two major objectives guide software development for an EBT system_

First, software must support the system's accurate processing of ali required

functions. For instance, the system must debit the appropriate rec}gient's

account and credit the appropriate retailer's account by _he correct amount

whenever a purchase is made. Second, system software must make proc_ing

efficient. Efficient processing is particularly importaat to keep irar,_tton

times in stores short enough for the retail co_mnunity to accept thcr,_

Software development typically involves five steps: general destRn,

detailed design, writing code (the system's _perati_g ir,srr_ct_o_ _ _. _s_i_g

and debugging individual pieces of code _ozuwa,_ _ _d_ e_)_ and t_s_i_g %n_
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debugging the integrated system. The general design step will normally be

part of the design phase of the overall project, The remaining steps occur in

the development phase.

Finally, the software development process may raise design issues

overlooked during the design phase. These issues are Likely to be identified

when the system developer writes code for the system software. Because this

code must detail exactly what the system must do to meet each functional

requirement, inconsistencies or omissions in the system design may be dis-

covered at this time.

Readin_ Demonstration. No suitable software package for a food

stamp EBT system was available for the Reading demonstration, and PRC

developed the following software modules for the Reading system:

· Database application--Creates and updates records in the

History File (which records all transactions) and the
Master File (which maintains account balances).

· Transaction processor--Copies onto the secondary
computer transactions that occur on the primary computer
and stores transactions externally for recovery in case
of a system crash.

· PDPW interface--Receives issuance transmissions from the

Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare, translates
them into messages to the database application module,
and creates the acknowledgement information transmitted
back to the PDPW.

· BTT interface--Receives purchase, refund, and balance
inquiry transmissions from grocery stores, sends
appropriate requests to the database application module,
and sends results back to the BlT.

· BCAO interface--Receives and responds to transmissions
from the Berks County Assistance Office workstation
concerning the assignment of card and PIN numbers,
changes in account status, and account inquiries.

· Voice in:put/output interface--Receives and responds to
recipients' telephone requests for balance information.

· Processing bank interface--Calculates the credits due
each retailer in the daily funds transfer process,
creates the tape in the appropriate format for delivery
to the processing bank, and reconciles the bank's
acknowledgement tape when it is received.
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· Report writer--Compiles imformacion fl'om the History and
Master files and produces management reports, a_it

trail reports, and reconciliation reports

· History and archive--Purges the History File of trans-
action records each month and stores them in an external

Archive File.

In addition to these EBT Center software _nodules, software had to be

developed for the EBT workstation at the Berks County Assistance Office to

support the following functions:

· Data entry--Creates employee _ser profile records that

control which functions can be accessed by individual

employees.

· History function--Displays the current and previo_s

month's history of purchases and ouher tra_sac_:ion_

for recipient or retailer accounts.

· PIN assignment function--Encodes bengali: _z_ _:....

the recipient's PIN.

· Query function--Displays the information contained ir_

recipient or retailer records.

· Reissue BIC function--Reissues a benefit card i=or _q,n

already existing account.

· Update function--Updates or changes non-monetary

information contained in recipient or retriever

accounts, and places a '_hoLd" on an account when ;_

card is reported lost or stolen.

The state welfare department also had to change some exi_;t_ng soft-

ware for the Reading demonstration. Department personnel modified software

controlling the state's Food Stamp Master File to al!ow demonstration

recipients' records to be identified and a separate f;le of these records to

be extracted for EBT issuances.

Finally, American Bank and Trust rewrote some o_ i_s sofiwar_ tc_

allow later processing of their larger commercial accounts, Begi_qx,itl_ i_

April 1985, the bank offered this later processing deadline (8:_ FM} to thc

Reading EBT system, and PRC cha_ged the software in the pr_:es_ir_g ba_k

interface module to meet AB&T's new requirements for the _ _ ,_ ,_? th_
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retailer bundle-up tape. The new format required that the total transaction

amount as well as individual retailer transaction amounts be listed on the

tape.

Programming Language Considerations

Prior to actual software development, the programming language for

the system must be selected. At least four factors will affect this selec-

tion:

· Operating systems for particular computer hardware will

support only specified languages. Selecting the hard-

ware for the system will Limit the range of potential
programming languages.

· Because different languages have been developed for

different applications , some of the potential languages
may not be suitable for a particular EBT application.

· Given a particular application, some languages may be
more efficient than others. That is, the computer

system requires less time to "read" the instructions and

act upon them.

· The developer may have greater familiarity with certain
Languages.

Reading Demonstration. The operating system for the IBM Series/1

computers supports four different programming languages: FORTRAN, PL/I, COBOL,

and EDL. Of the four languages, EDL (for Event Driven Language) is the most

efficient because it most closely approximates actual machine code. (Any pro-

gramming language must be translated into machine-readable code by a compiler

before the computer can act upon programmed instructions.) PRC system

designers rejected the use of EDL for the Reading system, however, because

they realized that EDL is not an approved language for federally funded com-

puter applications, and they doubted that a waiver to use EDL could be

obtained. Of the three remaining available languages, PRC selected PL/1 as

the system's programming language. This choice was based, in part, on the

recommendation oE an IBM system engineer.

After specifying the Reading system's general software design, PRC

discovered during the Critical Design Review that PL/1 also is not an approved

language for federal application. Thus, before actual software development

could begin, PRC had to seek and obtain a federal waiver to use PL/1.
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In retrospect, it appears chac EDL may nave bee_ _ ._v:.,_ ,'.u{_a',Le

p_ogratmming language than PL/l for the Reading EBT system° .Some o_ the

system's problems with slow processing _peeds stem from the use of PL/I_ [f

EDL had been selected, however, PRC might have needed more time to develop the

software for the EBT system. That _,,. although EDL is a more efficient pro -_

gramming language than PL/1, more time and e[fott is normally required to

write and test EDL code than PL/] code.

Monitorin_ Software Development

Software development consumes the largest single block of effort in

the overall process of establishing an EBT system. This effort may be dif-

ficult to monitor if the sponsoring agency uses an outside cont racto,_ to

develop and implement the EBT system. Not only does software development

require much time to complete (e_g., s_x monLh_ ela_;_.-.d_,_._w.._;m?RCf:_ _v.cho?-

ization to begin system development and the Functional Demonstranic,rz I',_;1),

there are few intermediate milestones by which progress can be measured.

To enhance its monitoring capability, the agency may wish to hire a

consultant to review the contractor's software development acuivitie_ This

consultant should be familiar with the hardware and software specified in the

system design. Hiring a consultant, however, has a disadvantage: the con-

tractor will have to spend some time and money to prepare inte:'mediate ma-

terial for external review. There aisc ,,layi_,edi_agrt-em_:cs betw_:_-ntn_ con-

tractor and the consultant which the agency wii] hav_ !o __esolve. T?va advan'

rage of hiring a consultant is that the external ?eview may lead to a more

efficient and better performing final system. Fa, .ors to be considered in

deciding about external review are the con_ rac.t,_ _: _,c_,,iousexper ,_,nccand

track record in developing electronic funds _ra,as_r a_.d po_n_-_f-saic _yc_tems

and the uniqueness of the planned design.

Readin_ Demonstration. During PRC's actual devei_pmer_ c>t _oftwa_,,

for the Reading system, no formal monitoring of software development ac_:w_-

ties was performed. FNS and PRC held regular weekly _,anagement m_uia_s _:!._r

lng this period, however, at which time PRC _pdared _'NS wlt_h _t_ _r_?res_, in

writing and testing software.
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5.3 SYSTEM TEST AND EVALUATION

Once the hardware is integrated and software written, the prototype

must be tested. The purpose of the test is to ensure that the prototype can

handle all system functions properly. When the prototype works correctly, the

system can be installed on-site. At that time, a second test should be per-

formed to demonstrate the system's readiness for EBT operations.

Test Procedures and Evaluation

Because system functions involve both system processing and inter-

actions with other agencies or organizations, these other parties need to be

included in the test. Thus, food stamp staff act both as observers and as

participants during the test. As participants, they transmit and reconcile

issuance data, train recipients to use the system, issue benefit access cards,

Update information in recipients' file records, and verify that retailer de-

posit data and debits against USDA's food stamp account are in balance. The

food stamp staff will probably perform these functions during the actual oper-

ations of an EBT system.

In addition to food stamp staff, the test should involve at least

one retailer. This is to allow testing of the prototype's processing of sales

transactions. Financial institutions also are involved in order to test the

electronic funds transfer of retailers' deposits. Because EFT networks usu-

ally will not process dummy deposit transactions, at least one retailer should

have an actual EBT sale during the test. This sale can then be transferred

and tracked through the EFT network to the retailer's bank.

To complete an actual sale, at least one food stamp recipient should

be given EBT benefits for the test. The recipient then must use these bene-

fits at the store participating in the test.

Insofar as possible, the test should include an evaluation of the

prototype's capacity and performance capabilities. Because the prototype need

not process a large number of transactions to determine its ability to handle

all required system functions, this evaluation may be difficult. Neverthe-

less, a careful evaluation of the time the prototype requires to process even

a few transactions should indicate whether the contractor's original expecta-

tions about processing speeds are being met.
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To ensure a complete evaluation of the pro_:orTpe'_ op_ac]_:: , a

test plan should be formulated and followed during the test. The plan should

detail exactly which procedures to test at each step of the EBT issuance and

redemption process. Because some test events may occur rapidly, the plat

should include a guide for observer_ The guide explains what each observer

is responsible for evaluating, and has checklist_ for observers to mark as

events occur. These checklists can serv_ as she basis for summarizing the

evaluation of the prototype.

After the test, all observers and the system contractor need to meet

and evaluate the results of the test° Any problems or omissions noted by the

observers must be resolved. Some retesting of system functions may be neces-

sary before the sponsoring agency approves the system tot implementation; the

schedule for developing the system should anticipate this need.

Readin_ Demonstration. The Reading EBT t,ro<ocT_e _,_ tosted du_in_

the Functional Demonstration Test [n July 1984. Th_ te_i included par_ _:i-

pants and observers from PRC, AB&T, one retailer in Readi_:g, and food stamp

staff from the national, regional, state and local offices_ One food s[amp

recipient was issued EBT benefits and an EBT card for the test. After com-

pleting a purchase transaction at the participating retail outlet, the re-

tailer's deposit amount was transmitted through the automaued Clearing House

network to the retailer's bank account.

The test ran for four days. On uhe fir_ da_, sta[_ cr,_ated an

issuance file and transmitted the file via aomputer tape ,_o _he con_act_J,_

headquarters in Mclean, Virginia. The file included benefits for _h_ n_e 9oo,a

stamp recipient participating in the test. Several _,_he_ du_mn/ _c:_rc_ were

included for later testing of system functions:

The issuance file was loaded onto the prototype's database on the

morning of the second day. Later that morning, all Iocat welf<:re of_i.c'_

functions interacting with the EBT system were tested, These inci._d_c! en-

coding the recipient's card, updating the database> c<2n,,urtin§ EB'!_ ;,enef{_

to coupons, and querying the system for account {n:For,_a_{on, Fac,'t_on_; in-

volving the retailer's BTT also were tested, includin_ ' ' _i__ (_um_y; p,_ .:_,,_ and

refunds, balance inquiries, PIN verifications, and a manual _al.e_
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In the afternoon of the second day, internal system functions were

tested. These included retailer bundle-up (still using information on dummy

accounts) and system reconciliation. Procedures for transmitting deposit in-

formation to AB&T also were tested.

The third day started with training the recipient selected for the

test. During training, the recipient was given the benefit card encoded the

previous day. Later that morning, she made an EBT purchase at the participat-

ing retail store. The afternoon was again spent with bundle-up and system

reconciliation. After bundle-up, the retailer's EBT credit was transmitted to

AB&T via tape, and AB&T entered the deposit information into the Automated

Clearing House network. That evening, the network transferred funds from

AB&T's account to the retailer's bank.

On the fourth day of the test, AB&T sent a wire funds request to the

United States Treasury, which debitdd USDA's letter of credit established for

the test by the amount of the purchase made the previous day. Observers veri-

fied that the purchase amount had been deposited in the retailer's bank

account.

For each step of the test, participants followed a script prepared

by PRC. In some respects the script was quite detailed. For example, to en-

sure the proper testing of the system's ability to verify a recipient's PIN,

several non-valid PINs listed in the script were entered at the retailer's

BTT. Some parts of the script were not so detailed. For instance, the re-

cipient selected for the test was simply told to make a purchase at the par-

uicipating store.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the Functional Demonstration Test iden-

tified several problems with the EBT prototype. For instance, the store BTT's

internal PIN verification procedure incorrectly accepted several invalid

PINs. Test observers also noted some functions not tested, e.g., the elec-

tronic transmission of issuance data from the state welfare department. To

complete the test, PRC fixed the PIN verification problem and retested this

function about two weeks after the Functional Demonstration Test. PRC and the

state also tested the electronic transmission of issuance data at about this

time. In addition, PRC addressed several other issues raised during the test

(and described in Chapter 3) during this period.
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5.4 DEVELOPMENT OF TRAINING MATERIALS AND T_AINING LOGISTICS

Trainin_ Materials

Everyone who will operate, communicate with, or use an EBT system

needs to be trained. The trainers and any other people providing assistance

to system users also will need training_ Toward _h_s end, training materials

need to be developed and reviewed.

Groups who will have different kinds of inceractions with an EBT

system must have training materials tailored to their needs. These groups

include:

· operations and support staff at the system's computer
center

· data processing staff at the state welfare department
and at financial institutions

· income maintenance workers, issuance ::L_;_ ,:nd _u,_e,....
visors at the welfare office

· retail clerks and store managers

· recipients

· trainers and any other groups providing assistance to

system users

Readin_ Demonstration. As described below, PRC developed trainin_

materials for the above groups. The last group kcrainers and C_ose providing

assistance) included:

· state welfare department staff who trained recipienr_

· community agency staff who served as {_+formation
resources to recipients

· a special group of facilitators from the FNS :egionaL

office and its field office in Philadelphia who _o, idt,_

assistance to retailers and recipients during _,he firs%

week of operations

Operations Staff. PRC insta] led the system and had _' :ea_)' __I

operations before operations and support staff were traipsed. Tb_ ,_]]owc_!

training to include a "walk-through" of all system functions.
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PRC developed and used an "EBT Center Operations Manual" to document

all system operating procedures. This manual, which was used as the guide for

training, provides detailed instructions on the procedures for:

· startup and shutdown of the EBT system

· system backup

· system recovery

· tape management

· disk management

· equipment maintenance

· daily operations

Daily operations requiring operator intervention include:

· receipt of transmission of recipients' benefits

· update of database with recipients' benefits

· transmission of benefit acknowledgement

· bundle-up

· system reconciliation

· report generation

· other reconciliation procedures

The operations manual also includes a section covering the

procedures for performing all workstation functions. (Described in Section

5.2 above).

Data Processing Staff at the State and AB&T. Data processing staff

at the state welfare department and at AB&T needed no formal training. During

system design and development, the responsibilities of staff at each location

were established and reviewed. These staff also participated in the Func-

tional Demonstration Test and the System Acceptance Test, which provided

opportunities to ensure that they understood and correctly performed EBT pro-

cedures.
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Assistance Office (BCAO), PRC established the EBT Cente_: an_ _asLaLi_d _ hB'['

workstation at the office.

¥.[Training included an overview of how ti%_ MBT system wo ...._ an.t 3

walk-through of all workstation logic' _a::_ 'i'_:_s,:ai!_lng _sed a _; / I_,'r

Manual" developed by PRC and used as a gu,.de for _:_:a_nlng. This ma_:_! _n

ctudes:

· a system overview

· a section for income maintenance w,3.'kar_ cover{?_g:

system operations and functions

problem situations (e.g., iost ca:d:_, foegocr_ea PIks
and corrective actions

· a description of system account f_ies

- operating instructions for the work£_t:ag_,: _

· a description of workstation funct:,on._

· a description of EBT system ,_eport_

· a supervisor's suppiement

In addition to this training, BCAO st,-,ff participated in r.hc Dh.:n_-_.c_'_al De-

monstration Test and the System Acceptance Tes___ gsir_tmg f_-'_ner review ot

their responsibilities.

Retail Clerks and Mana_r__ !. :"'

on store BTTs, PIN-pads, and printers, Alt?,ougl_ Lnl:, _':-_ti_p._;i,_;! :/.<:, _!,:._. ::._,n.

netted to the system, the BTTs were set ir, a special '"'L a'aill] n2o _a_:!_ _ '30 thaL

ail BTT functions could be demonstrated, 77_._s_: £_n__..:._: _.i_ , :..: .;iii... c,n_

sign-off (with receipt), balance query_ p_:rcba:,;._ a_, _ r_f:,.2, d %_7_th rc-c_iLt ;

and PIN verification. During urain_ng sess_._a_, ,;>___i b__-_cf{ _'d_ _,:t

vated the equipment.

PRC developed a "Retailer Use_' Manual ?` f,c, _:r,__-_:e_,:m_ ' :" 'il:_._

manual was used during training. It incluaes _ect:. :_,_r,r_

· an overview of the system

· an introducuion to operating Li:e _,!'_[

· operating instructions _,::_ al' _':"r : ..... -- .._: :



· corrective actions when errors occur

· how to perform a manual sale

· checking out the cash drawer

· guidelines for assisting recipients

· a special section for managers on reconciliation pro-
cedures and transactions requiring manager authoriza-
tion (e.g. refunds).

In addition to the "Retailer User Manual," PRC prepared a small BTT

user guide which details BTT operations. During equipment installation,

stores were given one guide for each BTT in their store. Clerks can check

these guides during system operations to refresh their memories about proper

operating procedures for the EBT system.

Demonstration Recipients. All recipients were trained at the BCAO

after system start-up. As discussed in Chapter 3, training included the pre-

sentation of a videotape showing recipients how to use the system. Eight sets

of 8TTs, PIN-pads, and miniprinters simulated checkout counters in the two

training rooms. Recipients practiced using this equipment for balance in-

quiries and PIN entry. The terminals were hooked up to the EBT Center's com-

puters to enable access to account information.

Because recipients received encoded benefit cards during training,

the entire BCAO workstation functioned during these sessions. Recipients,

however, did not have access to the workstation; BCAO employees carried recip-

ients' BICs to the workstation for encoding.

During training, recipients received an eight-page booklet (in

English or Spanish) describing how to use the system for food purchases. In

addition, they received an Alternate Shopper card, a plastic wallet to hold

their benefit card and EBT receipts, and a flyer (printed in English and

Spanish) telling children how to use their parent's card, PIN, and the ALter-

nate Shopper Card for shopping.

State Welfare Department Trainers. During system start-up, state

employees trained demonstration recipients in how to use the system. Prior to

start-up, PRC instructed these trainers on how to conduct the training ses-

sions for recipients.
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PRC developed a iessotz plan zu__ _ca_n,_,-_ _. ;-;e :_,;'_., __:_._';'_-_--

sion. The plan covered all materlai ro bi. ,vesenteo_ a_ wei_ as a _ 'c,.;.:_nen_,c:d

script to follow. The lesson plan co:,ca'im_:_,,_.n_ f_!i ''_,_:_'-'_-:.;'_i- _.___

· explain reason for sessi-o:%

· show first part of vi'qeo,a_._.','-,'"

· have recipients choose their PI_!-

· collect envelopes (with PINs inside) _,j c,x ,,)i ain

encoding

· show second part of videotape

· hand out the following ?'ec;piem_ maLeria_s

handbook

list of particzpatzng retai_.c,u
encoded benefit card and wai[e_

· explain Alternate Shopper Card

· explain manual sales

· practice with equipment

· explain how. to check balances

· explain what to do [f card is io,_t -to ._.. .-

damaged

· review major points o_ t_'ai_i _!?

Ma ior points stressed at the end af each :_c_Jov ._,_._:e

· keep PIN a secret

· need to know balance before sao_F_q g

· no change provided by system

· manual sales possible if _yscem d<)a_ m.,,. w,-:.:

· what to do if balance is insuffirie?,

Corm_unity .Agency Volunte_l _. PR2 t :al. _,...... '' u. : .... -_!

coramunity agencies so they co_td provide asais___-':::_. :;; ,'_:_ _,_,::.,- .. -..i_c ,,:-_,_._,:-

help during the demonstration, A handbook lot Ui:: _: ,'! :::_:c :.': ,_ ,'ar.

following topics:



· purpose of the handbook

· who is responsible for the demonstration

· how the EBT system works

· how recipients will use the benefit card to purchase
groceries

· what to do about problems

· how to :each someone to use the benefit card

· where to call for help or additional information

The handbook explained that the training videotape and practice EBT equipment

would be available to any organization wishing to provide additional training

to recipients having difficulty with the system.

Facilitators. Facilitators provided assistance to both retailers

and recipients during the first week of system operations. They received

their training by reviewing material covered during retailer and recipient

training sessions, e.g., the BTT guide and the recipient handbook. In addi-

tion, the FNS regional office distributed its checklists of questions to ask

of retailers about problems encountered.

Training Logistics

In addition to materi_ls development, effective training requires

attention to many logistical details. Among the most important details are:

· who will conduct each training session

· how many people will be trained during each session

· how many sessions will be required

· when sessions will be scheduled (including follow-up
efforts)

· the length of each training session

· the location of each training session

· procedures for notifying individuals about these
training sessions

· installing equipment for the training
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Reading Demonstration. One _c_:,:_t:: c _ _',_ ...... -:i .: .

consideration during the Reading demonstra,_.on was ,ne _,.:_d_._i_:g ,vi __ca L_::

training. All retailers had to be _raic_ed prior to _ys;_:_!mstart-up !-:o_h_y

would be prepared to accept EBT sales once racipi, e,,i_ begaLi us'ir_ _:h,__-_ _iem_

However, if retailers were trained _.o¢,_ : :: ;:,ce :_i _ar_-u,p_ tl:e_/,i,'.gh_

forget what they learne_ before the sys_:_,_ oe_a_: ,,;,:ra'-__:_. Thu_, _e_i:e_'_

were trained in a shor_ time span immediate][:/ _z.; ,_ _,:,sT_"em star_--u?.

Although PRC could have Lrazned ce_a_ _:r_ _[: ,nC:viduai sess.,_-_ a;_

each store, two factors led to the rejection of _his _uproach. First, a Large

number of trainers would have been _equiced L:.:co.cduct )ndxvxduai ses._ions au

ii0 stores within a short time period. Sec.(_nd, _om._ :;_,_c,_ .._{dn,,u have the Jr

EBT equipment installed until .,iust befo'_e _y_....._ _:_,'_'-._p,_a_._....?i.{C needed

equipment available during training to den_on=_rate its ,_s._:. ._:[',entixese con -_

attaints, PRC opted to train re_ailer':_ in _,_o,o ........ _ _,*.:. ·, i: d_

scribed in Chapter 3, retailers receives se,z_._ra: _,._ · !.,_: ; _::_ _iz_.;_ d.:,t,_,:_

(from September il to 17) and called PRC _o ..:_._'__,;=_.c._ _ _-_=,t,_con.:enien[

to them. Make-up sessions were held ,oz_SepLcmO_; 27=

Arranging schedules for recipe_eat tr;,_,:ing a].:..'._ceq_ _r,_-:_*3pc_cza[ :-:c-

tention. Food Stamp Program regulations require thee rec_p_e_.: _'_=:i,,(,tlhe[r

monthly benefits within 35 days o[ the prior regal!_ ? _$a,,accc._ UntZi re"

cently, Authorization-to-Participate 'cards were i_-_:_ec{,:_c_c ::::_t ,_ r; c:,_._

of each month in Berks County. Meeting __...= '- .._:_ .= ........... . ,_,

cipients converted to the EBT s-ys_:em hr_ _:, _ _,",_':_', : _], :_ _:_ :-_:

I0 to 12 days of the month. Given a case*_,_._acil ._._:,r _.50_ _,_:_. _ enc_; ::._:se

trained, PRC decided tO train recipients ove_' ? ?b__e-_.!,_onth ph_;:_ 'n i_:' od.

Training all recipients in a shor_e: _im_ c__-' ' _..... c.:_!,->_', :-

Lng space than was available at !:he we!£a:_ : _ c:> ;: _:_ "._._ _ -,_,c re _

quired more trainers and assistants,

The phase-in period for recipient L:'_a.-_L_ _< !.. r_,_ _ _-_.,_;c

of allowing more time to monitor system operatioc:_ i_,_:i-- _.... ::_,: _,,: __ ,:

joined the EBT system. As descr';,bed ; _ , _;' .. _ _: _ _ _ =: _ _ _' . _ r '%'_i' _ 4 _ _ _' --

start-up led to the postponement of the th::*d -o:c,,*_: _ : _: ,_e_== _,::i: _:_; {_c/_

December 1984 to January i985.
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Chapter Six

REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Once an EBT system prototype has been developed, successfully tested

and approved by food stamp authorities, the process of implementing the full-

scale system begins. Implementation activities include system installation

and testing, installation of store equipment, training of participants prior

to system start-up, and system start-up. Start-up activities include phasing

participants onto the system, providing assistance tO retailers and recipi-

ents, training recipients, monitoring system operations, and resolving system

problems. Food stamp authorities participate heavily in many of these imple-

mentation efforts, even if they participate only minimally in design and de-

velopment activities.

6.1 THE EBT SYSTEM MUST BE INSTALLED AND TESTED

The EBT system needs to be installed and thoroughly tested before it

can begin operations. This test--called the System Acceptance Test in

Reading--will be the final test of the system before food stamp benefits are

distributed to recipients and used to purchase groceries. The test should

therefore mirror the system's planned operating environment as much as pos-

sible. This means that functions to be performed by food stamp authorities

and local financial institutions during operations should be handled by these

same groups during the test., Furthermore, all system functions should be

tested to ensure that the system is ready to begin operations.

Preparin s for the Test

The system contractor must instill all equipment necessary for

system testing on site. This requires establishing at least one _operations

center to house computer equipment, tape libraries, spare equipment, and other

supplies. (Depending upon actual system design, several operations centers may

need to be established and linked together in · distributed network.) Point-

of-sale (POS) equipment must be installed at several retail outlets for test

purposes. Finally, the contractor must install any new equipment to be used

at state and local welfare offices, as veil as any equipment needed to access

financial funds transfer networks.
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In addition to the EBT equipment itself; a_y tei_phcne lines needed

to support the system must be in place_ To prevent schedule delay_ orders

should be placed with the local telephone company well ia advance of the test.

Everyone who will participate in the r:esn must be t_ained_ unless

they were trained for the earlier test of the prototype. Recipients will use

food stamp benefits to purchase groceries in the test; these benefits must be

authorized in advance.

Finally, as with prototype testing, a test script and observation

checklists should be prepared for the system test. Any problems noted with

the script and checklists during the test of the prototype should be corrected

and incorporated into the script and checklists fo_ the system test.

Readin_ Demonstration. To prepare fo__ ti',,_System Acceptance rest,

PRC established the EBT Center within AB&T off_ce space, _nstsll_d the

system's computer equipment at the Center, an_ l_;_i _ EBT equipment in four

additional stores. Equipment in one store and ,_ %BT workstation an the

Berks County Assistance Office had been i_s_a! ed loc _he earlier Functional

Demonstration Test.

Shortly before the System Acceptance Test, PRC trained managers and

clerks from the five additional stores on how to use the EBT _quip_ent_

Finally, ECAO staff selected five food stamp _e_:_pients t. partici-

pate in the test. Prior to the test, USD_ _s_ac i_heu _ :_l_c_ai l_t_er of

credi_ for the issuance of bonus food stamp Oe_ef_ s to nhese recipients.

Each recipient received $20 in benefits to use during the test. PRC trained

the recipients during the second day of the test.

Conductin S the Test

Activities performed during the system t___ _:e s_milar to those

performed during the test of the prototype. As noted above, food stamp au-

thorities and state personnel participate in the test, performing those func-

tions required during system operations. Food stamp authorities (along with

staff from financial institutions and the system contractor) also act as ob-

servers during the test.

The major difference between the _rototype and system tests (in ad-

dition to having equipcent located on si_e) _s _ _ '_, _,? of sv_tom f,u_ion_
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tested. Some system functions may not have been checked during the test of

the system prototype, but all functions must be tested before system start-

up. The system test is the final opportunity to ensure that all system func-

tions will work as designed when operations begin.

Readin s Demonstration. The System Acceptance Test in Reading re-

quired three days to complete. The Functional Demonstration Test required

more time (four days) because test observers and data files had to travel be-

tween Harrisburg, Reading, and Mclean.

First Day. On the morning of the first day of the System AcceptanCe

Test_ the EBT Center loaded the system's Master Pile with 15 test records of

recipient accounts. Operators then encoded store BICs for the four additional

stores included in the test. After the BCAO encoded five test cards for pro-

cessing dummy purchase transactions, observers traveled to two of the five

participating stores and tested EBT activities. These activities included:

· BTT sign-on

· purchase transactions

· BTT lock-out for invalid PINs

· system check for invalid clerk IDs

i · overring corrections (refunds)

?

- · underring corrections

· manual sale authorizations

· BTTsign-off (with purchase totals)

Functions at the EBT Center and the BCAO workstation were tested

during the afternoon. These f_nctions included: -_ .

· reconciliation of temporary debits

· purchase of ATPs

* benefit card reissuanceW
· changing status on recipient accounts

I
· comparing display of retailer history with BTT journat

tapes

i · retailer bundle-up
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· tape formatting and procedures for processing retailers'

deposits

After these tests, observers traveled to the five participating

stores and tested the system's ability to process numerous transactions from

multiple sites. Observers at each site simultaneously transmitted as many

purchase transactions as they could within a short time period. Thereafter,

they studied system reports track{ng telephone line usage at the EBT Center to

see whether or not the system's communication network !lad sufficient capacity

to handle the incoming calls.

The final function tested the first day was system backup and re-

covery capabilities. This involved seven test purchases from one retail

store. Three of the purchases were processed with both computers operating,

and four were processed after shutting down the _yste_'_ primary computer.

After the seven transactions, the EBT Cen_er synchr_:_:iz_d _._:edatabases on the

two computers and brought the primary computer back on line. Observers

checked to make sure that all transactions had been properly p.ocessed and the

system's Master File properly updated.

That night, the state welfare department created an issuance file

containing issuance records for the five recipients se!ected for Lhe test.

Second Day. On the morning of the second day of the te_._:,the state

electronically transmitted an issuance f_L_ co the _3_ _:_e_ _. ihe E&T Cen_e_

acknowledged receipt of the issuance file: _pdated the system's Ma_er File

with the issuance data, and verified that the account records for _he five se-

lected recipients had been appropriately credited from the state's issuance

file. PRC trained the five recipients_ and BCAO pers._] _acodcd their bene-

fit cards.

After training, the recipients were driven _o the _ore oi Lheir

choice (from among the five stores participating in _he :est). All recipients

purchased groceries using their EBT benefits. Food :;tamp a,l_horities _n ali

five stores observed the purchase transactions.

That afternoon, observers returned _o the EBT C;anLer a_d checked the

system's processing of retailer bundle-up aud system recct_cikia_ion_ Thc EBT

Center delivered the retailer bundle-up rape to AB&T amd AB&Y entered re-

tailers' deposit information into the AC_ network
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That night, the ACH network transferred funds from AB&T's account to

the bank accounts of the participating retailers.

Third Day. On the morning of the third day, AB&T sent a wire funds

request for the sum of retailers' deposits to the Federal Reserve Bank in New

York. After drawing down USDA's letter of credit at the United States

Treasury, the New York bank credited AB&T's account. Test observers verified

the above transactions. They then verified that retailers' EBT sales had been

credited to their local bank accounts. This completed the System Acceptance

Test.

Post-test Activities. As with the Functional Demonstration Test,

observers for the System Acceptance Test noted several problems that needed

resolution before FNS would accept the Reading EBT system. These problems,

which are described in Section 3.4, included the need for further stress test-

ing. In addition, no testing of the reconciliation Procedures at the Minnea-
t

polis Regional Data Center had been performed. After PRC responded to these

and other issues raised during the System Acceptance Test, FNS formally ac-

cepted the system.

6.2 PREPARINC FOR SYSTEM START-UP

Once an EBT system is tested and accepted by the sponsoring agency,

two major tasks need to be completed before system start-up. These tasks are

installation of equipment in all participating stores and training of all

system participants except recipients. Recipients may be trained after system

start-up.

Equipment Installation

To ensure that the system does not disrupt recipients' shopping pat-

terns, all stores participating in the system should be equipped before re-

cipients begin receiving their EBT benefits. Because it may Cake months to

obtain equipment, orders must be placed well bef°re expected installation

dates. Installation orders for telephone lines also should be placed well in

advance of scheduled equipment installation.
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The time and effort required tc [nstai_ !iiC 3lOle equipment w[il de-

pend on the number of stores in the system. !nsuaiiacion may take longer or

require more technicians as more retailers are included in the system, and

equipe_nt vendors may need longer lead times with larger orders. The size of

the geographic area to be served also may affect {nstailation schedules; with

larger areas, more time will be needed to uravel tc outlying stores.

Reading Demonstration. Store equipment (i.e., BTTs, PIN-pads, and

printers) had to be ordered during the development phase to be available in

tim_ for implementation. Orders for additionai telephone lines (and exten-

sions of existing lines) were placed immediately after FNS authorized PRC to

implement the system. With telephone lines instal!ed_ PRC field technicians

installed and tested the EBT equipment, As described ia Section 3.4, store

managers signed receipts for the equipment and agreeme_its co abide by demon-'

stration regulations as equipment was instaiied, i_:_.i_i_;__ also proviced in-

formation necessary to establish ACH accounts fo_- _r_e traa_f_zr of deposits to

their stores' bank accounts.

PRC required about seven weeks to install equipment in 93 stores

prior to the start of system operations. Another 17 stores were equipped

during the first week of system operations. Because PRC (and Lbo telephone

company) had trouble meeting the installation schedule, FRC did not install

balance-only terminals until after system start-up, this ex_ericnc_ suggests

that installation schedules be carefully _;;_.,,; __:_e ;;_:l;c_tlo_::;_;_

EBT systems. Because some installation probt_ms ca_q_ !_ anticipated, it _

probably wise to provide some additional time in the schedule to avoid the

disruptions caused by installation delays.

Training

Many different groups of system participant_ _eed to b,: trained

prior to system start-up. At a minimum, these groups inci_de _ystem opera-

tors, store clerks and managers, staff from the local ,Je]fare _ffice<s}_ and

instructors for recipient training session_. (n additiu_;_ if volunteers from

local community agencies or other personnei wi!! p_ovide assista_lce during

start-up of system operations, these groups need _o b_ _zalned.
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Training sessions for the above groups should be held as close as

possible to the system's start-up date. The shorter the period between train-

ing and start-up, the less time individuals have to forget training instruc-

tions. In addition, if training occurs too early, any "last-minute" decisions

to change operating procedures will not be reflected in training materials.

Reading Demonstration. As described in Section 3.4, training of all

participants in the Reading system (except recipients) occurred in September

1984, the month preceding system start-up. The tight training schedule was

further strained when PRC needed to conduct make-up training sessions for re-

tailers who had missed the original sessions. Civen the necessity of finish-

ing all training prior to the start of systemoperations, future implementa-

tion plans should incorporate some time for additional training sessions, if

needed.

Because all store managers and clerks had to be trained within a

short time before system start-up, PRC trained retailers in group sessions

rather than individual sessions in each store. Each group session lasted

about one hour and included a maximum of 20 retail staff. The retailers were

reasonably satisfied with the training. In interviews with store owners or

managers in October-December of 198&, 33 percent believed that their employees

had been trained "extremely well," and 50 percent believed they had been

trained "adequately." About 17 percent believed that their employees had been

trained "not well at all." These managers criticized the sessions as too

brief (39 percent) or too complicated (22 percent). Some criticiaed the in-

structor's presentation (19 percent). When asked what should have been done

dif£erently, respondents who were unhappy with the trainins most often sug-

gested longer sessions and better hands-on experience in working with the EBT

equipment.

6.3 SYSTEN START-UP

The £inal implementation step is system start-up. Start-up activi-

ties, which may extend over a considerable period, include phasing partici-

pants onto the system, providing assistance to retailers and recipients,

monitoring the system to identify operating problems, and resolving problems

identified during start-up.
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System Phase-in

An EBT system can be envisioned in which all participants have ac-

cess to the system immediately after otart-up. This implementation strategy,

however, would require extensive resources to train ali retailers and all

recipients prior to start-up. Futhermore, _it:h a system working immediately

at full capacity, any system problems cot_ld cauz_ major disruptions for re-

tailers and recipients.

An alternative strategy is to bring the system to full capacity in

phases. Not only does this provide more time for training, it also provides

time to correct system problems while the system operates at less than peak

loads.

One phase-in strategy is to have all retailers participaning at

start-up, with recipients added to the system {p oh_os Th_s strategy has

the advantage of operating all parts of the syste, while loading it in in-

cremental stages. If system problems arise during _ha_e-in_ they cause fewer

problems at retail outlets because fewe_ recipier_ts _;se the system. _l in-

cremental start-up also provides system operators and food stamp authorities

m_re time and flexibility to monitor operations, identify problems, and devise

corrective actions. For example, if the average mont:hlv number of recipient

transactions exceeds design expectations, this should become appace_t well be-

fore all recipients join the system. Actions chel_ can be taker _ _ncrease

system capacity or otherwise prepare for s_2b_q,iev_tp_ek leads,

If an EBT system covers a large area, it may be impractical co have

equipment installed in all stores before any recipients begin using their

benefit cards. In this situation, separar._ *<_;r_ri_:__>_ _hoppil_g arpa_ served

by the system could be added in phases. Again, to a,.r_ldd_s,uptiml of shop-

ping patterns, all retailers in any given area sho_!d be equipped prior co

training recipients in that area. Dependipg tlpcn :esources needed cs train

recipients, recipients in each area could be trai_ied eithe_ in phases or all

at once.

Regardless of which implementatlo_ _ra_gy s ch_seu, it _ho,i!_ be

recognized that the number of grocers partlcipati_g ir, a_ EBT system w[]i _lo_

be fixed over time. Some st:ores in tt_c system m_¥ c!_)_, !ose their eligi-

bility to participate in the Food Stamp _ro_rar_, .: _e iJe L<' :rro_ our _;_ t:ne
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system. In addition, new stores desiring to participate may open, or store

managers who originally declined to participate may change their minds.

Reading Demonstration. The Reading demonstration adopted a phase,in

strategy. Ail retailers were supposed to be ready to process transactions on

October 1, 1984, to avoid disruption of recipients t shopping patterns. (Al-

though, as noted above, installation delays prevented some stores from being

equipped until shortly after start-up.) Recipients were to receive training

and join the system in three phases over three consecutive months. However,

as described in Section 3.4., system problems occurred after start-up, and the

third wave of recipient training was postponed one month to provide PRC and

FNS more time to address these problems.

Between the initial enrollment period and system start-up, about 20

stores expressed a desire to participate in the EBT system. PRC did not have

sufficient time or authorized funding to equip these scores prior Co start-

up. These stores lost food scamp sales until they joined the system in

February and March 1985, which undoubtedly created some negative attitudes

about the system. Future implementation plans for EBT systems might focus on

establishing procedures for authorizing and equipping additional stores as

quickly as possible.

Training Recipients

Food stamp recipients are the largest group of participants to be

trained during start-up. Moreover, households will enter the Food Scamp Pro-

gram continuously, and these new households mus_ be trained. An EBT system

changes the procedures recipients use to purchase groceries with their food

stamp benefits, and the sponsoring agency (or a contractor) must provide

thorough instruction to recipients on how to use the new system.

Training should be ,sufficiently detailed that recipients know

exactly what to do when they $o to retail outlets to purchase groceries. Con-

fusion about proper procedures can cause delays at checkout counters, a situ-

ation which retailers spend substantial effort to avoid. Thus, in addition to

telling recipients how to purchase groceries with the new system, training

sessions should include hands-on experience with the equipment they will find

in the store. Practice sessions during training will familiarize recipients

with EBT equipment and purchase procedures.
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Training also should cover ali uoti--p,_=cna_e prcceJu;_s r_2cipicnt5

need to know. For instance, procedures fo_ obtal:iini_ account balances and for

reporting problems with benefit cards should be explained° If the EBT system

requires the use of PINs to maintain secure access to program benefits, train-

ing sessions should stress the importance to r_cipient$ of keeping _heir PIN a

secret.

Training should accommodate any special needs of subgroups of the

food stamp caseload. If the recipient population includes recipients who do

not speak English, interpreters should be available during training ses-

sions. Extra assistance should be availaOie lot recipients with other

needs. For example, this assistance may take the form of providing trans-

portation to training session_ for the elderly or i:i,y_,ica_ly handicapped. In

addition, recipients with emotional or mental handicaps may need individual-

ized instruction.

When scheduling training sessions for ==,:....i_=_s_ il:_ local welfare

office should notify all recipients when and where [noir; training sessions

will be held. If recipients need to bring any mater{als ti; the sessions, this

should be specified when recipients are notified ot tnei: _:cai_Ling sessions.

Readin_ Demonstration. Staff from the _tate weiIarc departn_ent and

the Berks County Assistance Office conducted ail training sessions for demon-

stration recipients during system start-up. As di_c_;ssed _, Cilapter 3, re-

cipients trained at the BCAO in group _e_sioLl_ ,_,. _i,_:,_ _,_ i:_r_ i0 _o i_

days of each of three months. This schedule enabler each way, _f _:_cipients

to receive their EBT benefits within 35 days of the previous month's food

stamp issuance, as required by program reguiatien:_, Chapter 5 describes ma-

terial covered during training sessions.

Although recipient training generally proceeded _moothly in Reading,

some problems occurred which have implications for kut_re app!_cations o_ EBT

systems. The major problem experienced was the postponemen% o£ ch_ t?_ird wave

of training from December 1984 to January 1985. A!_:h_.gh :_e pc>_;!p,,n_menr d;_

cision related to system problems rather than t_ai,_ing difficulti¢_s it had

some repercussions on training. For instance, because _tate pe_-';onne[ from

Harrisburg conducted training sessions ia Reading with the ago]_;_:_:_ce of BCAO

staff, the state staff needed to adjust __nei_ schedules so th,_? c_,,_[d re_urn

to Reading in January to finish training.
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Because all elderly recipients in the demonstration area were sche-

duled for the third wave of training, state and local food stamp personnel

worried that bad weather conditions in January might create difficulties for

recipients trying to go to the welfare office for training. Indeed, the state

suggested postponing training until April. Although the schedule for the de-

monstration precluded adopting this suggestion, this points out some of the

factors that officials considered when scheduling training sessions for re-

cipients.

In addition, trainln s procedures for afternoon sessions in January

were changed to reduce loads on the system during peak shopping hours. In-

stead of encoding recipients' benefit cards during training (which required

system processing), staff encoded cards overnight. This change required re-

cipients to come back the following morning to pick up their encoded cards.

Recipients who failed to appear for their scheduled training ses-

sions created another problem. Over the three months of training, 564 reci-

pients (or 14 percent of the _approximately 3,900 recipients scheduled for

training) failed to come to their originally scheduled training sessions.

Make-up sessions were scheduled for these recipients, and 204 came to these

sessions. Of the remaining 360 recipients, about 150 (or nearly four percent

of all recipients in the demonstration area) had their food stamp cases closed

as a direct result of their not appearing for training. The other 210 reci-

pients did not appear for training because they had moved out of the demon-

stration area or their food stamp cases had been recently closed for other

reasons.

Recipients who failed to appear for training forfeited the benefits

placed in their BBT accounts prior to training. This created an additional

Cask for intake workers at the BCAO. To ensure that the forfeited benefits

could not be used at a later date if the recipients reapplied for benefits,

intake workers checked existing case records for each new applicant. If the

applicant had failed to appear for training, then benefits in the existing EBT

account were drawn out and returned to the state before new benefits were

issued.

Despite the above problems, recipient training in Reading generally

proceeded smoothly. A survey of demonstration recipients asked recipients how
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satisfied they were with their EBT trainiLlg. About 68 percen% sa.d _vc_7 sa-

tisfied,'' and 27 percent said "somewhat satisfied." [.ess tharL one percent

said they were "not satisfied at all."

Very few recipients (six percent) indicated that they needed infor-

mation that had not been provided in their training session. Despite the

state's effort to schedule all Spanish-speaking recipients in sessions with a

Spanish interpreter, three of the 17 individuals who identified some addi-

tional need said they needed a Spanish interpreter. Most of the other items

mentioned by those recipients needing more information were actually covered

in the training sessions, but had apparently been missed by the individual

respondents.

Part of the success of recipient training in Reading mai: be attrib-

utable to the additional efforts taken to train recipients with special

needs. During the distribution of photo identification c_rds, state and focal

food stamp staff observed all demonstration recipianc_ and %r:ed to id?ntify

all who were elderly, Spanish-speaking, or emotionally, mentally, or physi-

cally handicapped. These recipients were scheduled for the third month of

training. So that trainers could provide more assistance to _hes_ recipients,

their training groups were smaller, in addition, BCAO staff monitored the EBT

activitity of a small number of these recipients whc nad difficulty wi_h

training, to be sure that the recipients used their EBT cat,i_ to access their

benefits. ALthough staff were prepared t..... .... add!t o:_a! :::_;i'_t_n.:e.o

any recipient not using his or her account, this _;o,2.._ ,_rmecessary.

Providin 8 Assistance to Retailers and Recipients Durin$ Start-u_

Retailers and recipients wit1 not be accus:Lomed to using an EBT

system when operations begin. In addition, problems are bound to occur when a

complex computer system Like an EBT system first starts operzting_ To help

operations run more smoothly during this period, the sponsoring agency or the

system contractor should provide extra assistance to retailers and recipients

Readin_ Demonstration. To idenCify system problems and provid'

assistance during system start-up, about 20 USDA staff from th__ ?e_ion,_[ arid

field office serving Reading acted as facilitators during _he *irst week o[

operations. PRC trained these faci[{cacors bcf(,_,s sy_L_m s_a_[.up.
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The facilitators were organized into two groups. One group visited

each store participating in the demonstration to observe EBT operations and to

ask retailers about their problems. The other group remained at the EBT Cen-

ter and responded to calls from retailers or recipients experiencing diffi-

culties. Although the facilitators noted some minor difficulties with store

equipment and reported these problems to the EBT center's field technicians,

no major problems occurred during the first week of operations.

Monitoring System Operations

The system contractor and the sponsoring agency need mechanisms for

staying abreast of system operations so that problems can be identified

quickly and corrected. Procedures therefore should be established to monitor

system activities and to obtain comments from system participants. Because

most software and hardware problems in the system are likely to appear shortly

after start-up, monitoring is especially important during this period. 1

However, problems can arise even after a start-up period, and monitoring pro-

cedures should continue throughout the duration of system operations.

One monitoring tool is the set of reconciliation reports specified

in the system design requirements. If the reconciliation reports reveal im-

balances in the system's accounts, then a very serious problem may be present

in the system's basic design. The reconciliation reports will indicate to

some degree the nature and location of the problem. They also may help iden-

tify an appropriate solution to the problem.

Management reports provide a second means of monitoring system acti-

vities. These reports should be designed to provide timely information on all

system activities and performance levels. Especially during any system phase-

in period, sunwury data on the number, dollar value, and types of transactions

being handled by the system can indicate whether or not the system's data

1To a certain extent, the facilitators used in the Reading demon-

stration helped monitor the s_stem during its first week of operations. The
facilitators, however, concentrated on problems apparent in retail stores.
Many other problems could occur, e.g., improper debiting of recipient ac-

counts, delays in crediting retailer accounts, and operator errors in running
the system. Thus, monitoring procedures need to be more encpmpassing than the
functions performed by the Reading facilitators.
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files have sufficient capacit 7 co handle the full caseload _fte_ phase-:n. !f

the reports indicate a potential problem, ic cae be corrected before the

system's capacity is exceeded.

In a similar manner, management reports d,=ring phase-in can summa-

rize the time the system takes to process individual transactions. Extrapola-

ting these performance measures to conditions after the entire caseload is on

the system can forewarn the contractor and sponsoring agency of potential ca-

pacity problems with transaction processing. Again, early identification of

potential problems provides more time to devise corrective actions.

Finally, management reports can indicate areas in which retailers or

recipients experience difficulty dealing with tbe system. For example, de-

pending on the design of the system and its data files, reports might indicate

how often recipients have trouble using their PINs, how often recipients have

insufficent balances to cover intended purchases, avid ho_ often retailers need

to resort to manual sale procedures. As described _ _;_apter 4, however_ dif-

ferent situations can sometimes lead to identical information being presented

in management reports, making the reports difficult to interpret. To prevent

these report problems, reporting requirements must specify exactly what infor-

mation is needed, and the requirements must be established early in the design

phase so that the system and its data files support _he requirements.

In addition to regular management reports_ activin-les should be

periodically monitored at the following l oca_cn_ _o ensure compliance with

all operating procedures: the local operations center, _etait ou_:lets_ state

and local welfare offices, and local financial institutions, 5ecause reci-

pients, retailers, local food stamp personnel, a_d local ban_. personnel prob-

ably will be in the best position to know when amd ,meet what c_rcumstances

certain problems with the system may be occu_ri,_g, procedure_ fo_ gathering

feedback from these groups also should be implemente¢.

Finally, in addition to establishing monitoring procedures, the

sponsoring agency and system contractor need to allocate sufficient reaource:

to evaluate and act upon information gathered during monitoring. This task

can require extensive effort. For instance, even well-designed system opera-

tions reports are likely to be voluminous and very time-consuming to read and

interpret. In addition, reports may include errors or aJabiguzries, and

tracking down such problems may require at_},stan! :_:_fo_
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Reading Demonstration. FNS and PRC use all the above procedures to

monitor system activities. Operators at the EBT Center check system recon-

ciliation reports daily, and FNS (through its Regional Data Center in Minnea-

polis) reconciles weekly system activities against drawdown of USDA's letter

of credit at the United States Treasury. At the end of each month, FNS and

PRC examine management reports sunmmrizing monthly activities. FNS staff also

spend several days each month observing operations at the EBT Center and at

retail stores. In addition, FNS staff asked retailers to notify them (as well

as the EBT Center) of problems encountered with the EBT system. Finally, they

asked PRC to notify them whenever the system's computers do not function for

more than five minutes or a bundle-up is not processed on the scheduled day.

These monitoring activities have identified many problems with

system operations. For example, daily reconciliation activity discovered the

system's inability to accept more than one issuance of benefits for a single

household on the same day. Another example is that monthly management reports

discovered that recipients were using the system more than PRC had expected.

Thus, Chis documentation, coupled with reports from retailers of system slow-

downs, forewarned FNS and PRC of problems with system capacity and processing

speeds well before the entire demonstration caseload joined the system.

By monitoring system operations several days each month, FNS

identified several improper actions that retailers take to circumvent system

problems. For instance, although retailers are supposed to request manual

sale authorizations only when the system is down or their store equipment is

not functioning, retailers occasionally request manual sales when recipients

cannot remember their PINs, when recipients' EBT cards are damaged, and when

system processing of sales transactions is slow. To avoid the $35 limit on

manual sales, some retailers request multiple manual sale authorizations for a

single sale or hold recipients' cards for later processing when the system

operates.

The examples cited above illustrate only those problems identified

through system monitorin$ procedures. Chapt er 3 discusses other system prob-

lems. It should be norad here, however, that the Reading monitoring proce-

dures have themselves _perienced problems._e reconciliation and management

reports are sometimes inaccurate. Furthermore, some management reports are

ambiguous because they cannot distinguish among multiple situations which can
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Lead to the same system outcome. An example is Lh_ "insufficienL balance" re -_

port, which has been described earlier.

Resolving Problems

Unless EBT systems become standardized and Less dependent on custom-

ized designs, any EBT system is likely to experience problems after it begins

operations. In addition to establishing procedures for identifying these

problems, the system contractor and the sponsoring agency need to develop

procedures for correcting the problems.

The first issue to resolve is whether or not a problem really

exists. Unless performance criteria have been specified for the system, the

systmn contractor and the sponsoring agency may disagree about whether _ome

aspects of system operations meet minimum performanc_ levels. Disagreements

at this level require substantial effort co work n_, and :hey may require

expensive contract modifications before resolution. Specifying system per-

forauince criteria at the start of a contract should avoid many such dis-

agreements,

Once a problem is identified, the system contractor will normally be

responsible for correcting the problem. Sometimes, the sotut:on may be ob-

vious and easy to implement. Often it will not. Whem faced with the latter

type of problem, the system contractor may propose more than one action to

correct the problem. If mot, the agency may w_sa to requesL zaiormation on

other possible remedial actions. Various solutions wiit have different iike-

lihoods of correcting the problem and different costs. "Costs" include both

monetary costs and the possible limits on system operations needed to imple-

ment a proposed solution.

When the system contractor proposes a range of possible _o!utions _o

a particular problem, the sponsoring agency needs to evaluate each p'roposal in

terms of its costs, its likelihood of success, and the time needed i:o imple-

ment the proposed solution. The agency may need outside technical assistanc_

to perform this evaluation. Any outside consultants used for tni_ purpose

should be familiar with the capabilities of the specific hardware and software

chosen for the system. The outside consdltants should inform the agency which

options, if any, are reasonable, given the mature of the prob!em. They a[_o

may suggest options other than those proposed by _'e _ _tcm co_ra,:to_
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Reading Demonstration. Problems experienced in the Reading demon-

stration have been described in Section 3.4. In general, the major problems

were attributed to the system's slow processing of batch jobs (leading to

system slowdowns), hardware failures, inefficient or inaccurate software, and

operator errors. Because problems encountered in another EBT system may dif-

fer substantially from those experienced in Reading, the solutions implemented

in Reading (also described in Section 3.4) may not be generally applicable.

Nevertheless, the Reading experience suggests approaches and options that a

sponsoring agency might consider.

The system slowdowns experienced in the Reading system offer a good

example of a serious problem with several possible solutions. Corrective ac-

tions proposed by PRC included upgrading hardware, improving system software,

modifying store equipment, and changing operating procedures. To assist in

its evaluation of the proposed modifications (as well as proposed solutions to

other system problems which developed in Reading), FNS hired an outside con-

sultant to evaluate the Reading EBT system and PRC's proposals for improving

system operations. Ultimately, KNS authorized some elements o£ each proposed

modification. Civen the demonstration nature of the Reading EBT system, how-

ever, FNS focused on low-cost actions relatively easy to implement. For in-

stance, rather than authorizing an expensive upgrading o£ the system's secon-

dary computer, FNB authorized the following actions:

· adding more disk storage capacity for the system

· making software changes to improve the speed of
transaction and batch processing

· modifying EBT equipment in the five busiest stores so

Chat the equipment would wait longer for the _ystem to
respond before cancelling a transaction request

· establishing two issuance days each month

· delaying retailer bundle-up from the afternoon peak
shopping hours to early evening to reduce afternoon
loads on the system

1Cancelling a transaction request slows system processing. This
slowdown occurs because system resources are directed to backing out cancetted
transactions.
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Because AB&T had its own deadlines for processlag retailer bundle-up info_.-

mation before entry into the ACH network, this !after action also required

agreement from AB&T.

To help resolve problems, FNS and PRC met weekly to discuss system

operations, problems encountered, and proposed remedial actions. Monthly

meetings were also held with staff from the state and local welfare offices.

These meetings provided a forum for discussions about the feasibility of pro-

posed actions and how the "solutions" might adversely affect system partici-

pants or other system operations. Thus, before PRC implemented any major

changes to the system, system participants had the opportunity to review and

discuss the consequences of the actions.
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Chapter Seven

LESSONS FROM THE READING EBT DEMONSTRATION

Because the Reading EBT demonstration is still in progress, it is

premature to evaluate how well the system operates or how it affects demon-

stration participants. Neverthetess_ it is appropriate to discuss some of the

lessons learned thus far.

The chapter contains seven sec:ions. Sections 7.1 and 7.2, respec-

tively, discuss problems in system design and system operations that became

evident during :he demonstration. Because some of these problems manifest

themselves during peak shopping periods: when loads on the system are at their

highest, Section 7.3 discusses what has been learned about patterns of benefit

usage. Sections 7.4 and 7.5 present retailers' and recipients' observations

about the Reading EBT system. These observations point out the perceived

weaknesses and strengths of the system. Section 7.6 presents some of the Les-

sons learned about supervising the design_ development, and implementation of

an EBT system. Section 7.7 presents a summary of issues to be addressed when

establishing an EBT system.

7.1 PROBLEMS WITH SYSTEM DESIGN

The Reading EBT system generally performed the benefit authorization,

issuance, and redemption functions specified in the original solicitation.

Each month, benefits have been credited to recipients' accounts, and

recipients have been able to use their EBT benefits to purchase groceries.

Retailers' bank accounts have been credited for the value of sales made to

demonstration participants.

As described in Chapter 3, however, the system experienced some

problems since operations began in October t984. Some of these di[£1culties

can be attributed to system design elements. Some of the problemmatic design

decisions can, in tun, be traced to the absence of system performance

criteria, which is discussed in Section 7.6. Recognition of bo: h sets of

problems may improve the design of future EBT systems.
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System Slowdowns

During the implementation period, the major problem ir, the Reading

demonstration has been the numerous occas{on_: when retailers and recivi_mts

have waited for purchase transactions to be processed, System crashes have

caused some delays. At other timest from abe user's point of view, the system

is simply slow: slow to accept telephone connections and slow to process

transactions. These latter delays cannot be attributed to any single design

element. Rather_ the slowdowns occur when several factors coincide co produce

slow processing speeds within the system. Thi_ suggests that the system could

be improved by addressing any one or a combination of these factors. Indeed,

PRC's suggestions for improving system service cover a variety of design ele-

ments.

The design factors contributing to system slowdowns are:

· the need to perform batch processing jr! (_ _. retailer

bundle-up) during peak shopping hour_

· the need to provide system b_cku? by opecatiag LwO com-

puters in tandem

· the decision to design the system's software to c,×ecute

all messages between the two computers sequ_v_;_lly

rather than in parallel

· the decision to use PL/i as the sys_s prog_r=.:,i,_

language

In addition to the system design fact:or_, heaving than-.expected

patterns of benefit usage have contributed to system s[owdowns, These pat-

terns are discussed in Section 7.3.

The system's two IBM Series/1 compuz:cc_: a_':: very affi<ien_: at re--

ceiving and processing transactions from the f;_!4 !_:_wever_ th,_/ do not

process batch jobs (i.e., functions that i_lvolv_ hasd_lng many file records)

as efficiently. Thus, whenever a batch job needs _o be ran, the _y_tem lacks

capacity to process the batch job and rapidly pcuces_ tcaasactions from th_

field at the same time. This points out the need to _elect equipment which

maximizes the efficiency of all major system operat_ on_
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PRC's response to this problem has been to schedule batch jobs during

off-peak hours, insofar as possible. Examples are the system daily recon-

ciliation reports (run at night) and the end-of-month management reports (run

on weekends). Until April, however, PRC had to run retailer bundle-up during

the afternoon to meet AB&T's processing deadline of 4:30 PM. This contributed

to system slowdowns. In April, AB&T added an 8130 PM processing deadline.

The EBT Center then delayed bundle-up until early evening. PRC also initiated

some software changes that have enhanced batch processing. In the last few

months, the incidence of system slowdowns has diminished.

Even with the earlier bundle-up period, however, system slowdown

problems often were avoided or diminished by decoupling the two computers.

When the computers operate in tandem, messages must be relayed between them to

update the second computer's database. These additional messages increase

processing time. Decoupling the second computer is an easy way to reduce

processing time and improve the system's efficiency. Decoupling, however,

seriously diminishes the backup capacity of the system.

Compounding the above problem, PRC designed the system's software so

that the messages relayed between the computers were executed Sequentially.

This software design was chosen to enhance the system's security and reli-

ability, albeit at a toss of efficiency. In response to the system slowdown

problems, PRC changed the software to incorporate some parallel processing of

internal messages.

Finally, as discussed in Chapter 5, PL/1 is less efficient at in-

structin 8 the system's computers than other available pro$ramming languages.

Unlike the other design elements discussed above, changing a system's program-

ming language is a major task. It would require that all system software be

rewritten and retested. Therefore, no suggestions for system improvement con-

templated changing the system's programming language. In future applications

of EBT systems, however, another language might be more appropriate. The se-

lection of a programming lansuate should consider its efficiency, its effect

on software deveop_nt costs and scheduling, and its certifiability as a pro-

gramming language for use on a government project.
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System Backup

As previously described, the Reading system _ses two computers

operating in tandem to increase system reliability. This aLLows each com-

puter's database to be updated during transaction processing. Then, if the

primary computer fails, all processing ca_ be switched to the second computer

without the need for a time-consuming update of the second unit's database.

The original design anticipated that: _:he above switch could be

achieved automatically, without operator _articlpaLion. PRC _;_b_equently

learned, however, that an automatic switch could :_ot be performed with the

hardware selected for the system. Therefore, [o prevent delays in the event

of a failure within the primary system, _he EBT Center is staffed om a 24 hour

basis. Otherwise, if the primary computer fails, [he entire system will be

down until an operator can go to the Center and perform the switch.

Manual Sales

To maintain service reliability, _ny EBT system must provide a means

of handling purchases when the system is down or otherwise inaccessible to re-

tailers. For the Reading EBT system, PRC designed an authorization procedure

for manually authorizing sales when the system is inaccessible_

The procedures for authorizing manual _aia_ _r_ c_mL_:rsome, Re-

tailers must call the EBT Center; the r_oera::or at the Cente_ _,_s: ,:kack the

recipient's account balance before giving auchor:izaci_n; and rbe _etai] clerk

must fill in a manual sales form. The retailer's account is not credited un-

til a copy of the sales form is sent to the EBT Center and reconc_!edo These

procedures consume time, and retailers do not k_ow exactly when their accounts

are credited. This uncertainty makes reta_ler_' re(oilciliat{on of sales and

credits to bank accounts difficult. O[ten the _'etsi!.ec mu_ call the EBT Cen-

ter to find out when the sale is finally credSted.

As discussed later [n this chapter_ retaJier_ ?e_ceive the mamua!

sales procedure as a major weakness in the EBT _¥_e_ d,_si_:l_ Tn /_,_ure a?

plications, new approaches may have _o be _n_t _]te:i _:o ens_ s¥_tem accep-

tance by the retail community. Of course_ a be_ _ _,,_:_om _. oe _c_ :mpro_e

system reliability, thereby reducing the need _o u_e manua _ au[hor_zation

procedures.
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Grocer Reconciliation

To reconcile sales with credits to their bank accounts, retailers

need to be able to track sales for a time period corresponding to the time for

which accounts are credited. The Reading system uses a bank day (2:00 PM to

2:00 PM) as this time period.

The decision to use the bank day for bundling and crediting re-

tailers' sales has the advantage of reducing to one day the time between a

sale and its subsequent crediting. Retailers, however, have difficulty track-

ing sales under this system, and view this feature of the Reading system de-

sign as a problem. One possible solution is to use a calendar day for ac-

counting purposes, but this would increase the time required to credit re-

tailers' bank accounts to at least two days. Another solution is to provide a

mechanism which relays information on sales for the banking day back to the

retailer. Although the Reading system does track sales for each banking day,

no formal mechanism exists for transmitting this information to retailers.

Some retailers have taken the initiative of calling the EBT Center or AB&T to

get this information. This is time consuming, and it places an additional

burden on personnel at the bank and the EBT Center.

7.2 PROBLEHS glTH SYSTR_! OPERATIONS

In addition to the design problems described above, the Reading EBT

system experiences operating problems which have reduced system service. Al-

though any system experiences some operating problems, the problems identi£ied

in the Reading system suggest some approaches which can be taken to reduce

them.

Equipment Nalfunction

The equipment aC the EBT Center occasionally malfunctions. From

October through February, equipment problems caused the system to be inacces-

sible to retailers on at least ten occasions, for a total of about 15 hours.

Although most of this downtime occurred during off-peak hours, even brief

periods of inaccessibility during normal shopping periods can lead to unac-

ceptably long delays at checkout counters. Some o[ the specific equipment
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problems at the EBT Center are described in ,,_a_'p_<,- .,," Howe'_._ _,,...._:_f._umera-~

tion of these problems will not help fu_,:u_eapplicatio.:_._of MBT z_u _.-_ dif--

ferent pieces of equipment would likelf be subject to different m.'_,lfur_ctions.

One exception to this is the Voice Inpu_:/Ou_put unit _sed for L-e-

sponding to balance inquiries from ,couch-.tone te!ephones. This unit malfunc.-

tions often. Although it is not clear at this _ime whether _he problem is

with the unit itself or the software controlling the unit, future ,oy_stemsmay

wish to avoid using this particul,ar piece of hardware :mless the unlt's prob-

lems are identified and corrected during the course of the demonstration.

In addition to equipment at the EBT Center, problems aiso _ccur with

the equipment in retail stores. During the firs_ _ive months of operations,

the EBT Center received about 200 calls from reuailers reporting equipment

problems. About 72 percent of _zhe problem_ were traced to improper use of the

equipment rather than actual equipment malfunction.. [?,xa_?_t_esof such problems

include jammed printers (due to incorrect replace_c,_, of _zinter paper_, 8TT

handsets being off their hooks, and loose power contractions!;° The remaining

problems required equipment repair or replacement. In addition [o these ser-

vice calls, PRC modified all store BTTs in January tu prevc_L _:h_ conversion

error problems described in Chapter 3 ({.e., BTTs transmittiL_g alpha charac-

ters instead of numeric characters to the EBT _y_t_,,, re_i_:i_g in system

crashes).

Some of the above problems might be _vo_d_:d ...._,i_.c,_c3elt[_e_'wil_

better retailer training or with m_nor moaificat_on to the equipment itself.

For instance, more secure plugs might reduce tl'..£incidence of loose power

cords. In addition, more attention could be giv_::-_:{uring t+:._.ning on how to

install paper and how to diagnose and fix minor e,q.;,pmen,,p,obia,m._,. ([u this

regard, PRC sent a letter to retailers late in Oc_,'3_e.:_el_zmg ,-hem wLat types

of problems seemed to be occurring most frequently a_-,dhow t:o fix _h_: prob-

lems). System operators, however, should be ale_t _,o the fac_: _hat p_oblems

like those described above may occur fairly regularly, _,._ tna_ _hc ccn_racto_

must be prepared to provide necessary assistance to '.... '_-,._p_he e_u._t_,mr,nt operz'

ting.
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Operator Short-cuts and Errors

Some of the system problems experienced by the Reading EBT system

result from mistakes by operators at the EBT Center. Examples include for-

getting to initialize new tapes, entering the wrong date or time when reset-

ting the system after a system crash, forgetting to replace backup diskettes

prior to peak sales periods, and trying to run batch programs in the wrong

sequence. As long as a system design requires operator intervention to run

the system, errors similar to those listed above will occur. To minimize

their occurrence, careful attention needs to be placed on operator training

and supervision. Operator training also should be scheduled so as not to

interfere with normal system operations. Finally, the provision of clear and

detailed operating manuals should reduce the frequency of operating errors.

Without close supervision, system operators also may be tempted to

take short-cuts while running the system. Although short-cuts do not neces-

sarily lead to service disruptions, the potential for serious problems in-

creases if operating instructions are not follow, ed closely. In Reading, for

example, operators sometimes fail to sign-off the workstation when they Leave

the work area for brief periods. By leaving the Workstation on and unatten-

ded, the security of the system and its files may be diminished. (In the EBT

Center, however, physical security of the entire area is maintained at all

hours. )

In another example of a short-cut, the state welfare department does

not always encrypt supplemental issuance data transmitted to the EBT Center.

To encrypt the data, the operator must manually reset the data encryptor and

modem, which are located under the raised floor of their computer center. The

lack of easy access to this equipment has caused state personnel to avoid

regular encrypCion of data, again reducing the security of the system.

To the extent that system design can reduce the amount of needed

operator intervention, the potential for errors and short-cuts diminishes.

For instance, the state's data encryptor and modem could be relocated, or an

easily reached switch could be installed. Minimizing the required handling of

tapes or diskettes also might reduce the incidence of operator error. Such

design solutions, however, may require additional or most costly equipment.

Thus, system designers must weigh any tradeoffs between reductions in operator

error and increases in system costs.
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7.3 PATTERNS OF BENEFIT USAGE

Designers of an EBT system must make assumptions abouu the expected

pattern of benefit usage in the system. The expected volume and timing of

purchases affect the system's design in terms of needed file capacity, the

number of telephone lines needed to handle calls to the system_ and required

processing speeds.

In planning for the Reading demonstration, PRC had little iniormation

about the number of purchases a food stamp recipient would make in a mcn[h.

PRC assumed that food stamp households would average five EBT purchase

transactions per month. Through the first four months of operation, however,

the household average was about eight purchases per month, in February--a

short month--the average was seven purchases.

Even less information was available about the timing of recipient

purchases. It was expected that peaks in pu¥cha_ , _ct_vi_ 7 would occur. In

planning for telephone usage, PRC assumed that _he peak hourly volume of

transactions during the month would be _bcut 167. 1 This _ _n_m_.r amounts to

0.8 percent of the assumed monthly purchase volume of 20,000 purchases.

In February, the peak hourly volume was 284 purchase transactions.

This peak is 70 percent greater than PRC's assumed peak vclume_ and it repre-

sents 1.2 percent of February's 23,537 regular purc_a3uc Thrc_ f_ctors cor_-

tributed to the unexpectedly high peak volume: demonstration kot,se_]d_ aver-

aged more than the assumed five purchase transactions du_[ng th,_ mop,th; house-

holds concentrated many of their purchases on the days immediately after issu-

ance; and households concentrated their shopping in the late afternoon hours

of the day. The actual peak occurred between 4 and 5 PM o_ February 6, two

days after issuance.

The heavier-than-anticipated peak demands on thc EBT :iystam contrib-

uted to system slowdowns. The slowdowns were c_centrated dur%z_g af_erl_oon

shopping hours and the first few days of each issuance circle. Two [esson_

emerge from these experiences. First, system planning must oc_ based on t_:

1Derived from assumptions in Erkang q_euing equation il% Ei_cfronic

Benefit Transfer System: Detailed System DALsjg_?_, Mclean, VA: Planning
Research Corp., 1983, pp. 3-18.
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most accurate possible knowledge of recipients' patterns of benefit usage.

The statistics available from Reading will be helpful in this regard, but it

cannot be assumed that the Reading experience reflects shopping behavior in

other Locations. Thus, information specific to the planned EBT site should be

developed. At a minimum, retailers in the area with a large volume of food

stamp sales should be contacted during the design phase for information about

peak purchase periods.

The second lesson is that an EBT system needs "excess" capacity--that

is, it should be designed to handle more than the expected number of re-

cipients and transactions. Requirements for system capacity also must con-

sider other EBT functions requiring computer resources. Some of these (like

bundle-up in the Reading system) may interact with patterns of benefit us-

age. Others (like card encoding or issuance updates) may be unrelated to peak

shopping hours.

Excess system capacity will provide a cushion in the event actual

usage exceeds expected usage. How much extra capacity to provide requires an

analysis of the cost of providing the capacity, the likelihood that extra ca-

pacity will be needed, and the costs and problems involved if initial capacity

must be expanded after system implementation. It may also be possible, of

course, to meet system capacity requirements by reducing peak Ioads on the

system rather than by increasing system size. Given the pattern of benefit

usage observed in Reading, staggering issuance dates may be a particularly

cost-effective method of meeting capacity requirements. The state welfare of-

fice implemented staggered issuance in July 1985, and the impact of this

change on peak volumes in Reading will be assessed in a later report.

7.4 RETAILERS' OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE _KADING SYSTEM

Retailers' Expectations

Planners of the Reading EST demonstration feared that food retailers

would oppose the electronic system and stop participating in the Food Stamp

Program. Historically, the retail food industry has been' slow to adopt point-

of-sale debit or credit card systems fo r two main reasons, Because the indus-

try operates on very narrow margins, a retailer cannot pay a service or trans-

action fee without risking either a loss of profits or a non-competitive price
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structure. Second, shoppers are very $epsic:,.:_ ,_> Lhe ]e:_gch ,'>f _Jm,c :hey

spend waiting in the checkout Line, and a ,ystem nhat slows a _toce'_ checkout

process may send customers elsewhere.

In establishing the demonstration, therefore, PRC worked hard to win

support from the Reading grocers. %'he process of public meetings and other

events is described in Chapter 3. The results were quite positive: vi_'cually

all retailers in the demonstration area who are authorized to partzcipace in

the Food Stamp Program elected to participate in the demonstration project.

In addition to PRC's efforts, three other factors clearly influenced

the grocers:

· Any store that did not participate ir the demomstc_t:ion
would almost certainly lose revenues, because _lt food

stamp recipients in the demonstration were able t_ use

their benefits only through _he EBT card. (Stores ere
allowed to continue accepting coupor_:-:: _-:o Cl'F_vdid not:

have to fear losing the business of fom_ s_amp recipients

living outside the demonstration area.)

· The EBT system required few direct expendituc_:_s by the

retailers. Although retailers had some costs (such as

the cost of training clerks and the ioss of counter
space), the in-store equipmenL, co_nunicatio_ and

transaction costs were borne by the Department of

Agriculture.

· Because virtually all stores in the _eao_ng mar'kef: area

participated in the demonstratXo_, _:_ ,.... '__.; :',:_a_ir_,_ __c_
would necessarily face a change in comp_i_i_e pos[_ca_

Thus, a retailer stood to Lose more by not partlcipatzng in Lhe demonstration

than by participating.

Although virtually all retailers decioed co participate ia the EBT
]

demonstration, their expectations were mixed. = Most believed Lhat the system

would be easier to deal with than the coupo_ _¢y_em. Askeo whec_et they

thought the EBT system would be easier or harder to de_L with than ,he coupon

lInterviews were conducted with manage_-s ,_t'o_:ers a_ _ total o ,_

110 participating retail establishments before _he i:S['syaterr, b::_ia,',opeca-
ting. Most of the interviews were conducted [_ hme amc .._,I,.: ' I u: ...... '

were conducted in the September-October period w; _h §roc275 tho m_xde the

decision to pacticipate in the demonsLr_tio_ _.¢'_ee:_ July ama _:h_:_start-up
period in October.
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system, 67 percent said easier and 14 percent said harder. The retailers

looked forward to a reduction in the time and effort spent counting, cancel-

ling, and bundling coupons for redemption.

Grocers foresaw general improvements in the Food Stamp Program as

well as efficiency gains for their own operations, Asked what they saw as the

major benefits of the EBT system, the main responses were:

· elimination of coupon handling, efficiency in processing

(31 percent of all responses)

· reduction in fraud and abuse of coupons (29 percent)

· not having to give change in food stamp purchases (17
percent)

· efficiency of direct deposit to bank (12 percent)

· improvements in recipients' buying patterns, such as
spending all of their benefits on food, spreading pur-
chases out through the month (4 percent)

Perhaps the most surprising aspect of these responses is the emphasis

on the EBT system's ability to curtail fraud and abuse. A second interview

asked the grocers about the frequency of various kinds of abuse, l They felt

that the most frequent abuse was for recipients to make repeated small

purchases in order to generate cash from their coupons 2 (63 percent of

respondents). More than a third of the respondents mentioned the purchase of

prohibited items and the sale'of coupons for cash as frequent abuses. An

overwhelming majority of the retailers (73 percent) felt that the EBT system

would reduce food stamp fraud and abuse "a lot." Only 11 percent felt that it

would have no effect or expressed no opinion.
!

The retailers also were asked what they saw as the EBT system's major

drawbacks. A substantial 18 percent could not think of any drawbacks

(compared to only 6 percent who had seen no major benefits)- Among those who

did name drawbacks, the most common responses were:

1The second interview vas conducted in August and SePtember, 1984,
just before the EBT systea became operational.

2Recipients can receive no more than $0.99 in change from any one
purchase.
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· recipients would have problem: w [ ',,=_'_y_t_:,_,suci_ as

forgetting their P[N_ o_' _avir.2 i_,.sut,_;._c-:,ci_e_]ef_cs _c
cover their intended purchase and havin_: [o Leave it:ems

for reshelving (28 percent of those responding)

· the EBT system would siow the checkout pl'ocess (18 pe__....
cent)

· employees would have _rouble dealing ,:_:[h the system

(8 percent)

· the EBT equipment would take up too muct_ space (5 per--
cent )

Most retailers seemed to feel that the sw_uch fzom coupons to %_,e EBT

system would not affect them very much. They were asked a series of q_,e_t{ons

about whether they expected the EBT system to ::_h_nce or reduca overall

profitability, total sales, food stamp sales_ customer count, operating costs,

and checkout counter productivity. Mos_ r'__sponden _s--65 perca:_: t:o

80 percent--said that they expected no dif[ereac_e _:, ..q.tr ch(:y wer_ un--

certain. Among those who expected the EBT system to ma',_ca _ifference_ opin-

ions were divided. Profitability and cusLomer count were more often expected

to improve than to decline, while the opposite was expected for checkout pro-

ductivity and operating costs.

Early Responses to the EBT system

pressed positive opinions. In in!_:vi._:w::in Oct.or_, ',?,:_.:,r,_be1984_ 60 per-

cent said that they preferred the EBT system to _he coupor, system. L_'ss than

half as many (25 percent) said that they Drefert'ed _[:e coupo,:,syr_tem, wh;le

14 percent expressed no preference, lnterview_ _n 7_,_,._rw--Ma_-ch_ lgf:5_ F_md

even more favorable views: 72 percent prefer_-_:d_.;_.EST syst_!m_ wb.Jle 26 per-

cent preferred coupons.

To a large degree, the reasons for Lhe -.'e''__!er_',o_'_'er_:_- m_r-

rored their earlier expectations about t?_e ,_BT _y._-_. '_'1_:,_ -h,:, ?-c_-;rred

the EBT system emphasized the overall ease ol _eaiin_ wi::_:ti_e _[,"c,:_m_arri-

cularly in not having to handle coupons. 7n re._ponse _e _ set ar_"._ q:_e_.':ion,

over half said that the EBT system was _.a_iur _'r:::": .':he _:o_'Fo: _. :_y?tem,. wh['_e

less than a quarter felt the _B'l's/stem wa._-' ha_de_
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The other common reasons for preferring the EBT system were the fact

that no change is given for EBT purchases and the system's perceived ability

to reduce fraud and abuse. On the latter point, 86 percent of the retailers

said the EST system was reducing fraud and abuse.

Most of the grocers who preferred the coupon system said that coupons

were faster at the checkout counters. A variety of other problems were raised

by one or two respondents, such as employee difficulties in learning the

system, uncertainty about the schedule for food _stamp deposits to the store

account, and problems with telephone lines.

Even grocers who preferred the EBT system experienced problems with

it. System slowdowns and downtime were most bothersome. Asked to name the

EBT system's major drawbacks, about 30 percent of the retailers, gave responses

related to delays at the checkout counter. Another 10 percent said the manual

system was too time-consuming and cumbersome. '(Some grocers, attempting to

avoid the manual system, reportedly used methods that contravened program re-

gulations, such as holdin 8 recipients' EBT cards for later processing. The

FNS regional office issued a "reminder" describing allowable procedures.) No

other factor accounted for more than 5 percent of the responses.

Retailers reported other problems as well. Nearly half had experi-

enced some problem with their BTTs or printers, though these were generally

regarded as minor problems, quickly resolved. About a third of the grocers

said they found it difficult to reconcile deposits against EBT sales, and

nearly as many said that deposits had been received late or in the wrong

&mount ·

Although grocers had anticipated problems with recipients using the

EBT system, this failed to materialize as a major issue. More than half of

the grocers said that their food stamp customers had no difficulties with the

new system. Most of thos e w_° reported a problem said that a small percentage

of recipients did not know their balance. However, no one who expressed a

preference for coupons said it was because of recipient problems with the EBT

system.

Host retailers had not expected the EBT system to have substantial

effects on general profitability or productivity, and their early experience

was consistent with expectations. Asked about a series of financial measures,
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between 65 percent and 95 percent said thac cL,_ _i' :Tste,n i_ad ma_e n_ differ--

ence. Those who did feel some effects o_ the EBY :system most oflen _eported

negative impacts. This was especially true of productivity at [he checkout

counter: 10 percent thought chat the EBT system i:ad reduced checkout pro-

ductivity, while only 3 per_.ent _a{_ the syss_:n haC enhanced productivity.

Very few retailers felt any effecC on overal% profitability; 2 retailer's felt

that the EBT system had contributed to a decline_ while ] said the system had

improved profitability.

It appears that the retailers' generally positive reaction to the EBT

system rests mainly on the elimination of coupon hand!kng and on factors that

they saw as improving the effectiveness _:f _he F_cd _tamp Program (e.g., noL

giving change from food stamp purchases &nd _'educing aDuse of the benefits).

On other points grocers saw no particular benefits_ but neithec did _hey see

problems that outweighed the system's attracti'_ fc:t_o.

7.5 RECIPIENTS' OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE READING 5f5_'?_

Recipients ' Expectations

Food stamp recipients were not initially as positive as the retailers

in their attitude toward the EBT system. Still, uhey tended to nave somewhat

more positive than negative expectations_ acco:-_{ng t_? a :u_-v_y conducted
]

shortly before EBT implementation hegan_-

Most EBT recipients (80 percent) saio the 7 i_:a_ _bout th, Ei_,T_ys_em

at the time of the survey (August and ea_'ly September of 1984). This would be

expected. The welfare office had already _ssued th_ new phot_ lden:_ficatlon

cards that subsequently would be encoded a:_-be_,e;_: c_ic_s_ and the purpose <.t

the cards had been explained in general terms whc.r_ i-_._ed, fr :_!r_it[on, _he

demonstration had received considerable publici:.? a:_c: pcess c,,vera_. The

1The survey involved 286 intervie_._ _.Jth a random _am?i_: o_ house-

holds in the demonstration area who were iss_ed £::_? _;tamps i_ J,.!:/ 1984

(referred to as "EBT recipients"). A para]lei su:-v::_ _'a.s conducted at th_

same time of a comparison group of 285 reci_ien_s ].i_I_g in ZIk_ cedes just

outside the demonstration area (referred to as "non-'EBT recipie_-.t_"}. The

non-EBT group was a stratified random s_:rqp]e _ith ove_'sampli_.g of ,>m_ st_b-

groups to obtain the same demographic pro_i]c _: the F]__ '-,_:_{ '.i'll.
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survey of non-EBT recipients found that 63 percent of them also had heard of

the new system.

More recipients expected the EBT system to be an improvement than a

detriment to the Food Stamp Program. Among those who would actually be in the

demonstration, 45 percent felt the EBT system would make the program better,

while 21 percent held the opposite opinion. The realainder felt it would make

no difference or had no opinion.

Non-EBT recipients, who had received no "official" explanation of the

new system, expressed somewhat less favorable opinions, but were still more

positive than negative. Of those non-EBT recipients who had heard of the EBT

system, 33 percent thought it would make the program better, 24 percent

thought it would make the program worse, and the remaining 43 percent thought

it would make no difference or had no opinion.

Recipients who thought that the EBT system would improve the Food

Stamp Program most often said the new system would curtail abuses such as the

purchase of unauthorized items and sale of coupons for cash. While some

people may perceive recipients as the perpetrators rather than the victims of

such abuse, the survey results suggest that recipients themselves place a high

value on the proper use of program benefits.

The other ways that recipients expected the EBT system to improve the

Food Stamp Program generally concerned issues of security and convenience.

Some felt that the EBT system would reduce the threat of coupon theft and

accidental loss. Some valued the fact that they would no longer have to go to

the bank to exchange ATPs for coupons, and generally felt that the EBT system

would be faster and easier.

Recipients who felt that the EBT system would have negative effects

most often said it would be confusing, with particular reference to keeping

crack of their benefits. A few recipients also felt that the electronic

system would be less convenient or that grocery stores would object to it.

Despite their positive expectations about the EBT system as an ele-

ment of the Food Stamp Program, EBT recipients expressed mixed opinions about

its effect on their grocery shopping. About 24 percent felt that shopping

would be easier with the EBT card, largely because they would not have to deal

with the coupon books. An equal number felt that it would be harder, citing
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confusion and the difficulty of _eepi_g t_'ack :7 cbei,' be,_efi_ balance° The
1

remaining 52 percent expected no difference or had ac opi_lion.

Early Experiences with the System

Recipients expressed quite positive opinions aOo_t the EBT sy,;tem in

interviews conducted in February-March 1985, shortly after the system began

operations. 2 Households that had experience both with coupons and with the

EBT system were asked which they preferred. A strong majority--74 percent--

preferred the EBT system. Only 21 percent preferred coupons, and 6 percent

were undecided.

A major factor in recipients' preference for the EBT system was a

perception that it was easier to deal with than the coupon system. Asked

whether it was easier or harder to do food shopping wits the MBT card, 55

percent percent said, "Easier," and only t3 p_r_:_r _nid; "Harder_" Among

those who found the EBT system easier, 42 percent _:(ced Ch_ convenience of

paying with the EBT card as compared to coupon books. Oi:he_ _BT features

commonly mentioned were not having to go to the bank to transact ATPs (15

percent), better security (13 percent), faster checkout (12 parcent)_ and not

having to carry coupons around (10 percent).

Recipients who felt that shopping with the EBT system was harder than

with coupons most commonly said that paying was slowc_ with the EBT card (35

percent) or mentioned problems w_th the ESl sy_t=_...._ , , ep,:ir'_, _af_sactions

quickly (25 percent). Relatively Jew peogle mention_J difficulty in keeping

track of their account balance (8 percent) o_ general difficulty in

understanding the system (6 percent).

Most recipients reported that they _ad not encountered prob[ems in

dealing with the EBT system, although a substantial number had i_en _mab[e to

use their EBT card at least once because of system problems_ _xhiblt 7.1

1Non-EBT recipients expressed vet/ _imilgc ;Dinion_ About 20

percent felt shopping would be easier with the ELT sT_tem_ and 2? i_c:r'_entfelt
it would be harder.

2The sample included persons who had been inter_,iewed in the August-

September period and additional house;_olda _hat had begun _eceivin_, food

stamps in the interim.
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lists the problems identified by the recipients. EBT equipment not working

and difficulty obtaining account balances were the most common problems.

Exhibit 7.1

PERCENTAGE OF RECIPIENTS REPORTING EBT-RELATED PROBLEMS

Problem Percentage

Could not use card because checkout equipment not working ........... 36%

Could not find out how much was left in account ..................... 11%

Card damaged so it could not be used ................................. 8%

Forgot PIN ........................................................... 7%

Account credited late ................................................ 6%

Account credited for too little ...................................... 6%

Lost track of balance ................................................ 4%

Card lost ............................................................ 4%

Card stolen ' 1%®e.ele®eeeee®l.ee®eeeeeeemeeeegeee.eo_ee®emee®e_eeeeeeeeee

Someone else in household used card without authorization ............ 1%

Grocery deducted more from account than amount of purchase ........... 1%

The responses to the survey questions cannot be considered strong measures of

the frequency with which these problems happen. They indicate, however, that

only system slowdowns and downtime made an impressi °n on many recipients.

Even the system problems, common enough for most recipients to have encoun-

tered them, were mentioned by only about a third of the respondents. Appar-

ently the convenience of the KBT system far outweighed its difficulties in

most recipients' perceptions,

7.6 ISSUES OF CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS AND MANAGEMENT

Experience with the Reading demonstration suggests several areas of

EBT contract management needing special attention. As described below, two of

these areas deal with per[ormance criteria and contract scheduling. The
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others involve the sponsoring agency's ,:cad i,._ '_.-_:nJca' ass_s_.:ance and _h,_'

need for close interaction with part,ti, paring fete{ [ers.

The Need for System Performance Criteria

Although the solicitation for Lhe Reading demonstration made quite

explicit demands about the functional, and special requirements for an EBT

system, it did not specify many system performance criteria, in large part,

tack of experience with point-of-sale funds transfer systems--and especially

with EBT systems--meant that reasonable values for performance criteria were

not known.

In the absence of performance criteria_ however, it has been diffi-

cult for FNS to manage its contract with PRC. in par_icu[ar, FNS has found it

hard to make definitive and enfcrceable statements about whether the EBT

system was operating at an acceptable level. Fo: _×ampla_ _he sysuem _ome-

times had slow response times. The slowdowns wec_: c]ea_'_ but it was t,nclear

whether their frequency or extent was inconsistent with PRC's contractual

responsibility.

The lack of specified performance criteria also hao aade PRC's con-

tract management more difficult. Without explicit performance criteria, a

system contractor faces the potential for changing expectations and ambiguity

about the success or failure of the _ystem.

These problems indicate that the sponsoring agency .... _f {_ uses an

external contractor to develop and impiement an EBT system--muraL establish al

least a few key system performance criteria in the initial solicitation.

Examples include requirements covering system respocse times and system reli-

ability. Furthermore, these criteria should be defined from the viewpoint of

system users rather than in terms of the system's ].ntcrna! fun::_ioning. For

instance, the system's response time might be defined as the time beLween the

retail clerk pressing the "Send" key and lhe printinA of a receipL, rather

than the transaction processing time recorded within Lhe computer. Similarly

system reliability might be defined in _:erms of the percentage of transactic:l

attempts that are successfully completed, rather !;ba_ the traditional "up

time" measure of the central processor's functioning.
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A complete set of performance criteria for an EBT system should not

be limited to the processing of normal purchase transactions. It should spe-

cify acceptable performance levels for benefit authorizations and card ini-

tializations, the crediting of retail accounts, the balancing of accounts, and

the production of management and reconciliation reports.

In specifying performance criteria, the sponsoring agency should re-

cognize that some factors affecting system performance may be outside the con-

trol of the system contractor. For example, levels of benefit usage may ex-

ceed reasonably established expectation. System response times depend in part

on dialing and telephone transmission speeds, which can vary. The existence

of such externally determined factors requires that the sponsoring agency ex-

ercise judgment when evaluating system performance relative to specified cri-

teria. However, the system contractor should consider the potential impacts

of these factors on system performance and--insofar as possible--account for

these impacts during the system design process.

The Nee d for Expert Evaluation of the System

Establishing performance criteria reduces the agency's need to per-

form a detailed technical evaluation of a system's internal functioning. Nev-

ertheless, it must be recognized that substantial technical expertise will be

needed throughout the contract. This need is greatest when evaluating ini-

tial proposals, in the review of documents produced during the design and de-

velopment phases, and in considering any proposed modifications to the system

design. In addition, expert assistance may be needed during the development

of the solicitation itself. In particular, assistance may be needed to estab-

lish performance criteria that fall within the realm of current point-of-sale

and electronic funds transfer technologies.

It is important for technical evaluation of the system design to

occur as early as possible. The further the contractor progresses in develop-

ing the detailed aspects of the design, the more difficult and costly--both in

time and contract expenditures--it becomes to make changes in response to

evaluation comments. During the Reading demonstration, FNS used both its own

data processing staff and outside consultants to assist with the following

!
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functions: developing the solicitation, _:ev]ewing propo=_ls, review]n_ docu-

ments produced by PRC, and evaluatia_ PRC's proposals for respondil_g to ob-

served problems.

As the contract progresses_ the quaiifications needed in technical

experts may change. For example, ducing the evaluation of ir_itial proposals,

the sponsoring agency may need persons having expertise in a broad range of

point-of-sale technologies because the proposed systems may differ substan-

tially. Once a proposal has been selected, however, technical assistance

should be focused on the particular design selected. This means that experts

selected for reviewing and evaluating the design avd subsequent implementation

of the system must have a thorough knowledge of that system's hardware anal

software.

The Need for Realistic Schedulin_

The design and development phase of the EBT demonstration in Reading

required somewhat more than 13 months to complete, as compared to _:he 12

months originally planned. Although such a delay is not extraordinary, some

of the factors causing the delay should be considered in future efforts.

The demonstration contract called for PRC to produce a series of

written products (e.g. a Detailed System Design), and stipulated that FNS

would review each product and respond with comments within four weeks. FNS

found, however, that four weeks were not always suf_Ic_ent to review a report

fully and to prepare comenns. The schedule ca!led [or a number of _eports at

the s_tme time, which exacerbated the problem. The iarge number of people who

had to review the reports, however, created the biggest problem. For in-

stance, in addition to staff within FNS's Division of Family NuL,:inion Pro-

grams, staff from USDA's Office of the inspector General, the Office _f the

General Counsel, the Pennsylvania Department of ?ub]{c Welfara: and the Berks

County Assistance Office all reviewed each report. Gathering and evaluating

each reviewer's comments prior to preparing a set of co_mlents for PRC required

more time than anticipated.

Perhaps more important than the time needed for reviews was the ti_e

needed to resolve issues that arose from the reviews. For instance, some is-

sues raised at the Critical Design Review needed co_s_!tatlon with other USDA

agencies or other institutions before they coutd be r_s_lved. The Office of
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the General Counsel had to rule on the acceptability of printing recipients'

account balance information on the EBT receipt. The required interface for

electronic funds transfers within the EBT system needed consultation and

coordination with two Federal Reserve regions because the United States

Treasury wanted a letter of credit established for the demonstration rather

than allowing a non-federal agency (i.e. AB&T) to directly debit USDA's ac-

count for the Food Stamp Program. This resolution required the involvement of

the New York Federal Reserve bank as well as the Philadelphia Federal Reserve

bank.

AIL these issues took more time to resolve than was allocated in the

original schedule, and they caused some development activity to be delayed.

The contract envisioned a clear demarcation between Phase I (design) and Phase

II (development), with FNS giving formal approval to the design before pro-

ceeding with any Phase II activity. However, in order to minimize the delay,

FNS authorized PRC to proceed with specific Phase II tasks before giving over-

all authorization for that phase.

Similar experiences occurred after the evaluations of the Functional

Demonstration Test (at the end of Phase II) and the System Acceptance Test (at

the beginning of Phase III). Each test raised issues that needed to be re-

solved before further contract tasks could be authorized. (See Chapter 3 for

discussions of these issues.) Again, resolving these issues required more

time than had been allocated in the original contract schedule.

Several suggestions have been made for avoiding schedule delays such

as those experienced in Reading. In general, these suggestions imply that

more time needs to be allowed for document review, test evaluation, and prob-

lem resolution. Planners should assume that some difficult issues will arise

during system design and development, and that coordination among multiple

actors will be necessary to resolve them.

Alternatively, more time could be scheduled prior to delivery of de-

sign documents. This would enable the system contractor to become more famil-

iar with local food stamp operations, thereby making the design more respon-

sive to the details of existing food stamp procedures. A more responsive de-

sign should reduce the number of difficult issues that arise during design

review and system tests. Although this latter approach would not necessarily
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reduce the total time needed for the contract, _t m:ght ceduce Later disruv

lions to the scheduling of contract tasks.

With regard to contract tasks, a related scheduling issue is the long

lead time required for some development activities, particularly for obtaining

specialized computers and related equipment. For instance, PRC encountered

delivery schedules of up to three to four months for store terminals, and up

to two months for the system's computers. Presumably, the contractor should

account for these delivery schedules in the original proposal. However, it is

important to structure the contract schedule in such a way that, to the extent

possible, development activities are not delayed by the need te resolve design

issues.

The Need for Close Interaction with Retailers

The system contractor needs to contact retailers early in the

system's design phase to determine their special needs with respect to an EBT

system. In addition to this early communication, however, both the aystem

contractor and the sponsoring agency need to maintain close interaction with

retailers throughout the contract. The Reading experience suggests that this

need is particularly acute during training and system operations.

As discussed in Chapter 3, PRC encountered some difficulty in getting

retailers to send all their clerks to training sessions, presumably because

they did not want to incur additional labor costs for their employeea.

Instead, store managers and selected clerks went _o PRC's training. They th_m

trained their remaining clerks chemseives. This in-store training often was

not as thorough as the original training, and this may have caused some of the

equipment use problems encountered after operations began.

To avoid such problems, retailers need tu be encouraged to send as

many clerks as possible to regular training sessions. In addition, the spon-

soring agency and system contractor should recognize that training sessions

probably need to be scheduled on an on-going bas{s. Some clerks will need to

be retrained, and normal turnover among retail employees will supply a con

scant pool of clerks without formal training_ New stores entering the _yst_:_

also will have employees needing training.
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The Reading demonstration also suggests that problems with store

equipment are likely to arise during system operations. Because not all po-

tential problems can be foreseen and addressed during training, the contractor

should establish procedures for contacting retailers and advising them how to

handle frequently recurring problems. If any problems lead to changes in

system design or operating procedures, retailers must be notified of any

changes affecting their responsibilities. Retraining may be necessary when

making major changes.

Finally, during the course of system operations, retailers may modify

system procedures to fit their special needs. These modifications may violate

program regulations or cause problems with other system functions. In

Reading, for example, some retailers circumvented the $35 limit on manual

sales by requesting multiple authorizations over a period of several days to

cover a single large sale. This violates program regulations prohibiting the

extension of credit for food stamp purchases. Similarly, some retailers asked

recipients to leave their EBT cards with them when sales could not be pro-

cessed by the system. Recipients took their purchased groceries, then re-

turned at a later date to process the sale and pick up their cards.

To identify such incidents of system abuse, the contractor or the

sponsoring agency must monitor score operations to ensure that stores follow

all procedures correctly. It may be necessary to send notices to retailers

reminding them of proper operating procedures. Of course, the monitoring also

serves to identify areas of system operations with which retailers have dif-

ficulty. This information may help in modifying system operations to better

meet the needs of retailers.

7.7 A CHECKLIST OF PROCEDURAL CONSIDERATXONSFOR SYSTEM DEVELOPERS

Previous chapters described the major elements of an EBT system de-

sign and the phases of activity needed to implement a system. An agency con-

templating development of an EBT system w{l! necessarily focus much of its

attention on these issues.

The Reading experience indicates that successful implementation of an

EBT system will depend on a number of procedural issues as well as on design

features. This section offers a list of these issues in question form. The

questions are intended as reminders: they concern points which might be
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overlooked, but which can make an Lmportan: differe_ce in Lhe dave]o_me_tL aaa

implementation process.

The list is organized by the major groups participating in the

system: recipients, retailers, the state welfare agency, the local welfare

office(s), financial institutions, system operators, and the sponsoring

agency.

Recipients

· What procedures should be followed for contacting

recipients or recipient advocacy groups to gain input
for system design?

· Once a geographic area to be served by the system is
selected, which food stamp recipients should be in-

cluded in the system? Should any subgroups be ex-
cluded?

· Prior to system implementation, what procedures should

be followed for informing recipients about the impend-
ing changes in program operations?

· Given the proposed design for the system, what are lhe

potential difficulties recipients will have using the

system? How can these difficulties be minimized?

· What special training needs will recipients have? In

particular, what are the special needs of elderly and

non-English-speaking recipients, and recipients with

physical, mental, or emotional handicaps?

· What are the logistics of training recipients to use

the system? Who will conduct the training? When and

where will training sessions be held? How many
recipients will be trained during each session, and how

many sessions will be required? What training
facilities and materials will be required? Finally,

what follow-up efforts will be pursued to train

recipients who fail to appear for training?

· How will the system accommodate recipients' established

shopping patterns? This includes where they shop, when

they shop, and who does the shopping.

· How will the system meet the needs of recipients
confined to their homes or institutionalized?
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· How will the system respond to the needs of recipients

moving out of the area served by the system? What
about recipients who wish to shop outside the area for

brief periods?

· How' are Food Stamp Program regulations to be met with

respect to notifying recipients about changes in oper-

ations, about training requirements, and about adverse

case actions if recipients do not appear for training?

Retailers

· What procedures should be followed for contacting

retailers to gain input for system design?

· Given the geographic location of recipients to be

served by the system, which retailers should be allowed

to participate in the system?

· To what extent will retailers share the costs of

participating in a Food Stamp Program or integrated EBT

system?

· What procedures will be followed to enroll retailers in

the system? Are these procedures responsive to re-

tailers' needs for quick entry onto the system after

system implementation?

· What pt'oc,_dur+,_ are n.ed4, d to remove retailers from the

system when they either _o out of business, lose au-
thorization to participate in the Food Stamp Program,

or decide to drop out of the system?

· Given the proposed design for the system, what poten-

tial difficulties will retailers have using the

system? In particular, what are the proposed proce-

dures for manual backup and for retailer reconciliation

of food stamp sales and deposits?

· How will mobile vendors process food stamp sales?

· What are the training needs of retailers? What are the

logistics for training retailers? What procedures will

be available for ongoing training? Can procedures be

developed which enable store managers or their
assistants to perform in-store training?

i

· Prior to system implementation, what procedures should

be followed for informing retailers about the impending

changes inprogram_Operations?

· What arrangements will be _ollowed for monitoring store

operations, for identifying equipment problems, and for

servicing EBT equipment?
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· How man 7 checkout counters in each store must be

capable of processing EBT sales?

· What procedures will be followed for informing

retailers of issuance dates and changes in system

operations?

State Welfare Agency

· What procedures will be followed for contacting agency

personnel to gain input for system design?

· How will the system interact with other Food Stamp

Program operations? What existing operations will have
to be modified?

· What data must the EBT system provide to meet the

agency's regular management and oversight functions?

What are the reconciliation requirements of the agency?

· What changes or waivers to state regulations will be

needed to implement an EBT system?

· What procedures wkLl be tollowed for ongoing

communication with the agency about system operations,

problems, and changes?

· What impacts will the system have on agency responsi-
bilities and workload?

Local Welfare Office

· What procedures will be followed for contacting welfare

office personnel to gain input for system design?

· How will the system interact with other Food Stamp

Program operations? What ex{st{ng operations will have
to be modified?

· What procedures will be followed for ongoing

communication with the office about system operations,

problems, and changes?

· What are the training requirements for office

personnel? What are the logistics for training office

personnel?

· How will the system affect office responsibilities and
workload?
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Financial Institutions

· Which financial institution will receive information on

retailer credits for entry into the electronic funds
transfer (EFT) network?

· What are the information content and format

requirements for the EFT network?

· What are the processing deadlines for the EFT network?

· How will the system affect the responsibilities and
workload at financial institutions?

· How will local bank(s) interface with the Federal

Reserve System and o6taln USDA funds to cover retailer

deposits?

* What financial arrangements are needed with financial
institutions? What service fees will financial in-

stitutions charge to the retailers or to the state
agency for processing EBT transactions?

System Operators

· What are the staffing requirements for operating the

EBT system? How many personnel and what qualifications
are needed?

· Who will have responsibility for managing and
supervising EBT operations?

· What are the training needs of system operators? What
procedures minimize the incidence of operator error?

e What procedures will be followed to ensure timely
response to system problems, both in the field and at
the operations center?

Sponsoring Agency

e What functional and special requirements should be

specified for system design? Should the agency specify
particular design elements as well?

· What performance criteria should be specified for
system operations?

· What changes or waivers to Food Stamp Program
regulations will be required to implement the system?
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· What is a realistic schedule for designi,,g, developlng_

and implementing the system? Does tme schedule allow

for lead times on equipment orders? Does it allow

adequate time for resolving problems that arise at

review and test points?

· What level of outside expert assistance will be

required to develop the solicitation for the system, to

review bids, to review system design, and to evaluate

the final system and any proposals submitted to correct

system problems? What qualifications must outside

experts have to perform these functions?

· What management reports will be needed to ensure the

system's compliance with functional requirements and

performance criteria?

· What procedures should be implemented to monitor system
operations?
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Appendix A

GLOSSARY

AB&T American Bank and Trust Company. Reading bank which receives
retailer deposit information and initiates funds transfer re-
quests for the EBT system through the Federal Reserve system.

ACH Automated Clearing House. Financial network used to process
funds transfer requests.

ADP Automated Data Processing.

ATP Authorization-to-Participate Card. Card used in some
jurisdictions.to authorize deliver 7 of food stamp coupons to
program recipients.

BCAO Berks County Assistance Office. The local welfare office
serving the Reading area.

BIC Benefit Identification Card. Photo identification card with

encoded magnetic stripe used to access benefits in the EBT

system.

BTT Benefit Transaction Terminal. Equipment located at retail
checkout counters to read recipients' BICs and to transmit
transaction information to the EBT Center. Also referred to as
Benefit Transfer Terminal.

EBT Electronic Benefit Transfer. The EBT system uses electronic
funds transfer and point-of-sale technologies for the delivery
and control of food stamp benefits.

EBT Center Local operations center for the Reading EBT system.

EFT Electronic Funds Transfer.

FNS Food and Nutrition Service. Federal agency within USDA
responsible for administering the Food Stamp Program.

MARO Nid-Atlantic Regional Office, Regional office of FNS serving
the Reading area.

NACHA National Automated Clearing House Association. All electronic
funds trans£er requests need to be transmitted in a standard
format adopted by this association.

O(/C Office of the General Counsel of the United States Department
of Agriculture.

OIG Office o£ the Inspector General of the United States Department
of Agriculture.
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PDPW Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare. Stat_ agency

responsible for administering Food Stamp Program operations.

PIN Personal Identification Number. A four-digit code selected by

the recipient. This code must be entered on the PIN-pad

attached to the BTT before any purchase transaction will be

processed in the EBT system. Also required for balance

inquiries.

PIN offset A special number that is based on the recipient's BIC number
and PIN.

POS Point-of-Sale. Refers to equipment and systems that debit
clients' accounts and credit retailers' accounts as a sale is

performed.

PRC Planning Research Corporation. Contractor selected to design,

develop, and implement the Reading EBT system.

TAC Transaction Authorization Code. A number computed and trans-

mitted by a store BTT for each electronic purchase and refund

transaction. The number is based on the data being trans-

mitted. The system's computers, upon receipt of transaction
data, recompute the TAC. If the transmitted data have been

degraded during transmission, the two TACs will not match and

the transmitted data will not be processed.

USDA United States Department of Agriculture.

VIO unit Voice Input/Output unit. This unit is attaehed to the EBT

system's computer and provides balance information in a syn-

thesized voice when recipients call a special telephone number

using a telephone with touch-tome service.
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Appendix B

CHRONOLOGY OF DEMONSTRATION EVENTS

1982

June i7 Official notice of solicitation published in Commerce

Business Daily.

September 3 Draft RFP issued. Comments and questions due no later
than October 18.

1983

January 10 Final RFP issued. Proposals due February 25.

January 24 Preproposal conference held by FNS.

February 4 RFP modified. Proposal deadline extended to March 8.

March 8 Deadline for submission of proposals.

July i Contract awarded to Planning Research Corporation (PRC)
of McLean, Virginia.

July 7 Kick-off meeting held between PRC and FNS.

July 8 General Notice of EBT Alternative Issuance Demonstration
Project published in Federal Register.

July 26 PRC held initial briefing for the BCAO.

August 3 PRC held initial briefing for the PDPW.

August 8 PRC mailing to food retailers in four ZIP codes,
notifying them of project.

August 11 MARO mailing to food retailers in four ZIP codes,

notifying them of project.

August 15 Public notice of demonstration in local newspaper.

August 24, 30 PRC held initial briefings for Reading area food
retailers.

September 12 Initial draft of Detailed System Design delivered to FNS.

September 14 PRC conducted briefing for BCAO Supervisory Board.

September 19 Letter submitted to FNS by PRC detailing information on

necessary federal waivers for the demonstration.
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September 22-23 PRC conducted briefings an_ pr= se_tgtioo_ _r financial
institutions in Reaoing and local co_nunity

organizations.

September 23 Initial drafts of Acceptance Test Plan, users' manuals,
and training manuals delivered to FNE.

September 30 Initial draft of Implementation Plan delivered to FNS.

October 5 Meeting held with PRC, FNS, AB&T, and United States

Treasury to discuss process for electronic funds transfer
for the demonstration.

October 20 Critical Design Review held.

October 26 Meeting held with Third District Federal Reserve Bank in

Philadelphia to discuss process for electronic funds
transfer for the demonstration.

October 28 Revised Detailed System Design document submitted to
FNS.

November 21 FNS authorized PRC to begin training progran_ers in PL/i

and to begin developing programming specifications.

Although these were Phase II activities, early
authorization was provided to reduce schedule delays.

December 2 FNS authorized PRC to begin developing software for

system components according to baseline system design and

to order one IBM Series/1 computer. Although these were

Phase II activities, early authorization was provided to

reduce schedule delays.

1984

January 24 PRC authorized to begin Phase !I (System Development).

February 13 Publicity package sent out to local media to coincide
with official announcement of extended demonstration

boundaries.

February 16 Enrollment packets sent to 61 stores within five-mile
radius of downtown Reading.

February 17 Official demonstration boundaries announced.

March-April PRC completed store-by-store inspections to determine EBT

equipment and telephone line needs.

April 3 Procedures finalized with AB&T and USDA for handling EBT
credits and debits.

April 4 BCAO began issuing photo identification cards to

recipients within demonstration boundaries.
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May 13 Revised PRC deliverables submitted to FNS.

July 17 PRC asked AB&T to provide EBT Center backup when Center
not staffed at night.

July 20-25 Functional Demonstration Test held.

August 6 Correction to problem with system's acceptance of

transposed PIN digits demonstrated.

August 8 Successful electronic transmission between Harrisburg
(PDPW) and PRC demonstrated.

August 9 PRC authorized to begin Phase III (System

Implementation).

August 21 Amended General Notice of the EBT Alternative Issuance

Demonstration Project published in Federal Register.

This notice provided operational details about the
demonstration which were unavailable at the time of the

July 8, 1983, General Notice.

August 27-29 System Acceptance Test held.

September i1-17 PRC trained about 800 retail clerks and managers in use

of the system.

September 19 PRC trained 35 PDPW employees in how to instruct

recipients.

September 24-26 PRC trained about 110 BCAO employees in use of the

system.

September 26 PRC trained 20 USDA "facilitators" for system start-up.

September 27 PRC trained about 15 retail clerks and managers during
make-up session.

September 28 PRC trained community agency volunteers in use of the
system.

October I System start-up. EBT Center updated Master File with

October regular issuances.

October 1-5 USDA facilitators visited each store in the demon-

stration, answered questions, and assisted when problems
arose.

October 1-12 PDPW and BCAO staff trained first wave of 1,630 food

stamp recipients in use of system. PhotoiDs encoded.

_ October 19 Make-up sessions held for October training; 44 recipients
trained.

?
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October 31 EBT Center updated Master Fil_z wit5 Mov_be_ zeguJar
issuances.

November 1-9 PDPW and BCAO staff trained second wave of 890 food stamp

recipients in use of system. Photo ids encoded.

November 16 Make-up sessions held for November training; b2

recipients trained.

December 2 EBT Center updated Master File wit_ December regular
issuances.

1985

January I EBT Center updated Master F_Le w_h Jaa_ary rebuS,ar
issuances.

January 2 MARO letter to retailers clarifying Foo_ st;amp Prog=am

policy regarding dollar limit for _anual transactions _nd
extension of credit for food stamp purchase_,

January 3-11 PDPW and BCAO staff trained third and final wave o_ 908

food stamp recipients in use of the system, Fb,3t_,l[]s
encoded.

January 23,24 Make-up sessions held for January {raining; 98 recipients
trained.

January 25 FNS authorized PRC to operate EBT Center 2_ ho_'s each

day.
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